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MALOLO® CORSAIR nautical print zip jacket with over-

sized pocket and British notched collar. Shown with

medium Hawaiian trunks. Both of 100% fine cotton

in color combinations of gold and blue. Jacket $6.95
Trunks $6.95

RUGBY 100% cotton fleece deck shirt pull over in

trimmed colors of white, gold, olive or navy. $5.95
TOP SIDERS deck pants and the newest British SEA
KNICKERS with regimental belt. Both of 100% cotton
in white, gold, natural, olive or black $5.95 and $8.95

CRICKET blazer striped knit jacket in brilliant colony
colors. Va length tab sleeves. Tailored Hawaiian trunks.
Both knit of 100% cotton. Vivid color combinations
of gold and spice. Button front cardigan $8.95
Trunks $5.95

The SeAFaRLNg MaN is a |4iCC
@ MaN

(with a British accent)

Chart your course ... to the crisp, colorful look of the California sun and sea swimwear

that Catalina so handsomely

MAIOLO® HARBOR LIGHTS giant zip jacket with roll

knit collar. Trim on sleeves and pocket, with embroi-
dered lantern emblems. Jacket of sturdy 100% cotton

gabardine. Square rig acetate, cotton and rubber trunks.

In white, gold and olive. Jacket $8.95 Trunks $5.95

with the new British styling influences.

MALOLO 11 BENGAL paisley print, zipper front jacket

with English accented collar over medium length boxer

trunks. Both of 100% finest printed cotton in color

combinations of gold, spice and blue. Jacket $7.95
Trunks $4.95

CHUKKER CHECK houndstooth knit commander's jacket.

Shown with square rig trunks. Jacket knit of finest

100% cotton. Trunks of cotton with rubber added for

perfect fit. Black, olive or gold with white. Cardigan
$7.95 Trunks $5.95

Catalina, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.. Another Fine Kayser Roth Product.
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SHOPWALK
Gold-striped pants, lime sweat shirts, and face

masks that wrap around like windshields— all are

found in this guide to beach garments and gadgets

The beaches along the eastern sea-

board will be open for the season on
the Memorial Day weekend, and the

shops are ready to meet just about any

need a beach-goer might have.

The No. 1 item for men this summer

is the sweat shirt, as a pullover for after-

swim and after-sundown wear. A rich

variety of colors and cuts is available.

Activair, for example, is making them in

citrus greens and oranges, as well as

blue and navy, and the ribbed knit at

neck, sleeve and waistband is sturdy and

lasting. The girls are buying them as fast

as the boys are—from George Stinch-

field’s, in Edgartown and Nantucket,

and Whitehouse & Hardy, New' York
City, S6.

While the ladies are having their fash-

ionable fling with beach dresses this sea-

son (see Sporting Look) the men can

indulge a taste for color with beach

pants like those shown here: bold orange

(this summer's hot color), green, red

and golden vertical-striped cotton hop-

sacking, cut with trim legs, self-fabric

waistband, slash pockets. They are made

by S.I.R. and cost $15 at Breidbart’s,

New York City. They should be worn
without cuffs or socks.

A new men’s beach shoe, called Jags,

is natural straw combined with leather

—and resembles those popular slip-ons

from Capri. Whitehouse & Hardy car-

ries them in New York City, for $11.

Another no-nonsense man’s beach

shirt is copied from the tennis sweater

—

but in absorbent stretch terry cloth. It

comes in white with navy piping at the V
neck, in white with red and gold with red.

It's available at Mark, Fore and Strike,

Florham Park, New Jersey, for $5.

Still another men’s beach pullover

—

the pullover is obviously the thing—is a

sweat shirt made of lustrous cotton ve-

lour, by Izod, in gold, blue, black, white

and beige. One we like particularly has

a zipper closing and a collar. It's $9, at

De Pinna.

Galleria, 143 East 54th Street, New
York City, has men’s cotton shorts cut

just like basketball trunks. They come in

white with orange stripes down the side

and around the legs, in blue with gold,

and red with gold, have a half belt and

metal buckle and cost $7.

A very practical garment for those

who swim after the sun goes down and

later need a warmer is a gym suit from

Alex Taylor's Sport Shop, consisting of

a hooded sweat-shirt top, sweat pants

bottom. Men’s sizes come in gray only;

boys’ in navy and gray. The cost is $2.75

for the shirt, $3 for the trousers.

A valuable piece of equipment for

youngsters is a good old-fashioned,

puncture-proof kapok-filled life vest.

Nervous parents can relax when the kids

are wearing these. The best vests have

adjustable straps and are free enough

in fit not to annoy or encumber the most

active child. Most important of all, they

will turn the child head-up, no matter

how he goes in the water. The one il-

lustrated is $5.50 at F.A.O. Schwarz.

There’s nothing encumbering about the

elasticized bikini either. It’s of nylon knit,

in tots’ sizes, in red-and-whitecheck, for

$3.95, at Saks Fifth Avenue.

The child here is playing with one of

the most fascinating of this year’s beach

toys—a set of French-made plastic molds

which form elaborate crenelated castles

in the sand. The set with four molds and

digging gear is $7 at F.A.O. Schwarz.

And now to the ladies. One of the

prettiest outfits for the beach this sea-

son is the overblouse and short shorts

shown above. They’re made by fabric-

and-color specialist Jack Lenor Larsen

and are available at his new Fifth Ave-

nue boutique (677 Fifth), which he calls

J L, Arbiter. The top is cotton velvet,

printed in stripes of mauve, orange, red

and pink and completely lined in shock-

ing-pink Siamese silk. It costs $49. The

continued
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NEW Power-packed 60 horse-

power engine.

NEW Dual-type carburetor . . .

for greater power with

less fuel.

FANTASTIC 4-speed gearbox
for getaway and go.

DAZZLING performance and
agility.

AMAZING speed stamina and
stability.

Convertible $1 996 F

DATSUN
Full 4-Pass. Sports Convertible

fun for foursome

27 new, exciting engineering

and body advances for

performance, economy and

comfort. Datsun is bigger,

more powerful, faster, more

economical, safer, more

comfortable, stronger and

roomier. Enjoy the thrill of

a test-drive!

For more details and

name of your nearest dealer:

NISSAN MOTOR CORP in U.S.A.

221 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark, N. J.

TAIbot 4-4100

also available:

Bluebird 4-Door Sedan SI 61 6 p.o.e.

4-Door Station Wagon $1916 p.o.e.

the finest marine rope made!

SEA/LINE
made of 100% DU PONT

NYLON
at the same price as manila!

1/4" 4c ft. 1.80C lbs

5/16" 7c ft. 2,80C
3/8" 9c ft. 3.40C
7/16" 12c ft. 5,000

1/2" 15c ft. 6,250 lbs.

5/8" 25c ft. 9,500 lbs.

3/4" 35c ft. 14,000 lbs.

7/8" 46c It. 17,500 lbs.

1" 60c ft. 23,500

A special? No! Minimum lengths? Random lengths? No!
Surplus? Definitely no! What then is the reason for this

extraordinary price for this extraordinary line? DIRECT-

MAN UFACTURER-TO-SK I PPER SALES ONLY. No dealers . . .

and no dealers mark-ups. Consequently, you can get the

finest marine line made, iooc/o du pont 707 nylon, at any
time, in any lengths— at the same prices dealers demand
for ordinary manila of equal strength.

Do not confuse sea/line with odd-lot surplus which many
dealers offer. Every foot of sea/line is newly manufactured

for you to exact Navy specifications for marine use . . .just as

wc make it for the U.S. Navy.

If you sail, check these realistic “Dacron”* prices. They’re
equally extraordinary: J4 "-6tf ft/ ft/ ^"-i+t'ft

6
Write for free Boatman's Guide & free sample lengths.

WEST PRODUCTS CORP. dept, si-

i

P. O. BOX "79T NEWARK 1, NEW JERSEY

SHOPWALK continued

shorts, made of the same silk, are S22.50.

The beach carry-all here is more down
to earth. It’s actually a yachtsman’s bag

of natural canvas, but handy for beach

gear. It’s S5 at the Crow’s Nest.

The unbleached look, which sets off

any woman’s tan, is at Peck & Peck.

Neat pants and a shirt are of cotton hop-

sacking ($13 for the pants, $7 for the

three-quarter-sleeved shirt); and a Don-

egal fisherman hand-knit pullover sweat-

er has a boat neck. It’s $20.

Jax on 57th Street have trimly tailored

faded-blue denim pants made in two lay-

ers of fabric. They are beltless and pock-

etless—and they fit beautifully if you're

as trim as the Jax salesgirls, who wear

slacks as a uniform. Robert Leader at

146 East 54lh Street has a man-tailored;

denim shirt with buttondown collar,

three-quarter length sleeves and vented'

sides. It is $6.

And speaking of trimness, anyone who
thinks of a skin-diver’s suit as being

a man-from-Mars uniform, should see

White Stag’s new leotard-like women's

insulated swimsuit. It is designed for the

early or late season swimmer, is made of

3/ 16-inch-thick neoprene, and fits over a

conventional swimsuit. It is cut like a

tank suit. The colors are black, aqua, red

or yellow, and the price is $20 at Aber-

crombie & Fitch.

For fun and games

Beach clothes aren't the only excite-

ment for the beach—far from it. The best

idea of a season full of good ones is the

pair of pontoonlike shoes shown here.

They’re 5 feet 6 inches long, made of

buoyant, molded fiber glass and ure-

thane foam, and actually are made for-

walking on water. Water Shoes, Inc. of

Buffalo, N.Y. makes them for $40 a pair.

They will support up to 350 pounds.

They can be used for a sort of water ski-

ing behind a motor as small as five hp.

Sportier types can race with them, by

holding a hand sail or kite. You can also

joust, play water polo, or waltz on them.

At Macy’s there’s a surfversion of anoth-

er sand favorite—horseshoes. Oversize

plastic shoes and a floating stake, called

Water Horseshoes, cost $8. This game
weighs less than three pounds and can

be stored in the trunk of a car.

Surf and flutter boards are lighter in

weight, better to look at and easier to

transport than ever before. Poloron

Products, Inc., New Rochelle, N.Y.,

makes Vacucel (expanded polystyrene)

boards with hand holds and stabilizer

E2 SPORTS ILLUSTRATED May 22, I9G1



fins, ranging in size from 18 inches

($1.29) to five feet long (58.49). And
the Kestral Corporation of Springfield,

Mass, has a 6-foot 3-inch molded plastic-

foam surfboard with dual fins for $18.

Kestral also has an Aqua Chair as

comfortable in or out of the water as the

living room sofa. It's S7 at stores every-

where. For the same price, Kestral also

makes a 65-inch-by-23-inch See-B-Low

mattress, complete with tow ropes and

transparent viewing window for explor-

ing the deep blue. For those who prefer

floating above the water instead of in it,

there's an inflatable double-ended dory,

theSurcouf, at Kayak Corporation, New
York City, which can be made seaworthy

in four minutes. It is equipped with two

paddles, back rest, wooden flooring and

costs S155. A rig for sailing is $10 extra.

Children's inflatable rafts and toys

are particularly appealing this year and

come in every color and shape that a

child could want. There are miniature

canoes and sports cars (Kestral, $1.50-

52); seals with flapping flippers and col-

ored jet racers (Doughboy, 52-52.50); a

Snuggle Snake which can be coiled and

uncoiled around shoulders, arms, hips

and waist (Alvimar, $2); and an Ally-

Gator that spurts water when his head is

squeezed and will support up to 125

pounds (Remco, $3.98). There are off-

center-balanced beach balls with sand

pockets which zigzag (somewhat like a

bean bag) when thrown (Kestral, 70c5)

and giant plastic clowns which can be

ridden, punched or pampered (Dough-

boy, $4). All of these will be found at

bcachside shops, hardware stores and
drugstores. Lectro-Flate (Abercrombie

& Fitch, 510.95) inflates all these things

in seconds when plugged into the cig-

arette lighter of the family car. Monroe

Whether dining by the sea, or dancing under the stars. . . .

Whether swimming in the surf or pool, or strolling the miles
of secluded, private beach. . . . Whether golf is your game,
or tennis, skeet, riding, fishing or boating your sport— You’ll

glory in the comfort of your rooms in the Hotel, Apartments
or Beach Houses. Completely air-conditioned. American Plan.

THE CLOISTER SEA ISLAND, GEORGIA
(Also fully furnished rental homes available)

Write direct for Booklet, see Travel Agent or New York

Reservation Office, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, Tel. Circle 5-8055

Fun people. Famed
people. Young peo-

ple. Mature people.

Distinguished peo-

k pie. Tired people.
People who want to

rest & people who
want to play. Almost 4^
everybody prefers the

Caribe Hilton, world’s

most popular resort

hotel. So no wonder
it isn’t always easy
to get a reservation

u

there. The secret? Early does

it! Make your reservation now!

Enjoy every luxury,

every service ... all

water sports, danc-
ing, romancing . . .

glamorous island
1 foods and drinks!

European plan: Singles from $17, Doubles from $21

from May 15th to December 15th. reservations: See

your Travel Agent, any Hilton Hotel or Hilton Res-

ervation Office. Cable: Hiltels San Juan.

C2aaiHr6
1 \ . 0 1

SAN JUAN

PUERTO

Auidn RICO

SPORT
Name Yours —

We Have It!

FOR

FUN
Family Size-

All Ages!

. . . nowhere in the

rtd More
•" rid”

Will You Find

"Out of This World’

Vacation Attractions

8 Tree/
New 1961
BLUE BOOK
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SHOPWALK continued

COMPLETE
DIVING UNIT

• 50 min. Underwater Tank

• Snark II Regulator

• High Pressure Valve

• Nemrod Harness

• Explore the wonders of the under-

water world with this extremely
lightweight tank. Weighs only 14 lbs.

• Latest 3-stage, single-hose regulator

gives you breathing ease usually found
in 2-hose regulators. Rotating mouth-
piece for greater comfort.

• Automatic water expelling button.

80-min. tank, regulator, tAO QC .

valve, harness ppd.

All units complete with instruction books

For complete skin diving catalog, send 25«.

RICHARDS AQUALUNG CENTER
235 West 42nd St., New York 36, N.Y.

IN MAIN E’S

I

LOVELIEST LAKE
AND MOUNTAIN
COUNTRY

ouifKwiefl'
HOTEL

on Moosehead Lake
KINEO
MAINE

Louis O. Hilton

gu Manager

Here, in "the last true frontier on the Eastern

Seaboard,” a luxury hotel on its own 1200-acre
resort estate, provides everything you're look-

ing for. The greatest hunting and fishing,

private golf, tennis, swimming pool, boating,

lake and stream fishing. Accessible by car,

train or plane. June-September.

SEE YOUR TRAVEL AGENT
or Rob’t. F. Warner, Inc., 630 5th Ave., N.Y.

JUdson 6-4500

Boston, Washington, Chicago, Toronto, London

Fabricators in Chicago make a vinyl air

mattress called a Pump-N-Mat that dou-

bles as a beach float. It features a step-on

built-in air pump not affected by water.

Macy’s carries it for $4.95.

Volleyball, long a favorite beach

sport, shifts from sand to surf this sea-

son. The Argo Floating Volley Ball set

(Abercrombie & Fitch, $10.95) has a net

supported by polystyrene pontoons. For

water skiers there is a ski-to-boat com-

munications system. It is called the Air-

guide Ski Talkie, and Abercrombie &
Fitch sells it for $65. There is a 75-foot-

long rope, which carries the wire to the

boat, and handles for the skier on which

is installed the water-sealed two-way
mike which operates on batteries. An-
other water gadget is the Paddle-Pal by

Cell-Foam, Fort Worth, a polystyrene

ball with twin paddles in junior and sen-

ior sizes ($6 and $10). It can be used

as a float, swimming aid and a handy

means of moving about in the water.

Abercrombie & Fitch have it.

And now for underwater adventurers.

Although oval and round face masks are

still preferred by the majority of skin-

divers, there are a number of new de-

vices to aid underwater vision now on

the market. The U.S. Divers Company
has introduced the Aqua-Lung Profes-

sional Dive Mask, with a U-shaped wrap-

around tempered-glass lens. Using the

principle of the modern automobile

windshield, this mask provides greater

peripheral vision with its slanted lens.

Recessions in the lower flange of the

mask permit pinching nostrils for pres-

sure equalization and relief. The mask
sells for $1 1.95. For the diver who wears

eyeglasses, Aquavision, 211 N. Fourth

Street, Coeur d’Alene, Idaho, will make
to order a prescription-ground face plate

to fit most masks. The diver sends his

specifications to Aquavision, which in-

corporates them into a new face plate

for $39.50. Prescription lenses, hardened

to withstand pressures, are also available*’

for the diver. Belz Opticians, 15 Ease

40th St., New York City, will fit lenses

(cost averages $10 to $15, slightly higher

for complicated prescriptions) in a $2.95

plastic adapter unit that goes inside the

Squale mask.

For the occasional skin-diver, there

are economical plastic prescription lens'*

holders which can be temporarily in-

stalled in a mask. Healthways makes one

which attaches to the inside of the face

plate with a suction cup. It costs $3.95.

For the budget-minded sport diver,

there are inexpensive but reliable single

hose, two-stage regulators forcompressed

air tanks. They are equipped with fittings ,

for pressure gauges and swivel connec-

tions on the mouthpieces to prevent hose

kinking. Nemrod by Seamless has the

Snark II, featuring a tilt valve operated

at an angle off the diaphragm and a but- -

ton to clear water from the mouthpiece, v

It sells for $32.50. U.S. Divers Company"

;

makes the Aqua-Div Regulator for $35,

and Healthways has the Scubair, with

“exhaust pipes” on either side of the >

mouthpieces to prevent air bubbles

from obstructing vision, for $42.50.

The majority of swim fins with full 4

footpocket, raised ridges along the sides

for strength and a flat, broad planing

surface, are acceptable for both the neo-

phyte and the expert diver. One innova-

tion found, unfortunately, on only a few ^

full foot fins is a tiny air slot in the heel

to prevent waves from sucking the fin off *

the foot. Healthways has a universal

strap, the “Fixe-Palme,” which holds

closed-heel fins to the foot at the instep,

arch and heel. Made of seamless rubber,

it comes in two sizes, costs $1.75 a pair*-

and should prove invaluable to divers.
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Converting to...

('HHloniBlemUmj

Only Sunoco’s six different fuels

at six different prices . .

.

promise you’ll never overpay

for your gasoline.

Chevy or Corvette, Ford or Ferrari, Sunoco Custom-

Blending provides the precise octane your car

was designed to use. No more. No less. No waste!

Stop at Sunoco...go with confidence!
XI

nr/



For speed .. .plus the personal touch...

telephone

One great advantage of the telephone

is that you can talk things over, settle

them fast. And service to Europe is

now better than ever because of the

transatlantic telephone cables.

Whatever your reason for being in

touch with Europe, telephone!

TELEPHONE EUROPE FOR M2

$12 (plus 10% federal excise tax) is

the daytime telephone rate for the

first three minutes to 30 countries in

Europe. In most cases the rate is even

lower at night and all day Sunday.

I
1

You can telephone all over the worldBELL SYSTEM OVERSEAS TELEPHONE SERVICE



WATCH THE CARS COMPETE!
• MAY 27 to 28 — SCCA Race, Bridgehampton, N. Y. • MAY

30 — Indy “500,” Speedway City, Ind. • JUNE 17 to 18 —
Vanderbilt Cup Races, Westbury, N. Y. • Wherever you go —
go by car! Bridgehampton, for example, is only 97 miles

from New York City — 318 miles from Boston — and 325
miles from Washington, D. C.

• Ease the way with an Esso Road Map. Drivers call them
the most helpful and the easiest-to-read maps on the road.

Stop for yours — at your Esso Dealer. Then fill up with Esso

Extra Gasoline. See why it’s the most popular premium in

the entire area where it’s sold. And learn why year after

year motorists make the Esso Sign WORLD’S FIRST CHOICE!

HUMBLE OIL & REFINING COMPANY
America’s Leading Energy Company

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED May Iflll X3



MfHANKS TO THE REQUESTS OF SPORTS
7 ^ILLUSTRATED READERS -YOU CAN NOW
ORDER HANDSOME COLOR REPRODUCTIONS
OF THESE FAMOUS RUSSELL HOBAN PAINTINGS

GREAT SPORTING MOMENTS from the Past Year
only $2.00 for each complete set

OVERALL SIZE: MORE THAN 3 FEET BY 12 INCHES (EACH PANEL IS A FULL 6" x 12") SUITABLE FOR

FRAMING IN A UNIT (AS SHOWN ABOVE) OR IN SEPARATE PANELS REPRODUCED EXCLUSIVELY FOR

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED IN RICH COLOR ON FINE VELLUM

Here's a chance for you to order ( for yourself and your friends)

large color reproductions of the paintings that are receiving such

wide acclaim from art and sport enthusiasts everywhere.

Originally commissioned for our I960 Christmas Card — this

exclusive SPORTS ILLUSTRATED collection depicts six unfor-

gettable moments from the sports year just past. The exciting

achievement of each great moment is brought to life through

Russell Hoban's own bold style and rich, forceful colors. Perhaps

you've already identified the scenes from the miniature black and

white photographs above:

Carol Heiss skating her way to a gold medal at Squaw
Valley led Williams bitting historic home run # ‘>00 be-

fore retiring from baseball Johnny Unitas quarterbacking

his team to a world championship Rafer Johnson winning

the Olympic decathlon for the U. S. at Rome Arnold

Palmer nailing down his second straight Masters title

Vloyd Patterson regaining his heavyweight crown from
Ingemar Johansson.

So many SPORTS ILLUSTRATED readers have requested

copies of these memorable paintings ( for their own homes and

offices or to give as gifts) that we have been able to reproduce

the group in a unit measuring over 3 feet by 12 inches ... and

offer rhem at a cost of just S2.00 a set. The six panels measure

approximately 6" x 12" each -and can be attractively framed as

a unit (see above), in separate panels, or in groups of 2 or 3 —
however best suits your tastes and your home.

To order GREAT SPORTING MOMENTS just fill out the

coupon below and send it to SPORTS ILLUSTRATED: 540 N.

Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1 1, Illinois. But our supply is limited,

so please order right away, while we can guarantee delivery.

detach and mail TO: Sports lllliStrBtCCl 540 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois

Send me complete sets of GREAT SPORTING MOMENTS
Q Bill me later at $2 for each set, plus a

small charge for shipping and handling.
name

0 Payment enclosed— just S2 for each set

(SPORTS ILLUSTRATED will absorb

all fulfillment costs). address

NOTE: Each set will be mailed to you in

a sturdy cardboard tube. -j—

S 7<U7



Racing Ace Johnny Mantz completes oil check on a '61 Galaxie driven at 120 mph at Ford's Kingman, Arizona, Test Center.

THEY HARD-PEDALED A ’61 FORD OVER 4,000 MILES...

and the oil stood the test beautifully I

Reports Johnny Mantz: "This machine really got a workout . . . across the desert from Needles to

Nogales and down the pike from Boise to Broken Knee. It was smashed over hot desert sand. . .into

water traps at high speed. . .and crawled through city streets. Afterwards, they brought it back here

to Kingman, where I drove it at 2 miles a minute. Then they dumped the oil and checked it. No

sludge in this crankcase! Ford's new full-flow filtering rig really works. 4, 000 miles between

oil changes. Easy with this one!"

3EAUTIFULLY BUILT TO TAKE CARE OF ITSELF!
ford division . Jor^fglor&mflunif^

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED May 22, 1



BRENTWOOD knit shirts, made with Kodel,

win the title for comfort!
Gene Littler, golf pro, knows the tournament favorites around the golf circuit... these soft, handsome
knits with Kodel. These shirts are comfortable ... stay cool under pressure. And with Kodel, you can

wash them again and again and they’ll still stay soft. In blends of 55% Kodel polyester, 45% Corval*

rayon or 50% Kodel polyester, 50% cotton. $5.00. •Trademark of Courtaulds, Inc.

Kodel is the trademark for Eastman polyester fiber. Only the fiber is made by Eastman, not fabrics or shirts.

EASTMAN CHEMICAL PRODUCTS, INC., SUBSIDIARY OF EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, 260 MADISON AVENUE. NEW YORK 16, NEW YORK

2 SPORTS ILLUSTRATED May 1901
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Next week
New fans of harness racing are

invited to join top driver Del

Miller in the sulky as he ma-
neuvers his trotter through a

typical mile race, explaining his

strategy from start to finish.

An ad venturous yachtsmanjust

returned from the Pacific tells

the story of the nautical hermits

who spend their lives sailing

singlehanded through the is-

lands of the Southern Seas.

With a potent entry from the

Grand Prix ranks—Jack Brab-

ham—Indianapolis takes on a

brand-new look, and poses

some brand-new problems for

the owners of its race cars.
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ACTION
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Atha-Spray relieves itching and burning immediately. It reduces healing time, and protects

you from new infection. The spill-proof dispenser works easily from any angle, minimizes

mess and danger of spreading infection. Atha-Spray is gentle, safe, quick-drying, stainless.

It is the modern way to fast and lasting relief! Available at your drugstore $1.89.

NIKON F AUTOMATIC REFLEX world’s finest 35mm camera

$375 with Auto-Nikkor flA lens; $329.50 with Auto-Nikkor f2. For

literature and name of Franchised Nikon dealer nearest you, write
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NEW HI-SPEED, 1-STEP OPERATION —
CLEAR, SHARP COPIES EVERY TIME!

The new Apeco Uni-Matic is all-electric, completely automatic.

So fast ... so easy-to-use you’re an expert the very first time you use it.

Styled to enhance any office. Priced to fit the smallest budget.

SEND FOR NEW FREE BOOK
Get all the time and money-saving facts of APECO copying. Discover the hundreds

of additional applications for copying in your business that only

“copy everything” versatility can offer.

it’s all in this NEW FREE BOOK!
MAIL ATTACHED POSTAGE PAID AIR MAIL CARD TODAY!

Apeco
-tlaLs

AMERICAN PHOTOCOPY EQUIPMENT COMI
2100 West Dempster Street • Evanston, Illinois



STRADIVARIUS - INCOM-

PARABLE CRAFTSMANSHIP
- This Is the renowned
''Recamier" — an instrument

of rare perfection made in

1/17 by Antonio Stradivari.

It derives its name from the

fact that Napoleon presented

it as a gift to Madame
Recamier. More prized than

played for over a hundred

years, it now belongs to the

violin virtuoso. Mischa Elman.

Incomparable Craftsmanshi p — the same dedication to perfection that creates priceless

musical instruments went into “Burnished Mahogany.” This crescendo of bold good looks

. . . this virility of line and lustrous tone markthe work of a master. An elegant rendition in

leather. The Fine Art of Leathercraft by PRINCE GARDNER®
Set in polished cowhide: $15.90. Individually: Registrar® Billfold, new "show-a card" clip $5, Key Gard $2.95, Bill Gard $2.95, Pocket Secretary $5. All plus tax.



SCORECARD
SHAMEFUL OMISSION

The opinion was expressed here recently

(SI, May 8) that all college presidents

must share the blame for the recently

exposed corruption in college basketball.

Most of our readers appear to agree

strongly with that view; a few, though,

do not understand how we can pin cul-

pability to respected academic leaders

of known integrity.

All too many universities have a dou-

ble standard of education one for their

nonathletic students, another (often de-

risible) for the athletes who bring in the

gate receipts. Here the responsibility of

college administrators is obvious: they

are inviting the further corruption of

kids whose values already have been per-

verted in the process of forceful and

brazen recruiting.

Not all universities that recruit athletes

vigorously also practice the double stand-

ard, but all of them embrace a system

of dubious morality. The best comment
on this facet of an admittedly complex

issue came to us recently from Jack

Keady, sports editor of the Arkansas

Democrat , who quotes Glen Rose, bas-

ketball coach of the University of Ar-

kansas, as follows: “If you buy a player

in your recruiting, then someone else

can buy him after he is recruited.”

Finally, there is the sin of omission.

Surely not all colleges are guilty of fla-

grant recruiting or cynical adoption of

double academic standards. But who de-

nounces these evils? And who rejects the

world-weary, poisonous excuse that

penny-ante corruption on the campus is

only a pale reflection of a society which

wouldn't know how to operate without

an angle? Certainly not the National

Collegiate Athletic Association, with

which more than 500 universities and

colleges in the country are affiliated and

which to date has seemed to be princi-

pally concerned with “playing down”

the scandal.

At the very least, the revelations of

dishonesty in college basketball ought to

have already stimulated a searching re-

examination of values and methods by

our educational leaders i.e., college

presidents. But what voice on what

campus is now raised?

The answer to date: none.

BUBBLE TROUBLE

Jimmy Piersall, Bubba Phillips, Woodie
Held and Barry Latman of the Cleveland

Indians recently gathered around Johnny

Temple, seeking advice. Temple is re-

garded as a dressing room lawyer, an in-

spirational leader, an educated man.

Unlike some ballplayers. Temple has an

outside interest (he refinishes furniture).

The problem that the four brought to

Temple was not how the Indians could

win their first pennant in seven years or

how they could stop Mickey Mantle. It

was more serious than that: which to en-

dorse? Fleer’s bubble gum? Or Topps'?

FIGHTING WORDS
Heavyweight Sonny Liston last week got

himself a new manager, a chap named
George Katz, to replace old Manager Pep

Barone, who many believe was held on

puppet strings by nefarious characters.

After a press conference to announce the

new manager’s arrival, Liston was asked

about his chances of getting a fight with

Champion Floyd Patterson. The inter-

view went like this:

Q. How will the fight go off, when
and if?

A. If 1 say I’ll beat him, I’m bragging.

And if I say I won’t, I’m lying, so I don’t

know what to say.

Q. How do you compare yourself to

Patterson?

A. Everyone seems to think I'm a little

slower than he are. I think I’m a little

faster than he are. It’s more important

to be faster with the hands than with

the feet.

Q. What do you know about Patter-

son from seeing his fights?

A. I know one thing. Everybody hits

him knocks him down. 1 don’t think he’ll

get up if I ever hit him.

Q. You mean he'll wilt just looking

at you?

A. I know he won’t wilt ’cause I ain't

even sure he’ll get in the ring with me
to look at me.

Q. How far will the fight go?

A. If it goes five round they can stop

the fight and give it to him.

Q. Anything else?

A. Why don't they investigate Patter-

son? If I fought an amateur like Rade-

macher I could hurt him. I could cause

death to him. I could hit him with a

punch and he’d get bloody and after a

round or so I'd quit. See, all the brains

are in a sort of cup and after you get

hit a few times it shakes them out of

that cup. When they give you smelling

salts it pulls them back into the cup. It’s

when the brains get shook up and run

together that you get punch drunk.

Round one to Liston.

AND SO TO BED

In London recently a reporter asked

Donald Campbell, the holder of the

world’s water-speed record, how he felt

about the challenge announced by Rob-

ert Beverley Evans (SI, May 15), the

donor of Campbell’s trophy.

“I remember Evans tellingme he would

claim the trophy back one day," Camp-
bell said pensively. “But I’ve no plans

for an attempt on the record this year

at all. The future? 1 really find that awful-

ly difficult to answer. One’s useful life

is drawing to a close, old chap. The

sand in the old hourglass is dribbling

away. Good night, old chap, God bless.”

THE LONG WHITE LINE

In its constitution The Professional Golf-

ers’ Association of America, the ruling

body of professional golf in this country,

carries a clause barring membership to

all but “professional golfers of the Cau-

casian Race.” In harsher language this

means “No Negroes allowed.” It also

means that Negroes, though permitted

to play in the various open tournaments

that the PGA co-sponsors each week,

are barred from sectional PGA cham-
continued
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SCORECARD continued

pionships, of which there are now 34.

Last year the California attorney gen-

eral’s office, impatient with the PGA’s
retarded thinking, banned from the

state’s public courses all racially re-

stricted golf tournaments. In November

at the PGA's national convention the

southern California delegation spon-

sored a motion to strike the Caucasian

clause from the constitution. Their mo-

tion was overwhelmingly defeated. Now
the Southern California PGA has had

to cancel its 37-year-old sectional cham-

pionship because of the state attorney

general’s ruling. Next year's National

PGA championship, currently scheduled

for the Brentwood Country Club in Los

Angeles, is also in jeopardy.

In an attempt to squirm out of an un-

comfortably tight spot the National

PGA tournament committee has issued

an approved-player’s card to Negro Pro-

fessional Charlie Sifford. Though barred,

because of his race, from full member-

ship, he may now play in its co-spon-

sored tournaments. In April he became
the first Negro ever to play in a PGA
tournament in the South. (He tied for

fourth at the Greensboro Open.) Recent-

ly Cliff Roberts, who runs the Masters

at Augusta, Ga., was asked what tourna-

ment officials would do if Sifford quali-

fied for the Masters. “We’d decide as we
do for everybody,” said Roberts.

The inference is clear. The PGA is far

behind the times if it thinks that racial

segregation still has a place in sports.

Professional basketball, baseball and

football have long permitted Negro ath-

letes to play, and all these sports have

thrived in consequence. It’s time that the

PGA put its musty store in order too.

LET THERE BE LIGHT

Things have apparently changed between

those affectionate rivals, the Kansas City

Athletics and the New York Yankees.

Charles O. Finley, the A’s new owner,

recently installed fluorescent lights in

both dugouts at Municipal Stadium on

the theory patrons like to see what goes

on in the dugouts during night games.

Last week when the Yankees showed

up in Kansas City for the first time this

season they were irked to find the lights

lit in their dugout. (It seemed a far

cry from a Yankee team of recent years

that rather enjoyed the bright lights

of Broadway.) One of the Yankees
turned the lights out. Finley ordered the

park electrician to turn the lights back

on. The Yankees doused them again.

When the A’s rallied for four runs in

the eighth, Finley ordered the stadium

organist to play Lights Out. Finley has

now locked the switch in the visitors’

dugout. “The only way they can turn

those lights off is with a ball bat,” says

Finley. “If they do I’ll sue them for $565,

which is what it cost to install them.”

A TRIBUTE TO TONY
A lap done in one minute (which works

out to a speed of 150 mph) beckons

Indianapolis “500” drivers in the same
way that track's four-minute mile once

challenged runners. Last week one driver

felt that the prize was within his grasp.

Tony Bettenhausen, 44, had been racing

autos for 23 years. He twice had been

the national driving champion, he twice

had retired from the speedways to work

his Illinois soybean farm, and he twice

had returned to wheel and track.

Last Wednesday, during a practice lap

for this year's “500,” he urged his red-

trimmed white Offy to a lap speed of

149.2 mph, and believed that the first

150-mph lap would soon be his. “Tony
has made up his mind to go 150,” said

a mechanic. “If you know Tony, you

know he’ll either do it or wall the car.”

On Friday, Bettenhausen volunteered

to test a friend’s car, which had been

performing poorly. As he drove over the

red bricks of the homestretch the friend's

car hit the low concrete wall between the

track and the main grandstand, climbed

up onto the wall, sliced into the retain-

ing fence, and then flipped. It was the

28th lime that Bettenhausen had been up-

side down in a racing car—but this lime

he lay crumpled and dead.

Tony had never been one to make
haste slowly. His fellow drivers respected

his talent but they worried for him too.

He will be remembered as the model

of an Indy warrior: scarred, weathered,

self-possessed—and serene in the pres-

ence of the danger of death.

COLD WAR IN ATHENS
The International Olympic Committee
will have an important—although so far

little-publicized—meeting in Athens on

June 16. The prospect: cold war, to be

waged by the Olympic committees of the

Soviet Union and its satellites.

The Russians and their associates have

two objectives in mind: 1) To increase

the number of Olympic events and partic-

ipants, 2) to transform the self-perpetuat-

ing and autocratic International Olympic

Committee from an independent body
continued

The worldly

new look of

HART
SCHAFFNER

& MARX
...began, for this sport coat,

in Italy where exciting new

patterns were loomed from long

staple cotton polished to a

silken sheen. Lightweight and

cool, it is tailored for comfort

and elegant casual wear.

Note the natural honest

shoulders and the slimmer

contour around the waist.

Examine the detailing that

marks this quality garment.

Hand stitching, patient skill and

demand for perfection are the

mark of the master HS&M tailor.

The result is a tribute to the

Hart Schaffner & Marx label . .

.

sewn inside more sport coats and

suits than any other

fine label in

the world.
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SKI ALL SUMMER

Join the world's top skiers at this

cosmopolitan resort high in the

beautiful Chilean Andes. Season
June to October, with perfect pow-

der, famous 4-mile run, and exciting

slopes and trails for both novice

and pro. The Ski School is directed

by Othmar Schneider. Jet flights

direct New York-Santiago, 12 hours.

See your travel agent or N. Y. Reserva-

tion Office. 30 Rockefeller Plaza. New
York 20, N. Y. Telephone: PLaza 7-0997.

PORTILLO
CHILE

DYLITE" COOLERS
KEEP FOOD COLD
96 HOURS!

This cooler is made of DYLITE expandable

polystyrene. It will keep food and bever-

ages cold up to 4 days without ice refill.

A DYLITE cooler is lightweight, tough,

buoyant, washable . . . and it won’t rust.

It's perfect for picnics, boating or fishing

trips, and other outdoor excursions.

DYLITE coolers are now available at your

favorite sporting goods, hardware, or de-

partment store. Each is identified by the

blue tag that immediately tells you that

the manufacturer has selected the finest

insulation material available. Look for

the DYLITE tag. It's your guide to a

quality product.

KOPPERS PLASTICS

FACES IN THE CROWD
into a kind of sporting U.N. General

Assembly, reflecting national policies.

Over here the tendency has been to feel

that there already are more than enough

Olympic events, and that they ought to

be restricted, not increased. But our in*

clination is to agree with the Russians on

proposal No. 1. Barring some world ca-

tastrophe, the rapid development of in-

ternational competition in sport is going

to be one of the striking phenomena of

the next few years. Already this country

is involved in more sporting competition

in and with other countries than would

have seemed possible a decade ago.

One suggestion is that to avoid clutter-

ing up the Summer Games a third pro-

gram be held in the Olympic year

—

a Spring Olympics. Indoor and team

sports—basketball, gymnastics, fencing,

soccer, field hockey, wrestling, etc.

—

would be played off here.

The second Soviet objective is much
less laudable. We have often disagreed

with Mr. Avery Brundage and his IOC,

but one thing we have always admired

about them has been their independence.

To make them the tools of governments

or political blocs would be disastrous.

WILLIAM WA GEN-
STEIN, 61, is bicy-

cling 2,095 miles from
his home in Morris-
town, Tenn. to Las
Vegas, Nev. for Op-
timist International
Convention, opening
June 19. The retired

architect averages
from 75 to 100 miles

per day.

WYETH C. EVER-
HART. an Air Force

and 1958 world trap-

shooting champion,
shattered 390 of 400
clay targets at Ft.

Benning, Ca., to lead

six qualifiers who
will compete in world
championships in

Norway.

ruth jessen, Se-

attle, Wash, golf pro,

registered a 54-holc

total of 212 to win
S 1,083 and the cham-
pionship of the Betsy

Rawls Peach Blos-
som women’s open in

Spartanburg, S.C.
The triumph was
her second in five

years on the circuit.

LOVE THAT LOSER

In the long history of racing in Puerto

Rico there never has been a jockey who
was received with the sympathetic affec-

tion lavished on Pedro Juan Vinales.

It was common for Vinales to receive a

standing ovation from the bettors after

every race he rode at the El Comandante

track in San Juan—he was likable, and

always trying so hard. Last week he re-

tired at the early age of 28. “I just

couldn't make the weight any more,”

Vinales said wistfully when announcing

he was through. But Pedro Juan Vinales’

record will live as long as men ride horses.

Mounts accepted: 360. Winners: none.

THEY SAID IT

• Tom Saffell, manager of the Jackson-

ville Jets of the Sally L.eague, when asked

if he was planning anything new after

his team lost its 18th game in 22 starts:

“Yes, I just might cut my throaL”

• Ben Hogan, paying tribute to playing

partner Kel Nagle, who had just scored

a hole in one at the Colonial in Fort

Worth: “Good shot.”

• Lefty Gomez, recalling his 13 years

as a New York Yankee pitcher: “I was

never nervous when I had the ball, but

when 1 let it go I was scared to death.”

ted nelson, sen-

ior at Andrews (Tex-
as) High School, led

his team to its fourth

straight state track
title by winning 220-,

440-yard dashes and
anchoring victorious

month his 46.5 set a

national interscholas-

tic 440 record.

PAUL PESTHY, 25,

a Hungarian refugee
now in the U.S.
Army, won the in-

ternational modern
pentathlon at San
Antonio, Texas. He
qualified with his
three Army team-
mates for the world
championships in

Moscow.

ALVIN HORN JR.,

little-known Los An-
geles bowler, rolled

the first perfect game
in the 1 1-year history

of the ABC Masters
bowling tournament
in Detroit, exceeding

by one pin the previ-

ous high of 299, which
was set by Steve Nagy
in 1952.
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Arrow in England. 6Vz hours by Pan American Jet Clipper®

Wherever uou qo d-~ i/oit look better in an Arrow shirt

The best-watched match on the cricket field

* $
TTtTtt

II color range with opti

Short sleeve sport shirts are good form for spectators at Stratford. These
style-matched shirts are from the Arrow Old England collection. Some have
embroideries of stylized monograms as shown at left. Designed abroad, these
shirts are contour tailored to conform perfectly to body lines. The wash-and-
wear "Sanforized " fabric assures permanent fit. Arrow Old England shirts for

men are available in a wide color variety of lightweight summer cottons, 4.00.

Same shirts in “Lady Arrow,” 4.00.

-ARROW-



AMERICA TAKES TO BOATING. ..ON THE STRENGTH OF FIBERGLAS

Watch a new Fiberglas-reinforced cruiser driving through choppy water at high

speed, and you get an idea of the solid seaworthiness of boats built with Fiberglas*.

For the strength, durability and easy maintenance you want in any boat you buy,

just check and be sure it’s built with Fiberglas . . . the modern marine material

from Owens-Corning.

C. RAYMOND HUNT at the wheel of the Bertram 31, latest of many boldly

different boats he has designed. He says, “Fiberglas reinforcement helps

tremendously in transforming new design concepts into working realities.”

Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., 717 Fifth Ave., New York 22, N.Y.

OWE NS -COR NINO

Fiberglas



PHILCO T-61. Six-transis-

tor shirt-pocket radio with

exclusive Power-Boost Cir-

cuit. More power output!
Longer battery life!

Only $24.95

PHILCO T-88. Eight-tran-

sistor camera-sized power-
house! Finger-tip, slide-rule

tuning. Two-and-three-quar-
ter-inch speaker. Plays
hours on just two AA pen-

light batteries. Only $37.50

PHILCO T-803. Handsome,
rugged, full-toned portable

with extreme sensitivity.

Four-inch speaker. Plays on
regular flashlight batteries.

Fast vernier tuning.

Only $49.95

Hear Babe Ruth’s farewell address • Knute Rockne

pep talk to his team • Dempsey-Firpo fight, 1923 •

Don Larsen's 1956 Series no-hitter • War Admiral-

Seabiscuit race . . . and many other exciting events.

PH ILCO
^JmruxiA far Qua/ky fAe li/or/d (9ivr

PHILCO BRIEFCASE 19 TV. Slimmest, trimmest! Up to 35% lighter. Exclusive Scan-Tenna

hides in handle, zips out -rotates to strongest signal. Total TV Guarantee covers all parts, tubes

and s ervice labor without extra cost to you. Briefcase 19 portables priced from $159.95*

Yours for only 250 . . . with demonstration

of all-new Philco television ... at participating

Philco dealers, while supply lasts!



ONLY

SEIBERLING
HAS...

£xc/us/Ve NYTEX
Pat. Applied For

Construction,

Nylon for strength, rayon for comfort-now, the best of both in one great

tire! It’s the SEIBERLING SUPER SERVICE Tire with exclusive NYTEX
Construction, the unique Seiberling product innovation that gives more

impact resistance, yet completely eliminates “Morning Thump." Have your

dealer show you the SEIBERLING SUPER SERVICE-the replacement

quality tire at economy tire prices-so good it’s guaranteed for life!

GUARANTEED
WITHOUT LIMIT

AS TO TIME OR MILEAGE

Every passenger car tire bearing the

Seiberling name and serial number is

guaranteed to give the purchaser full

original tread wear. If it fails to do so,

because of workmanship, materials or

ROAD HAZARDS (except repairable

punctures) encountered in normal driv-

ing, it will be replaced with a NEW
TIRE of same size and type. Replace-

ment will be prorated on tread wear
and based on Seiberling Prices current

at time of adjustment.

SEIBERLING MAKERS OF AMERICA’S FINEST TIRES

IN EVERY PRICE RANGE

16 rs ILLUSTRATED May 22,



Ever drive behind a Porsche? Whenever you do, you notice

there’s much more to a Porsche than its lithe, wind-sculptured

styling. There’s its superb roadability—as it maneuvers

through traffic with a responsive agility to the wheel you can

almost feel yourself. You admire, too, the stirring getaways

and commanding sureness of its stopping power. Then you

watch— as it soars out onto the open road—taking the sharp-

est curves and steepest hills in stride. Here’s where you begin

to fully sense the pure motoring pleasure Porsche owners enjoy

mile after mile. Why not enjoy it too? Ask for a guest-drive

•and discover for yourself why—“All it shares withsoon-

other cars is the road.” Porsche of America Corporation, 527

Madison Avenue, New York 22,N.Y.

Dealers from coast to coast in the U. S. and Canada.

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED May 22,1961 17



Explode on Crane’s
“

. . . Is it progress, Governor, to pillage

our quiet woods
,
our golden fields,

to erect toll booths across the Old Mulberry Hunt

?

This proposed thruway is an outrage . .

When it comes to fighting for a worthy cause, or upholding tradition, a letter on Crane’s paper impresses the people

of power. This letter to the Governor was written on Crane’s Crest White Wove paper with the Hunt Club coat

ofarms engraved in red and gold. Crane’s Fine Papers are made in Dalton, Massachusetts, and have been since 1801.

fijianeld MAKES only 100% rag EXTRA no. I quality papers FOR CURRENCY, securities, carbons, stationery, scientific and architectural drawings.

18 SPORTS ILLUSTRATED Ml



"Nite Magic’™, the "International Look” in the coolest blend of Dacron and Orion*. Completely

automatic wash-and-wear. Handsome . . .in red, white, or blue. About $42.50 {slightly higher in the West).

AFTER SIXFORMALS, TWENTY-SECOND AND MARKET STREETS. PHILADELPHIA 200 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK *50% Dacron Polyester—50% Orion Acrylic, fibers by DuPont.



<e acea#e of exceamte

Doors open at the centerline for

ease of entrance. Contour-zoned seats

are cushioned with nearly twice the

usual amount of foam rubber. Amer-
ica’s largest V-8 engine, the first hy-

draulic windshield wipers, this coun-

try’s only four-door convertible—all

diis and more makes Lincoln Con-
tinental a classic automobile of en-

during value.
LINCOLN-MERCURY uivision, ^SrUJ^gtor’&om/iamjj-,

Now, America has a new kind of

fine car, with greater luxury and less

length—14 inches less. Specifically

designed for today's close-packed

traffic, the new Lincoln Continental

is slimmer, easier to park and handle.

But its greatest achievement is in

standards of quality so high that it

alone, among all American fine cars,

is now warranted for two full years

or 24,000 miles.

‘Ford Motor Company warrants to its dealers

Jncoln Continental customers as follows: Thai
or 21 months or 2-1,000 miles, whichever
omes first, free replacement, including re-

aled labor, will be made by dealers, of any

>art with a defect in workmanship or matcri-

ils. Tires arc not covered by the warranty: ap-

jropriatc adjustments will continue to be

nade by the tire companies. Owners will re-

nain responsible lor normal maintenance

crvice and routine replacement of maintc-

lantc items such as filters, spark plugs, igni-

ion points and wiper blades.
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COMING EVENTS
May 19 to May 25

AH times are E.D.T.

Color television ® Television Network radio

Friday, May 19
HORSE RACING
Black-Eyed Susan. $20,000. Pimlico. Md.

Madison Saddle Club show, Madison. Wis.
(through May 21 ).

Elks Hclldorado rodeo. Las Vegas. Nev. (through
May 21).

SKEET SHOOTING
Great Western Open. Chicago (through May 21 ).

Big Eight Champs., Boulder. Colo, (also May 20).

Big Ten Champs., Iowa City, Iowa (also May 20).

Saturday, May 20
BASEBALL

ir Detroit at Boston. 2 p.m. (NBC).
® New York at Cleveland. 1 .55 p.m. (CBS).

BOXING
® Fernandez vs. Wright, middles. 10 rds.. New

York. 10 p.m. (ABC).

Ladies Kennel Association of America show.
Garden City. N.Y.

<•> The
R
Aco"i

A
S50.000. Aqueduct. N.Y. (Sports Net-

work regional TV; NBC radio).*
Colonial Handicap, $25,000, Garden State Park,
N.J.
Los Angeles Handicap. $50,000, Hollywood Park.
Calif.

The Preakness, $150,000. Pimlico. Md. (CBS).*
Suffolk Downs Stakes, $25,000, Suffolk Downs,
Mass.

HORSE SHOW
Fuzzydclc show, Gien Moore. Pa.
James River Hunt show, Hampton, Va. (also

May 21 ).

Three Oaks Riding Club show, Allentown, Pa.
(also May 21).

HUNT RACE MEETING
Rose Tree races. Media. Pa.

Eastern Sprints. Worcester. Mass.
Western Sprints. Seattle.

SKEET SHOOTING
Massachusetts State and Open Champs., Billeri-

ca. Mass, (also May 21).

"Football Association Cup Final." Wide World
of Sports, 4:30 p.m. (ABC).
SWIMMING
Los Altos Invitational meet, Los Altos, Calif,

(also May 21 ).

San Bernardino Tournament, San Bernardino,
Calif, (also May 21. 27-28).

TRACK & FIELD
International Invitationals. Los Angeles.

Sunday, May 2 /

BASEBALL
® Baltimore at New York. 1:55 p.m. (CBS).

Chicago White Sox at Boston, 2 p.m. (NBC).

Long Island Kennel Club show, Locust Valley,
N.Y.
GOLF

® Celebrity Golf series. Milton Berle vs. Sam Snead,
5 p.m. (NBC).
LONG-DISTANCE RUNNING
AAU Sr. Marathon Championship, Yonkers,

Monday, May 22
MOTOR SPORTS
Dutch Grand Prix. Zandvoort, The Netherlands.

Tuesday, May 23

San Francisco at St. Louis.

Wednesday, May 24

Detroit aL Minnesota.

Thursday, May 25
golf
”500" Festival Open. $50,000, Speedway. Ind.
(through May 23).

SOCCER
® "Championship Soccer" Summer Sports Spec-

tacular, 7:30 p.m. (CBS).

STYLISE

S ORAG
BY
MACGREGOR

Only Kangaroo leather is so soft, supple and luxurious, yet so rugged.

From the world’s finest Kangaroo leather, MacGregor craftsmen fashion the

handsome Sweep-Flare Golf Bags and matching accessories you see here.

These are the most distinctive golf bags on any course.

They’re equally practical. Features such as the full-length clothing pocket,

divided ball pocket, “hidden” umbrella well and special zippered storage

area for cigarettes and score card have made MacGregor Kangaroo Golf

Bags outstanding favorites with better golfers.

There’s a MacGregor Kangaroo Golf Bag that will make the perfect home
for your clubs. Ask your golf professional to show you these bags.

The MacGregor Co., Cincinnati 32, Ohio

•See local listing DIVISION OF BRUNSWICK
WORLD LEADER IN RECREATION

SPORTS ILLUSTRATE!: May 22 , 1961 21
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THE
GIANTS
GET
HAPPY
Gone are the sullen San Francisco

'loners’ of dismal 1960. They have

been taught to relax, laugh (and

win) by an abstemious manager

and a down-to-earth practical joker

by TEX MAULE



I

f Ihe San Francisco Giants manage

to win the National League pennant

this year (not a remote possibility), it

will be due for the most part to the pres-

ence of a teetotaling, nonsmoking, non-

cursing, tithe-paying churchgoer. It will

be due to a lesser degree to a tobacco-

chewing gentleman with a penchant for

four-letter words, earthy humor and

locker-room high jinks.

The teetotaler is Alvin Ralph Dark,

the Giants rookie manager; the other

man is Harvey Kuenn, a spray-hitting

third-baseman-outfielder who usually

hits over .300. So far this season he has

not done so, but he has helped the

Giants in other, perhaps more important,

ways.

To wit; the other day in the Giant

dressing room at Candlestick Park Kuenn
sal hunched peacefully on a stool in

his dressing stall, his cheek, with its

customary load of chewing tobacco,

plumped out like a chipmunk's. He was

carrying on a desultory conversation

with a sportswriter, but his attention was

on Willie Mays's dressing stall next to

his. When Mays finally came in, Kuenn
watched him closely out of the corner of

continued

once SULKY PAIR corn it up in pepper game
as Willie Mays swings his foot at Sam Jones in

unaccustomed Giant revelry. Manager Alvin

Dark (opposite) is largely responsible for change.



BASEBALL continued

his eye. Willie looked in surprise at an

elaborately wrapped candy box on his

stool. A note on the top read "From an

admirer.” Willie unwrapped the box,

unfolded the paper covering the con-

tents and suddenly broke up in happy,

boisterous laughter.

"Who done ’at?” he hollered. "Looky

here! Who done ’at?”

He held out the box as most of the

Giant players gathered (except forK uenn,

who was laughing helplessly around the

chew of tobacco). The box contained

neatly wrapped spheres of horse manure,

and the Giant players whooped with glee.

“You done it,” Willie said to Kuenn.

"Ah know you done it.” Then he

chuckled and began dressing. Most ball-

players find this kind of humor irresisti-

ble, and Harvey Kuenn is a tireless pur-

veyor of it. His great contribution to

the Giants has been to entertain them,

and thus relax them, and thus, finally, to

help unite them.

Forseveral reasons Kuenn’sefficacious

treatment could not have been applied

last year, when the Giants were a dis-

gruntled, unhappy baseball team. First,

Kuenn was not with the club, and if he

had been his locker would not have been

next to Willie’s. The first thing Dark, a

southerner from Louisiana, did when he

took over as manager was to rearrange

the dressing cubicles. All of the Negroes

on the team had dressed in one row of

cubicles; Dark split them up so that now
Mays is next to Kuenn, Willie McCovey’s

neighbor is Tom Haller, Sam Jones is

sandwiched between Charlie Hiller and

Jim Duffalo. "We'll all get to know each

other better this way,” Dark said.

This ploy seems to have worked; the

Giants are no longer a conglomerate of

stars, divided roughly along color lines,

with no sense of being a team. Mays, who
went his own way last year, disliking Bill

Rigney until Rigney was fired and dis-

liking Tom Sheehan even more, has a

warm regard for Dark, carried over from

Willie’s rookie year when Dark was the

Giant team captain. Dark and Eddie

Stanky kidded Willie, kept him happy;

years later Willie still mourned their loss.

Dark has handled Mays much as Leo

Durocher did with unstinting, contin-

uous praise. When he took over the Gi-

ants he said, "Mays’s job is the only one

that is certain.” Mays, who blossoms

under praise and is apt to sulk under

criticism, is hustling, and his example

has inspired some of the other Giants.

One criticism of the team last year

was that it lacked a leader on the field.

It still does. Mays has never assumed

that role; Kuenn may eventually, but he

hasn’t yet. “A field leader in baseball

is not important,” says Dark, who was

Durochcr's team captain and one of the

best field leaders in baseball. "It’s not

like football, where the quarterback has

to be the inspiration of the team, too.

Here everything is a matter of individual

effort, and if you can get leadership

from the dugout, it’s just as effective.”

Dark provides this leadership in good

measure. He is a quiet-spoken man, with

mild brown eyes and a deep southern ac-

cent. He was an All-America halfback

at LSU, good enough to move Steve Van
Buren to blocking back. He is probably

the best golfer in baseball circles, with

the possible exception of another man-
ager, Baltimore’s Paul Richards. (Asked

if he ever regretted passing up pro foot-

ball for baseball, he said, "No, but if I

had it to do over, I might have taken up

golf.”)

"He never raises his voice,” one Giant

said the other day. "He talks very low,

so you got to listen hard when he says

something, and everybody does. Because

he just says it once, and you better hear

it and do it.” He has absolute control

of the team on the field; the front office

interference from Horace Stoneham,

which marred the terms of Rigney and

Sheehan, is finished.

Some early-season strategy

“I don’t expect a free hand in running

the whole organization," Dark said when

he was hired. "I don’t think any manager

should have a free hand, not if he’s a

rookie or a manager for 25 years. Base-

ball is an organization game, and the

Giants have a good organization. But

any manager should have the right to

put his own 25 men in the lineup in any

position he thinks is best.”

This Dark has done. In their first

dozen games the Giants had consider-

able difficulty scoring, principally be-

cause none of the big guns were hitting.

"You have to manage one way when
you think you have a chance for a big

inning now and then, and another when
you figure all you’re going to get is a

couple of runs a game,” Dark says. In

this early dry spell Dark had his players

running, stealing, scratching for bases.

In a late inning against the Pirates in San

Francisco, with Willie Mays on first and

Willie McCovey batting against a per-

sonal nemesis, Harvey Haddix, Dark left

McCovey in for one pitch, on which

Mays stole second. "A catcher has more

trouble trying to throw out a man stealing

second base when a left-hander is at

bat,” Dark explained. Then he took out

McCovey, put in Joey Amalfitano, a

right-handed hitter, and Amalfitano sin-

gled Mays in.

Of course, not all the Giant success

can be attributed to Dark’s managerial

sorcery. Kuenn’s presence adds to the

Giant attack, and a trade for Cincinnati

Catcher Ed Bailey gives San Francisco

a topflight receiver for the first time in

several years. Dark also has installed

Joe Pagan and Charlie Hiller at shortstop

and second base, adding immeasurably

to a defense which last year led the Na-

tional League in errors and was last in

double plays. Jim Davenport, hampered

by leg injuries and ulcers in 1960, is well

again and has been hitting steadily since

he replaced Kuenn at third when Kuenn
wrenched his knee two weeks ago.

Dark has rehabilitated Billy Loes, the

sore-armed relief pitcher acquired from

Baltimore two years ago. Loes, who had

a ruptured shoulder muscle that kept

him in constant pain when he pitched, has

recovered from the injury. During the

spring. Dark left him in games for longer

and longer periods until finally Billy was

going six and seven innings at a stretch.

"He was getting people out,” Dark says.

"He needed confidence. He had figured

himself as a relief pitcher, but I knew
he could be a starter.” As a starter,

Loes last week had won three and lost

one. Asked about his new role, after he

had pitched a long stint of batting prac-

tice, Loes said, "Don’t ask me. Ask
Dark. He is an intelligent man.”

Dark’s strongest points are his quick

mind and his scholarly knowledge of

baseball, much of it gained from Eddie

Stanky, with whom he roomed for four

years as a Giant player. "We were milk-

shake-and-movie-type players,” Dark

says. "We’d come back to the room
early, and then we’d talk baseball. We’d
go over everything Durocher did and

second-guess him. I learned a lot from

Stanky.”

Dark has a meticulous book on nearly

every player in the National League. He
does not platoon his players against

right- or left-handed pitching; he may
leave McCovey in, for instance, against

Warren Spahn, take him out against

Harvey Haddix. In a recent series against

Pittsburgh, Dark stopped Roberto Cle-

mente's hot hitting streak by having his

pitcher try something new for Clemente
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—giving him high fast balls over the

center of the plate. No one had tried this

before, and it stunned Clemente, who
went hitless.

Tough on umpires

Although Dark is a mild, quiet man,

he is capable of explosions of temper.

Like most managers, he is no lover of

umpires, and is quick to take issue with

them. The other night in Milwaukee he

erupted from the Giant dugout when an

umpire motioned to Willie McCovey,

the Giant first baseman, to move out of

the path of a runner on first base. “My
first baseman can play wherever he

wants,” Dark said angrily, then quoted

the rule. Another umpire joined the ar-

gument, but Dark won.

On another occasion, a few minutes

before a game with Milwaukee, Dark

sent a bat boy back into the dressing

room to get a memorandum that had

just been issued by the league office.

“Dressen is going to gripe about Mari-

chal’s stance on the rubber,” Dark said.

“He won’t say anything unless we go

ahead, but if we do, he'll holler about

it.” Sure enough, Dressen did complain

about Marichal. The Giant pitcher

stands with his trailing foot wide of the

rubber; the memorandum Dark was

armed with said clearly that this was now
legal, as long as the toe of the trailing

foot does not extend across the back

edge of the rubber. Dark settled this

beef quickly with his paper ammunition.

He backs his players to the limit. He
probably solidified his hold on this team

in Arizona when he refused to fine three

players—Kuenn, Davenport and Bob

Schmidt for a brawl with some teen-

agers in the early-morning hours. “Those

punks were looking for trouble,” Dark

said. “They got it. I’m not going to pun-

ish players for protecting themselves.”

Said Charley Dressen: “That might be

the most helpful thing that happened to

Alvin Dark all spring. Now the players

realize Dark is with them. The incident

looks bad in print, but it could band

San Francisco together as a team.”

Certainly the Giants are a team now.

They have even quit griping about their

pet bugaboo—windy Candlestick Park.

This was one of Dark’s first rules no
complaints about the weather. “In this

invigorating climate a player should last

two or three years longer,” Dark said.

“I don’t want to see any quotes from

players about Candlestick Park.”

There have been none. The Giants

still kid about it, and the wind still blows

so hard that a right-handed pitcher can

lean on it while he waits for his sign, but

the Giants are learning to live with it.

“Ees deeferent now,” says Orlando

Cepeda. “Ees hoppy ball club. Olvin ees

the grettest manager I ever play for. He
know us. He make us work hard but

hoppy. You onerstan'? Hard and hoppy.

Thot ees the theen he does.
-
’ end

FOR A LOOK AT THE OTHER LEAGUE, TURN PAGE

ILY WITH HIS TOOTHPICK, IS ANIMATED TALKER PLUSH DRESSING ROOMSAM JONES (LEFT), WHO ONCE COMI



RACING INTO DEEP RIGHT CENTER, DETROIT’S AL KALINE MAKES A SPECTACULAR CATCH OF A DRIVE BY BOBBY RICHARDSON IN

"The Detroit Tigers cannot possibly win

the American League pennant, as

any serious student of the game knows,

but so far this season the serious stu-

dents have been flunking the course. The
Tigers are rolling merrily along in first

place and show little sign of giving it up.

Nearly everyone connected with the

THE TIGER’S
NOT A TABBY ANY MORE

26



club is ready with a reason for the early

success. "Breaks.” says one man. "Our

hits drop in, theirs don’t.” Rocky Col-

avito recently said he has never played

on a team with such spirit, but a Detroit

follower questions this. "You can’t tell

how much spirit a team has until it starts

losing,” he says.

The simplest reason is that most of

the Tigers are playing, if not over their

heads, as well as they ever have. Frank

Lary, Don Mossi and Phil Regan are

pitching well. Colavito, A1 Kaline and

Norm Cash are hitting. But perhaps

most important, the Tigers are getting

professional performances from two

rookies. Steve Boros at third base and

Jake Wood at second. "It's those kids,”

says the young veteran Kaline. "They're

making us go.”

Last week the Tigers went into New

York for a four-game series with the

second-place Yankees. (Serious students

know the Yankees will win the pennant.)

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED May 13, 1961 27



BASEBALL

A steady drizzle slowly soaked Yankee

Stadium, threatening to cancel the open-

ing game. Inside the Detroit clubhouse,

the gin rummy games had begun. Steve

Boros was not playing, however. He sat

alone in front of his locker, his feet on a

stool, reading the latest Wall Street quo-

tations. “I'm charting a few stocks,” he

said. “I think cards are a waste of time.”

Boros is 24 and a history major at the

University of Michigan in the off season.

He has blond wavy hair and an alert,

friendly expression. Like Shaw’s Henry

Higgins, he is a “confirmed old bachelor

and likely to remain so”—at least for

some time, he says.

“1 don't normally do this here,” he

said, pointing to the paper, “but I left

my book at the hotel. I'm reading To

Kill u Mockingbird. Have you read it?

I think it’s great. I just finished Profiles

in Courage."

Boros describes himself as an enthu-

siastic Democrat. He campaigned for

Jack Kennedy among his Denver team-

mates last summer and figures he swung

about four votes. When Kennedy, in his

inaugural Address, spoke of the chal-

lenge that all of us face. Boros felt the

words applied to his battle to win the

third-base job with Detroit. Boros was

signed for a bonus off the Michigan

campus in 1957 and, perforce, stayed

with the Tigers the rest of the season.

“My first major league at-bat was

LADY KILLER Rocky Colavito, dark and

handsome, hit two homers in second victory.

right here at Yankee Stadium,” he said.

“Tom Sturdivant was pitching. I took a

curve and a slider, both of which looked

rather ordinary. Then he threw me a

knuckle ball. 1 must have lunged at the

pitch three times and just did foul it

back. I’d never seen anything like that

in the Big Ten. I finally popped up on

a high inside fast ball. I remember trot-

ting back to the dugout wondering what

1 had gotten myself into.”

Now, after three excellent years in

the minors, Boros was back at Yankee

Stadium, a .300 hitter and a major hero

of Detroit's early move to the top.

STEVE BOROS, DETROIT’S ROOKIE THIRD BASEMAN, CHECKS MARKET QUOTATIONS

YANKEE KILLER Frank Lary pitched gal-

lantly in first game of scries, won it with homer.

“Kid, get yourselfa pressroom,” yelled

Jim Bunning, who was playing gin. Boros

grinned. “They rib me a lot, but 1 don’t

mind,” he said. He looked at the clock

on the wall. “If this game is called ofT

I may have just enough time to get down
to Broadway and see Advise and Con-

sent. Jf it’s too late for that I’m going to

catch Lenny Bruce at the Vanguard in

Greenwich Village.”

But the rain stopped and the game

was played. Frank Lary, the Yankee

killer, pitched for Detroit, but this time

he fell behind 3- 1 . Several times the Yan-

kees threatened to break the game open,

but Lary held on. Then in the seventh

inning he turned hitter, doubling and

eventually scoring the tying run. In the

ninth inning he homered and the Tigers

won 4-3.

The next day the Tigers won again as

Rocky Colavito hit two home runs. The

victory put the Tigers four and a half

games ahead of the Yanks. (“How do

you spell juggernaut?” asked Detroit

sportswriter Joe Falls.) But on Sunday

the Yankees, led by their money men.

Yogi Berra and Mickey Mantle, swept

a double-header. Berra pinch-hit a single

to win the 1
1 -inning first game. Mantle,

who had fallen into a pitiful slump after

his fine start this season, broke out of

it with five hits. Detroit was still in first

place, but the student of baseball was be-

ginning to nod his head knowingly.

As for Steve Boros, he made four hits,

drove in four runs and made several fine

fielding plays. He never did get to see

Lenny Bruce, but he plans to the next

time the Tigers are in New York.

Walter Bingham
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NEW KODAK MOTORMAT1C 35 CAMERA

Winds the film for you! Sets the exposure, too!

If ever a camera wouldn’t let you miss

a picture, this is it!

The new Kodak Motormatic 35

Camera does almost everything auto-

matically for you— and always keeps

you ready for the next shot.

Automatic film advance

You aim, shoot, and—zip!— the film

advances by itself, quick as a wink.

You don’t even have to move the

camera from your eye.

You can click off sequence shots

that tell a whole picture story. Or

capture that perfect moment that so

often comes just after you press the

button.

Automatic exposure control

As you shoot, the electric eye adjusts

the lens opening automatically, for

correct exposure.

Your subject can move freely from

bright sunlight to shade and back

again. You never have to stop the

action to figure exposure settings. And
an automatic signal in the view-

finder tells you your focus setting

—

Prices subject to change without notice.

for close-ups, groups, or scenes.

Automatic flash settings

Flash shots are easier, too. You simply

set a “guide number.” Then focus

and the lens automatically sets for

correct exposure!

This is the most automatic of the

Kodak family of fine automatic cam-

eras. Has fast shutter to 1 /250 second,

fast f!2.8 lens. The price? Less than

SI 10. See your dealer for exact retail

prices. Many dealers offer terms as

low as 10% down.

Another electric-eye “35”!

Kodak Automatic 35 Camera
reads the light, sets the lens by
itself for correct exposures . . .

less than $90.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N Y,

SEE KODAK'S "THE ED SULLIVAN SHOW” AND "THE ADVENTURES OF OZZIE AND HARRIET"

Retina precision, new ease!

Kodak Retina Automatic III

Camera has fully automatic ex-

posure control, coupled range-

finder . . . less than 5130.

Kodalt
— a trademark since 188
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POLYESTER FIBER

AMERICA'S MOST ADVANCED SEIF-

BEAUNIT MILLS, Inc., Fibers Division • Main Office: 261 Fifth Avenue, Ni
0. Arr. FOE. WCEON IS THE TEADE-MAEK FOE EEAUNIT’S FOUESTEE FIME. 8EAUNIT FUSES DIVISION MAI VITEl«, COOOTEAE FOUESTEE

Your

^ORTHCOOL

suit

wardrobe

VYCRON

mcooL
cctfc)

Live the unencumbered life! Plan one-suit weekends
with the Northcool wash-and-wear suit, equally
smart for town, travel, leisure.

Vycron’s polyester wizardry in the Spinco Vycott
fabric (65% Vycron polyester and 35% combed cot-

ton) keeps you cool and unruffled... your suit, smooth
and unwrinkled. After an active day, a machine-washing and a speedy
drip-drying make your Vycron and cotton Northcool ready for wear next
morning, with little or no ironing. The Vycott fabric is certified for qual-
ity and wash-and-wear performance by the United States Testing Co.

Select several from the luxurious poplins, frost-points, plaids, and
corded effects in rich colorings . . . mix and match jackets and slacks for
any occasion under the sun. $42.95. Also, Vycott sport coats, $29.95.

For your nearest store write: SAGNER, Inc., 200 Fifth Ave., New York 10, N. Y. (men's suits)

;

PICARIELLO & SINGER, Inc., 1107 Broadway, New York 10, N. Y. (boys’ suits).



At 8:24 last Saturday night, a tall,

i lithe Negro from San Jose State Col-

lege named Dennis Johnson jogged easi-

ly in the dim light behind a wire fence set

at the head of the 220-yard straight-

away in Fresno (Calif. ) State College’s

Ratcliffe Stadium. When Starter Tom
Moore called to the eight finalists in the

West Coast Relays 100-yard dash, "Run-
ners to your blocks,” Johnson took off

his sweat suit, stepped through a door

in the fence and walked slowly to the

starting line. The man who many now
think may be the fastest runner in the

world was the slowest to get ready.

Moore called the runners to a set po-

sition and Johnson, whose reluctance to

rise to the same set as other runners has

made him as controversial as he is fast

(SI, May 8), for once came up quickly

—

perhaps too quickly, for he broke and

was charged with a false start. Moore
called Johnson back, and this time Jim

Bates of the University of Southern Cali-

fornia broke. Johnson, who wasn't go-

ing to get caught again, remained an-

chored at his blocks. The third try was a

success. Coming to a set more slowly

than the others, Johnson was last to get

off. Immediately he started to make up

ground. At 40 yards he was even with

the leader. Doug Smith ofOccidental. At

60 he had the lead. Striding gracefully

and looking remarkably relaxed, he

crossed the finish line a yard ahead of

Smith to win his 11th straight race this

year. His time was 9.4, his third 9.4 of

the spring. He has also run three 100s in

9.5, four in 9.3 (tying the world record

held by nine others) and, with an eight-

mph wind behind him, one in 9.2. Once
again San Jose State, noted for its speed

A NEW SPRINTER FOR
THE SPEED MASTER
Dennis Johnson, a Jamaican who may soon set a world record in

the 100-yard dash, is the latest of a long string of distinguished

runners whom persuasive—and sometimes hypnotic—Coach

Bud Winter has attracted to California’s San Jose State College

by ROGER WILLIAMS

men, was out in front in the dashes.

Noted? Well, yes, although for many
Americans. San Jose State is merely a

vaguely recollected name, a memory of

an Olympic year and a disappointing

sprinter named Ray Norton. In point

of fact, San Jose Stale is neither small

(14,000 students and growing frantical-

ly) nor insignificant. Athletically, it has

one of the best track teams in the coun-

try and the best sprint coach, Lloyd C.

(Bud) Winter. But in some ways it is a

wonder the college has a team at all.

The track budget is S3,800, from one-

fifth to one-tenth the size of budgets

at other schools. The facilities would

discredit the average high school: the

track is often as hard and baked as a

sandlot infield: the locker rooms, built

in the 1920s, have been condemned sev-

eral times; the permanent stands consist

of a half dozen rows of splintery, sun-

bleached wood, plus a few well-warmed

and precarious seats on the tin roof of the

locker rooms. Yet San Jose has turned

out some notable track men: Pole Vaulter

George Mattos. High Jumper Herm Wy-
att, Javelin Thrower Bob Likens, Sprint-

er Norton and now Dennis Johnson.

A team with promise

This season San Jose has developed

such strength in some events that Winter

considers his team a real contender in the

NCAA championships next month.

Pole vaulters Dick Kimmcll and Dick

Gear have cleared 15 feet, Kimmell for

the first time Saturday with a leap of

15 feet I Vi inches. Willie Williams, the

only man to beat Johnson this season,

has run a 46.3 quarter mile leg in a mile

relay. Ron Clark has covered two miles

in 8:55. Both Dan Studney and Harry

Edwards have scaled the discus over 173

feet, and Studney holds a 244 feet 4

inches mark in the javelin. Gene Zu-

brinsky has high jumped 6 feet 10, al-

though he is just as likely to go 6 feet 2.

Winter's finest performers, as always,

are the 100-yard-dash men. Besides John-

son and Williams, he has Bob Poynter,

who has been clocked in 9.4 and may be

second only to Johnson when he is in

condition. Out ofcompetition and recov-

ering from a back injury is Jimmy Omag-
bemi, who ran for Nigeria in the last

Olympics and who is, at 31, one of the

oldest sprinters in the world. Omagbemi,

a cheerful, cultured fellow, ran a blazing

20.5 220 in the 1960 Pacific AAU meet,

and has twice run 9.4 hundreds; one of

those, in 1959, beat Olympic Champion

Arinin Hary. "I gave Hary a little sur-

prise package,” says Omagbemi with a

wide grin. “We were running in his home
town in Germany and everybody was

watching him. No one even looked at me
until the finish, and there I was—first.

He’s been afraid of me ever since.”

Winter's success with sprinters dates

back to Hal Davis at Salinas (Kansas)

Junior College. Winter himself, as a stu-

dent at California, was an undistin-

guished dash man and a reserve end

on the football team. He went to Salinas

in the mid-'30s as journalism instructor,

public relations man, track and football

coach, and was well on his way to ath-

letic obscurity when Davis arrived. Al-

most overnight Davis, Winter and Sa-

linas became big names among track

people. Davis ran the 100 in 9.4, the

220 in 20.4, and whipped the best sprint-

ers of his time.

continued
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SPEED MASTER continued

When Winter went to San Jose in

1942, the deal called for Davis to go

with him. Davis, however, enrolled at

California, where he ran against—and

beat—his old coach’s sprint men.

A recruiting zealot, soft-spoken but

persuasive Bud Winter soon had a

steady stream of fine track prospects

flowing into San Jose State. Even Hary

came under the Winter wing, for three

hectic days. That was in August of 1959,

when Hary and Dutch broad jumper

Henk Visser came to San Jose for a look

around. Winter had invited Visser who.

Winter says, had in turn invited Hary.

Winter, of course, knew of Hary, but

he did not know of his educational phi-

losophy. Visser and Hary apparently

wanted treatment in the European man-

ner—a big hotel, liberal charge privi-

leges and no serious studies or outside

work. San Jose’s budget and principles

could not tolerate this. Visser went off

to Bakersfield Junior College and Hary

went back to Germany, without even

setting foot on Winter’s track.

Before Johnson, Winter’s finest run-

ner at San Jose State was Norton. When
he was running easily, there was no fast-

er man in the world. But Norton often

became tense. At such times he was just

another very fast track man who could

lose a race, as he did against Hary and

four others in the 1960 Olympics. Ac-

cording to Winter, Norton was trying

too hard, and that is the worst thing

a runner can do.

Johnson has no such problem. The

slender, muscular Jamaican seems cer-

tain to cut the 100-yard-dash record

to 9.2, and he knows it. “I should break

the record this year,” says Johnson with

no trace of boastfulness. "I’ll do it the

next time I get some real competition.

1 feel I can run 9.3 any time now. But

to make 9.2 you have to fight the

coaches and timers, and everything has

to be just right.”

Johnson’s “fight” with coaches and

timers began early this spring, when
Occidental Coach Chuck Coker charged

him with delaying his move to the set

position, thereby getting a “rolling”

start on competitors. Winter and John-

son denied the charge, pointing out that

AAU rules specified an immediate but

not an abrupt move to get set. Johnson

got a bad start in the Mt. San Antonio

Relays three weeks ago but still ran his

unofficial 9.2. That quieted the contro-

versy, but it still rankles Johnson. “It’s so
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stupid,” he says in staccato Jamaican

English. "Rising slowly has very little

to do with my style. It just keeps me
relaxed by leaving me straining at set

for less time than the others. The short

piston arm stroke is what's important.”

The piston stroke is one of the lessons

Winter learned from Hary last summer
while he was serving as an Olympic

coach. “Hary did three things I think

are important,” Winter says. “First, he

reversed the standard American arm
action of short left, high right. He
pumped his arms rapidly to help his

getaway. Second, he kept his butt down
in the set position, and went forward

and up, not down and up as we do on

the start. This gave him a faster and

longer first step, and a short, driving

second step. Third, he set his blocks

about four inches farther back from the

starting line, which helped keep him

low.” Since last fall Winter has pounded

away at the new theory and all the San

Jose sprinters have pared down their

times, some by several tenths of a second.

Herb McKenley’s pupil

Johnson, now 22 and a junior, has

been running competitively since he was

12. His high school coach and hero

was Herb McKenley, Jamaica’s world-

renowned quarter-mi Ier. Under McKen-
ley’s coaching, Johnson learned how to

run straight without bouncing around.

He accepted an offer from track-con-

scious Bakersfield Junior College and en-

tered there in 1959, He was so good that

soon he was bombarded with offers,

many more lucrative than San Jose’s.

But Johnson had read and followed Win-

ter’s sprinting theories and he decided to

enroll. Winter’s gentle kidding and pro-

tective counsel made an immediate hit

with Johnson. Today the two smother

each other with verbal posies. Johnson

is happy at San Jose and has rejected

offers to go elsewhere.

San Jose gives Johnson only modest

financial support. The school pays his

tuition (about SI 60 a semester) and has

arranged a counseling job at the nearby

Santa Clara Youth Village. He is given

S50 a month in work aid, which is half

the amount paid some senior members
of the team. Johnson, his wife Yvonne
and their baby daughter live frugally in

a small, drab apartment near the campus.

“We were in a hotel for weeks,” says

Johnson with some bitterness. “No one

wanted to rent to Negroes, because ’the

neighbors might object.’ I hope we can

find a better apartment this summer.”

San Jose is regarded with suspicion

by some of its West Coast rivals. "Winter

plays down his recruiting activity,”

said a northwest college publicity man
recently, "but he works hard as hell at

it. You don't get guys from Jamaica

and Nigeria by sitting back and waiting

for them to come to you.” A Los Angeles

track authority charged: “The academic

requirements are so low up there anyone

can get in, and stay in. They get a lot

of dummies no one else can keep.”

To this characteristic bit of big-school

backbiting. Winter replies with angry

overstatement. “San Jose is one of the

outstanding institutions in the country,”

he says. "We aim for solid, practical

preparation of students, not high-level

research work. We’ve seen boys turned

down here get into other schools. Some
of them have run against us this year.

And we don't stress foreign athletes;

they usually get in touch with us first.”

The Winter coaching techniques bear

strong overtones of science and pseudo-

science. There are weight programs,

special foods and vitamins and psycho-

logical warfare. Winter’s desk drawers

are loaded with such health goodies as

phosphate salts and wheat-germ oil. In

the school labs, nutrition experts weigh

the usefulness of far-out diets, and try

some out on the athletes. Winter’s motto

is "If it works use it.” He is not particu-

larly concerned what “it” is.

The most honored mystique in Winter's

program is relaxation, mental and physi-

cal. "Watch my sprinters at the finish

line,” he says. "You don't see any con-

torted faces. The jaw and forearm are

relaxed, the hands are loose.” Winter

helped develop and teach methods of re-

laxation to pilots during World War 11,

and he has become their faithful apostle.

Usually the instruction is limited to

trackside admonitions like "loose jaw,

loose hands,” but sometimes Winter

turns on a full treatment that borders

on hypnosis. "I sit the boy down alone

somewhere and talk each muscle into re-

laxing. 1 start from the wrinkles in the

forehead and work down through the

eyes, the jaw, the shoulders, and so on.

‘Calm’ is my key word. ‘You're calm

now, calm.’ ” Whether it is hypnosis, in-

duced sleepwalking or what, the method

does seem to work and Johnson is Win-

ter's best advertisement yet. end

Photograph by Hy Peskin

men of speed, Johnson and Coach Bud
Winter, kid confidently before Saturday's race.
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In the dramatic world of college rowing Philadelphia’s annual Dad Vail

Regatta is strictly an off-Broadway production, frankly designed for

crews not yet ready for the big time. But what Dad Vail’s competitors

lack in polish, they make up for in theatrics. Last week, after winning the

runners-up race on the Schuylkill River, the crew from Ohio’s Marietta Col-

lege achieved aconvincing portrayal of the warrior collapsing on his shield.

Photograph by James Drake
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A Hat in the Ring
Emile Griffith, the welterweight champion of the world,

obviously believes that a hat should go with gloves. Out-

side the ring, Emile works in a millinery factory in New
York's garment district for a boss who is also his fight

manager. He is shown at right putting a few finishing

touches on a saucy pillbox as he recently put the finishing

touch on Benny Pare; to gain the championship. When
not making millinery or flooring champions. Emile, a per-

sonable Virgin Islander, sings tenor in a church choir.
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DELIGHTS OF



THE BEACH
Every year in late May and early June 40 million Americans emerge from

their winter burrows and commence a slow march to the sea. When they arrive,

some of them break out deck chairs and beach umbrellas and spend the day

curled happily in the sun. Others, like the tiny clam diggers on the Cape Cod

salt flat below, and the fishermen and campers shown on the subsequent pages,

use the beach as a place for discovery and adventure. In his story on the pages

following these pictures Coles Phinizy describes these and other pleasures, and

tells how to get the most fun and relaxation from a visit to the water’s edge.



Vuring the quiet, windless

| J moment before twilight

Race Point on Cape Cod is a lonely place. The

sun worshipers are gone; the shore is empty

save for the lights of a beach buggy and a fish-

erman who tries his luck in the last glow ofday.

From spring to fall, Playa

del Rey on the southern

California coast does double duty. In the eve-

ning, bathers are joined by picnickers, 6,000

strong, who build fires, sing and charcoal-

broil frankfurters, hamburgers and steaks.
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by COLES PHINIZY

LURE OF THE SEA

I
t was 5 o'clock, a beautiful hour on the beach. The sand

and the froth of the breakers were gathering gold from

the waning sun. The southerly wind that had chopped up

the water at midday had slacked off until it could barely

be felt on the cheek. By this hour most of the crowd had

wrestled their beach chairs into a portable state and had

departed, the mothers instructing the fathers, the fathers

barking at the children and the children fretting because

they had been forbidden to take home dead crabs and

other intriguing, decomposing treasures of the sea.

For 50 yards along the beach in front of me herring

gulls and ringbills walked stiffly in the shallows. On the

shining esplanade of sand a skirmish line of sandpipers

and ringed plovers raced along the shifting edge of the

water. With the retreat of a wave, a sand bug flushed up

by a gull escaped and tumbled seaward, finally getting a

grip on the hard sand and digging in. Beyond the break,

terns were diving on bait fish, like bright paper scraps

caught in a dust devil. An osprey swung in over the land,

winging westward in a hurry with a weakfish in his talons.

Five o'clock is late for an osprey to be out. Though

tardy, this one was no fool. I saw him find what he was

looking for, a lingering trace of thermal over the sun-baked

land. Riding the thermal a quarter mile up on set wings,

he then started the long glide that would carry him, with

barely a wing beat, six miles to his home in the pines across

the bay. As I watched the osprey, in the corner of my eye

I picked up little movements in the sand hummocks above

the tide line. Now that the vibration of the bathers’ feet

had diminished, the sand crabs were coming back to the

air, digging out from under the beach that had been tram-

pled all day. (I once saw one of these crabs making his way

back into this world from directly below the mouth of an

overturned pop bottle. Twice he got a freshet of grape

soda in the face.)

1 had no wristwatch, but I knew it was not yet the dinner

hour. The herring gulls are dependable timekeepers. The

moment the sun went below land, with no sound the gulls

would leave, cross the rooftops and settle in the back

marshes. And passing them, bound from marsh to beach,

on the very edge of night, would come the black skimmers

As the low sun of the late after-

/-% noon loses its warmth, southern

California bathers wrap themselves in blankets and

towels after taking a final dip in the darkening surf.

to try their luck with their long bills in the ocean wash.

I may never see that small Jersey beach again, nor, for

that matter, know so agreeable an hour anywhere. At this

moment, as 1 try to put the recollections of that hour with

fair exactness through a typewriter, I am stranded well

above the high-water mark, in the middle of a spring after-

noon, in the middle of a small room, eight feet by nine,

surrounded by the usual unsettled debts of an ordinary

man. On the desk beside me there is a lamp 1 must repair.

The wastebasket needs emptying. There are letters I should

answer, bills 1 should pay, five books I should read and a

three-foot stack of magazines 1 should throw out (the

magazines fell over on the cat yesterday). By the door

hangs a barometer that has always stubbornly forecast

“storm” despite the frequent pummelings I give it. Atop my
dictionary there is a pair of swim fins that 1 have dragged

over coral and barnacled rock so often they look as if a

piranha had been teething on them. On the desk before me
stands a mosaic of a fish that has the face of a Beau Gregory

but looks like a sergeant major the closer you get to the

tail. Except for these oddments—the strangely dimorphic

fish, the swim fins and the gloomy barometer there is

nothing around me to suggest water. At this moment I am
in a suitable bone-dry setting to try to examine objectively

why it is 1 truly love the sea.

At dinner two years ago a psychiatrist—and he had had

/\ only one drink at the time claimed my love of water

JTjl. was a fixation. Very probably, he said, it was a substi-

tute for the love 1 had for my rocking horse when I was 3. I

never had a rocking horse, nor do I recall ever being deeply

involved with anybody else’s. At any rate, 1 claim the affec-

tion I have for the sea and its shore is something 1 have

never felt for any horse.

The small Jersey beach that 1 have known on and off for

30 years gets heavy use in the summer. It's my guess there

are more than 20 million people living in hot, miasmatic

cities within half a day's drive of it. On an August day the

small beach is crowded and not an attractive place— a riot

of children and a tangle of adults encamped in chairs under

a gaudy canopy of umbrellas. But by 4:30 the encampment

starts to break up, and the original titleholders take over.

The gulls and sanderlings get to use the shore freely for

an hour or two until the dark messengers of the night, the

skimmers, come winging in. A beach like that one can

stand very heavy use (and some abuse) without losing its

natural good looks. One night's rest, a change of tides, and

the beach is bright and shiny, ready for the next assault.
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THE SEA

It is because the sea shows very little wear even along its

heavily used edges that I prefer it to any part of land. The

land simply does not have enough resilience: the traffic at

a popular beach is more than any equal area of woodland

could stand. If it were used like a beach for a month, the

woods would be a shambles and would need a full change

of seasons to pull itself together.

This past April, as we drove through the back country

of New Jersey, through sweet green meadows and new

plowing, my wife caught an unspringlike odor in the air.

She consulted the road map, tested the air again and asked,

“Is that Trenton I smell?” For me—and for some others,

I suspect—travel on land has lost its appeal now that the

big cities are reaching out, hitting the traveler in the nose

while he is still outside the corporate limits.

The modern city offends not only the senses; it sticks

in the pores, it gets in the hair. Whether he earns a living

selling a new brand of soap or merely selling himself, the

city man is constantly marching to the sound of drum-

mers whose faces he never sees and whose motives he may
not trust. He can count himself lucky if he finishes his

term in the warrens of the city without acquiring the vision

of a mole and the soul of a stunted pecan. For those

who feel the need of a day’s relief from the absurd de-

mands of the city, there is no longer an easy escape by

any land route. Around the bend in the road now there

is another gas pump, another eatery, another music box

playing the same tune. The remaining worthwhile land

wildernesses are too far removed from most high-popula-

tion centers. The ocean, on the other hand, is quite close

to many big cities, so close to some that, egged on by

the wind, it occasionally jumps the sea wall and rolls

right through town.

On a crowded city beach a man is sometimes obliged to

sit in the shadow of the Ferris wheel, hard by the hurdy-

gurdy and the popcorn stand, but he has the option, at

least, of turning his back on such things. In front of him

the sea stretches to the horizon and on beyond the horizon

to another horizon, and on past that one to still another,

so that the man who wets a foot anywhere is, in a real

sense, in contact with the whole world of water. If he can

shake the city from his head as readily as he shucks his

clothes, after half a day at the beach he is susceptible to

new and improbable thoughts—a sucker for some new

excitement.

I recall now that on the August afternoon when the osprey

flew past carrying a weakfish, 1 had been waiting on the

beach to teach a 12-year-old boy named Joe Horstman to

ride a surfboard. Joe Horstman, being human and gov-

erned by more complicated forces than are the gulls and

skimmers, had been delayed. (He was detained by the Phil-

adelphia Phillies, who had fought long and hard on tel-

evision that day before blowing the game in the top of

the 14th.)

On the first wave he tried that afternoon, Joe Horstman

overpaddled. The wave was too ripe when it picked him

up. As the board plunged down the steep wall of water,

Horstman went his separate way, diving wisely and safely

clear. The board disappeared, then shot back into the air,

twisting, turning and shining wet, like a salmon rising out

of the white boil of a cascade. On his next try Horstman’s

timing was right and his footwork good. He kept the board

trimmed to the slope, then eased the tip up slightly to keep

it from digging in as the curl of the wave came down on

him. He rode the board through the gentle second break

and, with the aplomb of an Hawaiian king, stepped off in

six inches of water. I learned to surfboard five years ago

in Sydney, Australia on the same beach where the Olympian,

Duke Kahanamoku of Hawaii, first taught the Australians

in 1915. The board on which I taught Joe Horstman last

summer was one I borrowed from a transplanted southern

California surfer who brought it east largely— I think— for

sentimental reasons. Thus, counting borrowed board and

borrowed skills, Joe Horstman’s surfboard education in

Jersey was under the joint sponsorship of southern Califor-

nia, Australia and Hawaii.

T
hirty years ago in Jersey I first learned to ride waves

without a board—to body-surf, as it is generally

known. Dick Hughes, superintendent of the Atlan-

tic City Beach Patrol, tells me that the correct body-surfing

technique was brought to the Jersey coast by Duke Kaha-

namoku shortly after World War I. In this morning’s mail

1 received a letter from Steve Gelfond of Elkins Park, Pa.

Gelfond, who learned to ride Jersey waves on the same bor-

rowed southern California board as Joe Horstman, has

come onto a blueprint of a surf ski, a specialized sort

of craft that the Australians designed for steep waves. Gel-

fond wants my opinion: Is it worth building a surf ski

to use in Jersey? I think it is and, if Gelfond is any sort

of builder, very probably this coming summer on one Jer-

sey beach bathers will be body-surfing, riding boards and

surf-skiing—enjoying three sports borrowed from distant

Pacific coasts.

I cite this random knowledge about Jersey wave-riding

by way of pointing out that the exotic sports dramatized in

the travel ads are often possible on a local coast. Every

ordinary and familiar beach is, I feel, an exotic shore. It is

this feeling, more than anything, that explains the affection

I have for the sea. On world maps the oceans and lesser
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bodies of water are distinguishable by name, but the exact

boundaries of most of them are quite vague. There is in fact

only a single, worldwide sea, whose distant and different

parts are as inseparable as Rand and McNally. The water

off Brisbane, Australia, where 1 saw two whales in love, is

inseparable from that of the Pacific atoll lagoon where 1

saw two angelfish fighting. The water that flows through

the great cave of Wakulla in north Florida and nourishes

the coral bastions of the Red Sea is the same that frequent-

ly gets into my sinuses and nourishes the fungus that cur-

rently infects my left ear. The water that threw me at a

ledge off the island of Oahu four years ago is the same

that caught me when I fell out of a boathouse window in

Ventnor, N.J. in 1935.

J'
^he sea everywhere has an interesting potential for

I adventure and misadventure. To experience either,

J— it is necessary first to get in rhythm with the sea,

and this is best done by ignoring most of what is said about

it by those who do not know it. On the afternoon that Joe

Horstman learned to ride a surfboard a man and a lady

—

both about 40 years old walked up to me. They inquired

about the boy paddling the board beyond the break, and i

told them he was waiting for a wave to ride.

“Where’s he from? Hawaii?” the man asked.

“Philadelphia,” I said.

“Then how come he's riding waves?” the man asked.

“It never occurred to him that he couldn’t,” I said.

“I got a brother spent three years in Hawaii," the man
said. “The waves are different. You can't ride Jersey waves.”

“The boy out there believes he can,” I said. “He even

believes in the Phillies.”

“Hah.” The man raised a hand in despair. “Today the

Philadelphia Phillies tied it up and then blew it." The man
withdrew, the lady following him, listening to his further

reasons why Jersey waves were no good for riding.

The capacity of the beach to entertain and to rejuvenate

is never exploited by many who use it regularly. Ten yards

from the tide line many beachgoers are no more in touch

with the sea than with the outer planets. There are several

reasons for this. Too many Americans, Easterners particu-

larly, come to the beach loaded with excess baggage and

unfinished business. I once observed a family of four who
conducted the following business at the beach: a long dis-

cussion of the crab grass on the front lawn, followed by one

large-size, two-sided argument about who paid the bar bill

the night before, followed by one smaller, four-sided argu-

ment that had to do with buying (or selling) a car. The fam-

ily had brought the following baggage to the beach: a rug

six by eight (a real rug, not a blanket), two full-length alu-

minum cots, one foldingchair that unfolded too far (it was

not used), an umbrella that fell over twice (giving rise to

one argument), a transistor radio (the daughter dropped it

in the water), a Victrola, a basket of sweaters, another bas-

ket of something, two straw hats, a plastic aircraft carrier, a

plastic rocket launcher (Mother sat on this, breaking it)

and a four-pound Sunday edition of The New York Times,

several sheets of which got away in the wind and wrapped

themselves around bathers’ legs.

The aluminum cot and The New York Times (worthy

public servant that it is) are equally unworthy items on the

beach. When a man is using aluminum to suspend himself

10 inches off the ground and simultaneously following the

Times's great news staff to all the troubled corners of the

world, why bother to be at the beach?

To rediscover the beach, I recommend leaving at home
all cots, chairs, umbrellas, blankets, bedding, music boxes,

reading matter, and all land-born arguments, whether they

involve the steady march ofcrab grass across the front lawn

or the equally sorry state of world affairs. The beachgoer

who strips himself of such burdens and starts fresh feels at

first like a naked babe. As his eyes begin to focus properly

for the first time on the world of the sea, he usually starts

accumulating baggage again, but different items— things he

can use to enjoy the natural offerings of the beach. The
worthiest item for the novice bather is not a bed mattress

but an air mattress on which anyone past 6 can ride waves.

The happiest child on a beach, generally speaking, is not the

one with the plastic aircraft carrier but the one with a good
continued
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sand bucket. The bucket is a product of the Bronze Age,

yet in one morning last summer, in the middle of the space

age, i saw a 6-year-old use his bucket a dozen ways, nota-

bly to carry sand, to collect sand dollars, to keep minnows
alive and to pour water in the ear of his sleeping father.

The emphasis on the American beach today is on safety

rather than on the wholesome and exciting use of the water

(there are a number of beaches that can take exception to

this charge, notably those of Hawaii, southern California

and Fort Lauderdale in Florida). The youth on the beach

today has his elders to caution him, the lifeguards to rescue

him (and a transistor radio plugged in one ear to entertain

him), but no one to teach him to ride an air mattress when
he is 8 years old, or to teach him how to body-surf at 10,

to ride a board at 12 or to man a surfboat at 14. The surf

sports are as good for the body as any tasteless schedule of

push-ups, press-ups and leg-ups at a gym. I submit as proof

of this the surfing program that Australia long ago incor-

porated into its national vitality.

I recognize the special problem that large resorts have:

an unwieldy mass of bathers who are not competent enough

to read the sea and must be protected from it and from

more active bathers using surfboats and boards. However,

1 have never seen any 1 0-mile strip of beach so crowded that

a fair portion of it could not be set aside for active sports-

men who have earned the right to live a trifle dangerously.

The most sensible use of water that I have found on any

crowded beach this side of Hawaii is that in Fort Lauder-

dale, Fla., a resort that on peak weekends has more than

50,000 using its shore (and perhaps 10,000 more using in-

land and offshore waters). Unlike Miami Beach, where ho-

tel construction has eliminated nearly onemile of the seven-

mile beach, Lauderdale allows no construction on its strand

—no boardwalk, no popcorn stands, no piers, no absurd

concreteesplanades surrounding chlorinated pools. Lauder-

dale believes in sand and ocean. The swimmer there is not

hemmed in by ropes. He can enter and leave the water any-

where, dunk in the shallows or swim over his head, so long

as he stays within 50 yards of shore. He can, as the Lauder-

dale lifeguards put it, “swim north to New York, or south

to Miami, but not east to Spain." The skin-diver is wel-

come on the Lauderdale beach provided he uses flotation

gear and stakes his area with the diver's flag. The water

skier can use the ocean so long as he stays 75 yards off. The
sand at Lauderdale is coarse and coralline. It clings. Yet in

the days I have walked five miles there, I have rarely seen a

beach chair. The people sit on the sand or on towels.

The natural offerings of the Fort Lauderdale beach are

not exceptional. It remains an asset to our public welfare

largely, I think, because it is in the hands of men who know
the water. Tom Lamar, the assistant city manager respon-

sible for Lauderdale's recreation program, is better known
in the sports world as coach of the U.S. girl swimmers at

the 1955 Pan American Games (his girl teams have won
more than 300 dual meets, lost none). Jaret Jordan, di-

rector of Lauderdale's beach patrol and its educational pro-

gram in aquatics, is a veteran surfer of the Maryland coast.

The chief of the harbor police, Sergeant Roy Jansen, is a

boatman by choice, a cop by occupation (he built his first

boat of tongue-and-groove pine and swiped his mother’s

shower curtain to sail across Manhattan’s East River).

The decline of the vigorous life on the American beach

is rarely the fault of the lifeguards who patrol it, but rather

of men with more authority who sit in stuffy rooms in

tune with a different set of values. While I was examining

the problem recently, the lifeguard captain of a resort city

considerably larger than Fort Lauderdale told me that an

organized program of water and surf sports such as Lau-

derdale endorses and Australia lives by is a good idea, a

corking one. The lifeguards of his patrol, the captain as-

sured me, would be pleased to belong to a positive program

rather than serving only as herd dogs. His city, he claimed,

could spare the space, and city hall probably would ap-

prove it until the hotel owners protested, charging favorit-

ism, charging this, charging that. “Don’t quote me, or at

least please don’t name me,” the lifeguard captain said,

“but these hotels have been here a long time and 1 have

been here just as long, but of all us old hands, I guess I

am the only one still young and foolish enough to know
how much the sea has to offer.” end
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THE LONG
SNORKEL

by CLARE BOOTHE LUCE

In a memorable short story, the discoverer of ‘God's Little

Underwater Acre’ (Sports Illustrated, Sept. 9 and 16, 1957)

returns to the submarine world she loves, to describe—with chill-

ing intensity—an adventure no diver ever could, or should,forget
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LONG SNORKEL continued
lions by Milton Glaserlllustrat

T
he molten cup of the September sun lifted

behind the spine of Mount St. Ursula, senti-

nel of the Caribbean. The gray cloud-herds

drifting lazily over the dark vegetable con-

fetti of the far-flung islands were transformed into pearly be-

hemoths. Between St. Ursula Isle and St. Thomasina the dim

blue slick of Three-Mile Channel changed to a shimmering

ribbon of sapphire, and in the iee of Black Virgin Cay, lynch-

pin rock of the reefs, the shadowy lagoon yielded to the stereo-

scope of dawn. In its aquamarine shallows amethyst and am-

ber patches showed where the submarine coral formations lay.

Then the sun, standing clear of the mountain, struck its

dark flanks, mutating them to jade; struck the wide pewter

curves of Conch and Tortuga beaches, transforming them

into flashing silver scimitars; struck the pink hibiscus bushes

and orchid trees on the hotel lawns, and the yellow trumpet

vines and scarlet bougainvillaea that clambered over the hotel

cottages, turning them into flowery jewels. And then, piercing

one unshuttered room, it struck the closed eyelids of the

resort's most distinguished guest, Mr. Bryton Bixby, and so

awakened him to a morning of beauty

—

and terror.

Bryton Bixby, at 30 a Pulitzer Prizewinner (Men, Money

and Missiles), at 33 was top Washington correspondent for

a sizable and liberal midwestern newspaper. At 35 he was by

common consent of the Washington press corps considered

the hottest pistol in journalism.

During June and July, at national convention time, Brite

Bixby had written his byline above more exclusive interviews

with more ofthe presidential candidates than any correspond-

ent in the country. During the interviews he had cleverly

managed to put every one of them on the spot—and on the

record—about the Outer Space Lag. Time’s Press department

gave him three inches. Under the headline Bright Bixby-

line, it speculated whether, as a result of his one-man cam-

paign, the U.S. might still beat the Russians to the moon by

a nose-cone.

Six feet one, and unmarried, Bixby was also the hottest

pistol among Washington's small corps of bachelors. He
worked hard at both his vocation and his avocation, the

ladies, who not infrequently were married. Early in August

Bixby hit the headlines himself. He received the largest num-

ber of votes cast by the Washington press corps for the

reporter they would most like to see follow the Astronauts

into outer space.

There were some who whispered that this proposed eleva-

tion of Bixby into outer space was motivated as much by the

jealousy as by the admiration of his colleagues. However

that might be, as a result of the poll, Bixby received an offer

from the Pentagon to train with the Astronauts. The offer

was extended in writing by a three-star Air Force general

(whose wife had supplied Bixby with much of his guided

missile dope). When the Pentagon released this offer to the

wire services, Bixby was immediately tagged as Journalism’s

No. 1 Moon-Man. And while he was pondering somewhat

uneasily the strange fate that could overtake a dedicated

journalist, the lunar publicity snowballed. Bixby’s publisher

enthusiastically agreed to relieve him of all assignments which

might conflict with the Pentagon’s program and promised

him a thumping bonus—on his return from the nearest planet.

Bixby was quite aware that if he accepted the general’s

offer his outer-space journalistic kick might well be the death

of him. On the other hand, he saw that he had no choice

either as a journalist or as a man of honor but to seem as

eager to launch himself into the singing void as the Pentagon

and the Washington press corps seemed to be to launch him.

While he pondered this dilemma, he received other flattering

offers. Both The New York Times and the Herald Tribune

asked him to join their staffs—giving him as much time off

as he needed with the Astronauts. CBS asked him to do an

Eric Sevareid or Ed Murrow type of show covering Signifi-

cant Events and Important People, with a clause granting the

program Exclusive Coverage of his moon jaunt. But the big-

gest offer—good for 30 days

—

came from the president of

the young Liberty Broadcasting Company, who offered Bix-

by a five-year contract for $50,000 a year plus expenses, a

sizable stock option, and the title of Executive Vice-President

in Charge of Scientific and Political Newscasts. This offer-

to Bixby’s surprise and delight

—

included no clause about

the space trip. Bixby felt this was an excellent resolution to

his public and professional problem

—

how to get out of

Washington and duck the moon tag—and to his personal

problem

—

how to break off with a general’s lady who had

more than served her purpose.

While Bixby had no trouble in making up his mind to ac-

cept the Liberty Broadcasting offer, he did not, however,

relish explaining, face to face, his motives to his publisher,

his colleagues, the general or the general's wife. All this, he

concluded, were better done in writing from a distance. He
decided to take cover for a week or 10 days. He chose St.

Ursula, in the Virgin Islands, not only because it was off the

journalists’ vacation beat, having no telephone, but also be-

cause, in looking through the morgue files on Mr. James

Lindley, president of LBC, he found that St. Ursula was the

favorite retreat of his new boss, whose favorite sport was

spearfishing and snorkeling.

Bixby landed by plane on St. Thomasina at 11, where he

transferred to the Tortuga Beach Hotel’s speedboat, which

brought him to St. Ursula 30 minutes later. After lunch he

walked across the high hump of Hawk Point, the long prom-

ontory that separated Conch Beach from Tortuga, to his little

two-room cottage, where he unpacked and got into his

scotch-plaid bathing trunks. Then he walked briskly back
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in the brilliant sunshine to the beach shop in Tortuga, where

he bought a bottle of suntan lotion from the black girl in

attendance and applied for a snorkeling lesson.

The attendant said that the snorkeling instructor would be

busy all afternoon with the children. Bixby, humiliated by

this response, said that it didn’t look too difficult, he would

try it on his own; the worst thing that could happen was

that he’d get a snoot full of water.

“That’s what you think, young man!” a big shrill voice

said behind him. Bixby turned to confront the woman who,

had he been more willing to listen, could have spared him

many—perhaps all—of the agonies he was to encounter the

following day.

“Afternoon, Dr. Ormstead,” the colored girl said iri her

soft, mournful voice, while she rummaged on the shop

shelves for snorkeling gear.

“Afternoon, Ianthe,” the woman said and gave Bixby a

sound, toothy smile. She was nearer 60 than 50. She wore a

black tank suit over a squat body. Her muscles were solid

under bronze, wrinkled flesh. She carried a Hawaiian sling

spear, a mask and separate tube, and a big pair of black flip-

pers molded like shoes.

“Better give him a Safety-Pak, Ianthe,” she ordered. She

assailed a pile of palm-frond hats, clapping one after an-

other on her big, gray, untidy, close-cropped head.

“Yes, doctor ma’am.” The girl added a small plastic-

covered object, the size and shape of a cigarette pack, to the

bright-blue rubber mask and flippers she handed Bixby.

“You clip it to your trunks.” Dr. Ormstead was cheerfully

officious. “If you get in trouble just squeeze it. Inflates into a

water wing. Keeps you afloat a couple of hours.”

“Thank you. But I don’t expect to get in trouble,” Bixby

said coldly. Bixby hated women—especially elderly women
—who told him what to do.

He signed up for the flippers and mask, giving the at-

tendant his cottage number and name.

“For heaven’s sake!” Dr. Ormstead turned back to him.

“I’ve heard about you on the radio! Aren’t you the news-

paperman who is going to take his first trip into outer space

with the Astronauts?”

Bixby hesitated. The Astronaut thing gave him an aura of

adventure, even heroism, which he did not like to dispel—
until he had to. “That depends where I am—and what I am
doing when the boys take off.”

“Great compliment to your courage,” the woman said, her

small, gray eyes bright with admiration.

Bixby decided to throw it away. “Well, we don’t live in a

world where anybody can play it safe any more,” he said

casually. Then he cut off the possibility of further conversa-

tion on the subject by slipping the cumbersome mask over

his head to see how it fitted. It didn’t. The woman’s guffaw

wrinkled her face like an old apron.

continued
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“You can’t wear a mask over horn-rim glasses,” she said

indulgently.

Bixby laughed, embarrassed at what should have been

obvious to him. He took off his thick glasses—he was miser-

ably myopic—and tried on the mask again.

“And you shouldn’t wear a mask like that anyway. That’s

for dubs with dentures. Or kids who paddle. Ships water soon-

er or later.”

“Only kind we got left,” Ianthe said cheerfully.

“Well, don’t try to dive in it,” the woman said, waggling

her brown finger at Bixby. “Those silly ping-pong balls at

the ends of the tubes, they can get stuck when you surface.”

Bixby tightened the head strap impatiently. “You make

the thing sound like a death trap.”

“A hundred feet offshore,” Dr. Ormstead persisted, “it

could be.”

Bixby laughed hollowly behind the mask that now seemed

to fit him. Then he sat down and tried on his flippers, hoping

she would go away. She surveyed him with a motherly smile.

“And those flippers! No heels. Tch! You want suddenly to

make a footing on the bottom. And you land on a nest of sea

urchins. Not dangerous. But painful, very painful.”

“Thanks. But I think I can watch where I am going.”

Bixby gathered up his equipment and started resolutely to

the door. The woman let out a little cry of mock dismay and

darted back to the counter.

“Wait,” she called out; and he waited, feeling a sudden and

somehow familiar antagonism to Dr. Ormstead.

Who the hell does she remind me of?
‘
‘You forgot your Safety-Pak, you careless boy!”

she said chuckling. Ianthe, for some unaccounta-

ble reason, laughed shrilly, and he felt obliged to

join in—which he did sourly.

As he reached for the plastic cube, it came to

him . . . Mom! She reminds me of Mom. Mom,
who had bent his ears with the dire warnings on

the pitfalls and perils of sensuality 1 5 years ago,

when he took off for Washington. Mom, who
had handed him at the train, right in front of ev-

erybody, an unwanted and soon-disposed-of ob-

ject—a Bible.

God! What a bore Mom urn, too.

It occurred to Bixby that if Mom had been

reared on St. Ursula instead of on the Kansas

plains, she’d probably have chopped off her gray

bun, swapped her broom for a spear gun and worn

a tank suit instead of a cotton house dress, too.

And forced a Safety-Pak on him.

As he headed for the beach. Dr. Ormstead trot-

ted firmly beside him. “This snorkeling,” she said

in her dogmatic, hearty fashion. “Not as easy as

it looks. Experience. Knowledge. Needed in ev-

erything. Nearly everybody who can swim begins

to think he can handle himself

—

way out—after

his first snorkel. But these waters! Ter-reacher-

ous! Beware the swim at dawn, the midnight

plunge when the moon is full!” She pointed a stubby finger at

the promontory. “When the tide begins to turn, there’s a rip

tide that runs between Hawk Point there and the reefs. You
get caught in that—and it’s tur-rouble! I’ve found there’s

only one safe thing to do
—

”

Bixby interrupted. It was the first of many unfortunate in-

terruptions he was to make in her steady flow ofconversation.

“Sometime before I leave here maybe you’ll give me a real

fill-in on the dangers of the bounding main.” He plunked

himselfdown by a beached rowboat and opened the bottle of

sun oil. “Just now I’m going to paddle around till I get the

hang of the thing.”

“Delighted to take you out any time after you’ve got the

hang of it,” the woman said. “The underwater scenery close

to shore is dull. But it’s heaven—heaven below—out there

on the reefs.”

She tossed her gear into the rowboat and shoved it into the

water. “Isn’t it odd,” she said, hopping the gunwale with

surprising agility, “your interests and mine are at the op-

posite reaches of the planet. You are a potential space man;

I am a marine biologist—studying the possibilities of culti-

vating shrimp, lobster, rockfish and groupers in St. Ursula

waters.” She sighed heavily and bent forward, grasping the

oars. “But ifmost of my life were before me instead of behind

me. I’d devote it to the study of the bottle-nosed dolphin.

See you tonight!” she shouted as she pulled away with long,

powerful strokes of her leathery arms.
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Bixby wrapped his thick, horn-rim glasses and the Safety-

Pak in his towel and threw it back up on the beach, thinking

he must be careful to avoid her that evening.

Dr. Ormstead to the contrary, he found snorkeling an al-

most childishly easy sport. And unexpectedly pleasant. The

glass plate of his mask, once pressed under water, magnified

his weak vision wonderfully. The mask did leak a little, but it

was nothing alarming. The little puddle of water tickling his

nose simply wanted getting used to, and he soon found that

he could empty the seepage out by treading water, lifting his

head, snapping the rubber frame away from his chin and

snorting. At the end of a half hour he felt he had mastered

the business, but his leg muscles were growing a bit tired.

He was heading for shore when a scarlet-and-brown object

swam into the orbit of his underwater vision. It was a girl

snorkeling in a face mask, a tube in her mouth that distorted

her smooth cheeks. Her long hair streamed in a golden wave

over her red one-piece suit. As her body flashed by him, long,

slim, brown limbs ending in bright-blue flippers churned the

limpid sea with powerful rhythmic strokes. A second later, a

rowboat passed close beside him, the oar feathering and lift-

ing over his head.

Bixby, reacting both normally and habitually, swam after

the charming form. When he found his footing on the bot-

tom he stood up to watch her as she rose in the shallow wa-

ter. Her back to him, she yanked off her mask, tossed it and

her flippers to the black rower who was beaching the boat be-

side her. Then she ran down the shore, her buttocks slick and

tight in her sparse sheath, a lovely blur of gold and scarlet.

Bixby hoped he would see her in the bar during the evening

when he had his glasses on.

T
hat evening Bixby, pleasantly tired, strolled

over the Hawk Point hill to the hotel for

dinner. Gay voices from the restaurant and

bar drifted toward him as he approached.

He hoped, with a pleasurable stirring, that the golden-haired

girl’s voice was one of them. He even dreamed a little: just

supposing this girl from the sea should turn out to be rich,

perchance loaded with shares in Liberty Broadcasting. . . .

The girl was not among the dozen or so sunburned and

tanned vacationers in the bar. Bixby had several solitary

daiquiris, in order to keep himself free for an approach shot

if she entered. He then went to his table in the palm garden

restaurant. She was not there either.

As he ordered his dinner he considered asking the waiter

about her, then discarded the idea. Unless she had left the

island he could not fail to see her—and, if her face matched

her figure, make contact before the sun fell the following day.

When Bixby sauntered out onto the terrace, he found that

five or six young and youngish couples—none of whom in-

cluded the girl—had gathered their wicker chairs together

in a circle around Dr. Ormstead. In a rumpled cotton dress,

incongruously sprinkled with little roses, she looked more

like Mom than ever.

Dr. Ormstead was holding forth.

“Now the dolphin,” she was saying, “is an adorable crea-

ture. And amazing. In proportion to its body, next to man,

its brain is the largest in the animal kingdom. And it has a

voice box. Can create humanoid sounds, oh yes, it can!”

She has the same damn habit as Mom of scooping her

words, to make what she says sound important.

Bixby settled himself in a rattan lounge chair outside the

circle, automatically closing his mind to the sense, if not the

sound, of the woman he now thought of as Mom Ormstead.

“Now there’s a Dr. Pinkus right over on St. Thomasina.

He’s working with dolphins now, teaching them to speak,

learning their language. He has one called Undine

—

flabbergasting. She learns tricks at a fantastic speed. She’s

as gentle and devoted to Pinkus as a dog. And she’s so-oo

much more intelligent.”

Bixby snapped his fingers irritably for a waiter and combed

the terrace with his eyes for the sight of the blonde girl.

Mom Ormstead’s voice scooped along.

“Why! Dr. Pinkus says you can stick your head right in

Undine’s mouth . . . and, mind you, the dolphin has 88

needle-point teeth! But Undine just won’t bite. When he gets

in the tank with her, she lets him mount her and ride about

on her like a pony. In fact, she adores it.”

“Gin and tonic. Double,” Bixby whispered to the waiter.

“Yes, sir,” the waiter caroled.

Dr. Ormstead turned, and her gray eyes lighted with

friendliness.

“Oh, here’s the famous Mr. Bryton Bixby, our moon
man,” she cried heartily. She leaped to her feet pushing her

chair closer to her neighbor’s to make a space for Bixby.

“Do join us!”

The guests all made appreciative and welcoming noises

in their throats, and while Dr. Ormstead rattled off their

names a young couple who was peeling badly shifted to

make room for him on their sofa. He had no choice but to

join them, without seeming rude.

When they had settled themselves again Dr. Ormstead

said in the voice of an indulgent oldster urging a child to

recite a poem, “Now you just tell us all about your forth-

coming trip to the moon!”

Bixby felt anger well up in him. “Thank you,” he said

stiffly, “but I prefer never to talk about things I haven't

done yet. Bad luck, you know.”

Dr. Ormstead addressed the circle of disappointed faces.

“Well, if he won’t tell us, he won’t,” she said cheerfully.

“But / don’t mind. I can go right on selling the sea.

“We’ve all gone a bit nuts about this outer-space busi-

ness,” she said. “Why, we know more about the lunar sur-

faces now than we do about the reefs around Black Virgin

Cay, don't we, Mr. Bixby?” Bixby ignored her, and she

good-naturedly ignored his ignoral.

“Mr. John Fitzgerald Kennedy to the contrary,” she con-

tinued, “the sea is the only ‘new frontier’ on earth. Why,

there are nearly three billion people in the world today.

Twenty years from now, barring atomic warfare, there will
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be four billion, and we’ll all be squeezing one another to

death. Then, where shall we find our sweet water and food

harvest? Where else if not in the im-mem-orial oceans?

’

“I say, Doc,” one of the young men said, “excuse me for

interrupting, but I’ve been wanting to ask you this all eve-

ning. Are there any sharks around here?”

That did it. Every head turned toward the woman who

beamed unabashed at this sudden surge of interest.

“Sharks?” she said in her cozily sententious voice. “Of

course. It only seems that the sharks are coming in, in greater

numbers, these days. They were always here. It’s just that

people are coming in greater numbers to the warm waters,

and so they see more of them.”

The plump bride of the man who had asked the question

squealed and grabbed his hand for protection. “You mean

it’s dangerous to swim ... off the beach?” she trembled.

“Oh, no!” Dr. Ormstead laughed comfortingly. “Sharks

don’t come in over the reef—generally. But out in the chan-

nel .. . well!” She waggled her gray head. “That’s a different

story. But even then, you know, sharks are less dangerous

than, well let us say, automobiles. I think what bothers peo-

ple when they see a large fin break the water is that they

do have such an awful, primitive, instinctive horror of be-

ing eaten. Anyway, I go on the principle, if you meet any

member of the carchariid family, well, avoid him.”

“And how do you avoid a shark when you meet one?”

Bixby’s voice was, he hoped, lightly sarcastic.

“Why, you dive under water and keep swimming slowly

toward him,” said Dr. Ormstead, apparently unaware of the

fact that avoidance and pursuit were somewhat dissimilar

maneuvers. “In fact, the best way to meet a shark is face to

face with a stick, a billy or spear. If you point your weapon

toward him, he probably won’t strike. He’ll just circle.

Though you never can tell really.” She shook her head sol-

emnly. “He may circle and strike at his leisure. He may even

nudge you with his snout and never

bite you. But whatever you do,

there’s just one thing you mustn’t

do!”

“Bite him,” Bixby said. He
flushed. The laughter that greeted

his flippant interruption was some-

thing less than hearty. But Dr.

Ormstead got the point.

“Well,” she said, “I’m sure none

of you will go out beyond the reef,

not alone anyway. In the end, of

course, there’s nothing safer than

the buddy-system for skin-divers

and snorkelers. The shark is really a

most unlovable and unloving crea-

ture. Like all villains, he prefers lone

victims.”

“Now, Dr. Ormstead,” Bixby

said, adopting the crisp, cool voice

he used when interviewing minor

celebrities, “aren’t you really scaring all us poor snorkeling

dubs needlessly? You don’t want to spoil our vacation, do

you?”

“Indeed, I don’t,” Dr. Ormstead said, and Bixby was de-

lighted to see that it was her turn to redden.

“Do you yourself know of anyone at St. Ursula who
was ever attacked by a shark?”

“Well—there’s no verified report of a shark attack in these

waters, of course, but—” She hesitated. “There was an in-

explicable case last year. And very sad. One of our biology

exchange students—a big young Swede he was—disappeared

just outside the reef last July. Sven Sorghurst was his name.

We were, as a matter of fact, diving together near Black

Virgin Cay. He was never seen again. A shark might have

got him.” She looked bleakly up at the moon. She no longer

seemed interested in holding her audience. But now she

couldn’t lose it.

“But if you were diving with him, didn’t you see what

happened?” Bixby was all the reporter.

Dr. Ormstead sighed. She lowered her voice and, strangely

enough, stopped scooping her words.

“No,” she said. “We’d gone out together. We were diving

in a sandy channel that separates Black Virgin rocks from

the reef. Quite shallow it was at that point. And I found a

flying gurnard—a big fish that looks like a giant butterfly.

Very rare fish—very in these parts. I wanted to get him

ashore and photograph him before he lost his color. They

pale out fast, you know, even in a salt-water bucket, so after

I speared him I decided to get back in the rowboat, row him

in and snap him. Sven said he’d stay until I got back. I wasn’t

gone more than half an hour. When I got back there was no

sign of Sven. Absolutely none. I rowed around for a bit.

Finally I went back for a motorboat. We followed the cur-

rent two miles out beyond Virgin Cay. That’s when I saw

sharks. No sight of him, ever. Body never recovered. An-

other student and I dived that day

all over the area.”

Bixby was implacable. “But you

have no evidence, of any kind, that

a shark got him?” She shook her

head miserably.

“So it might have been a cramp?”

“It might have been,” Dr. Orm-

stead conceded. Her voice was flat

and gray as her hair and eyes. “But

these waters are so warm ... I

have no theory. Sven understood

the tides. They were with us that

day. Or he might have got caught in

the rip tide between the reef and

Virgin Cay and scraped himself a

bit bloody on the antler coral. And
that would have been a real invi-

tation to sharks. Blood in the wa-

ter will bring sharks in almost ev-

ery time.” Her voice was slow and

continued
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LONG SNORKEL continued

puzzled. “Just the same, Sven was a

very fine diver and spear man. I am
sure if it had been a shark, even

though he was bleeding he could

easily have saved himself.”

“But how?” quivered the bride,

who was delighted that Dr. Orm-

stead’s story had given her young

husband a public reason to put his

arm protectively around her. “How
could he have saved himself, even

though he was bleeding?”

At precisely this point, Bixby saw

a woman with a blonde head enter

the bar alone at the other end of

the terrace. He rose quickly from

his chair, making apologetic noises

in his throat about seeing an old

friend. And without waiting to

hear how the big Swede might have

saved himself from the monster of

the deep, he sauntered toward the

bar. This, as things turned out for

Bixby, was an error. First, Dr. Ormstead was about to give

him some useful advice; and second, when he reached the bar

he saw that this blonde woman had short bleached hair and

was well onto 40. She was not the apparition of the morning.

Bixby, feeling irritated, frustrated and more tired than he

could have imagined after so relatively short a swim, polished

off a double vodka on the rocks and headed for his cottage,

mildly swizzled.

When the morning sun struck him awake, Bixby raised up

in bed to look at his watch and groaned. It was 5:50 a.m.

His head was throbbing.

Too damn little sleep, he thought. Too damn many ciga-

rettes. Too goddam much gin.

He padded, bare-bodied and still smarting from the pre-

vious day’s sun, across the light-spattered cottage room and

went into the bathroom. He dropped an Alka-Seltzer tablet

into a glass of water and whije waiting for the wafer to fizzle

away, stood glass in hand, looking out the bathroom window

through the fretted foliage of the scarlet bougainvillaea vines

at the diamond-flashing sea.

Five hundred feet out, a black man in a small, white boat

was rowing toward shore. The water around and under the

boat was so translucent that it seemed airborne. On the

beach, 50 steps from Bixby’s cottage, two white herons strut-

ted jerkily, searching for shell food. Their movements were as

stiff, precise and silent as the rhythmically jerking oars of the

black man’s boat.

He stirred the Alka-Seltzer with his finger, downed it with

a gulp and set the glass on the sill next to the Safety-Pak.

And then he saw the golden-haired, brown-limbed girl in

the scarlet bathing suit. She stood, spear in hand, leaning

against a big boulder in the edge-water, a water nymph

framed by the overarching limbs of a giant greegree tree on

the shore. She waved at the black man, and he waved back.

Then she leaned over and pulled on a big pair of blue flippers,

adjusted her face mask and snorkel and walked crabwise into

the aquamarine sea. She leveled off and headed out toward

Hawk Point.

Bixby’s heart bounded with sudden excitement, and his

body swelled.

A man who always prided himself on playing it cool, he

now obeyed an impulse. He flipped his bathing trunks from

the shower-curtain rod over the tub, and zippered himself

into them. He lifted the big blue fullface-plate mask from

the tub faucet, grabbed the big pair of heelless flippers from

under the basin and turned to the bathroom door. Then it

came to him that he had forgotten some piece of equipment

he bought in the hotel gift shop the day before. What the

hell was it? He turned back to the bathroom trying to re-

member, and caught a glimpse of his face in the mirror over

the basin. Blond crew-cut, sharp blue eyes looking through

the thick-lensed glasses, firm chin (he was glad he had shaved

the night before) and straight, wide mouth. He twisted his

lips into his well-known wry little smile, then widened it

into his well-known boyish grin.

Remarkable face really. Handsome in a casual way. Yet

the face of a shrewd reporter or a scholar. Certainly, a

broadcasting president.

She would like that face. Most women did. He flung a

towel around his neck and strode rapidly out on the little

loggia of the cottage.

The girl was now swimming slowly about 75 feet off shore,

paralleling the long curve of the beach toward Hawk Point,

and the black man in the rowboat, feathering his oars, was

standing out about 200 feet, waiting to escort her.

continued
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When Bixby reached the shore, the beach waters had just

begun to ripple under the morning breeze, like pale corduroy.

But offshore the opalescent lagoon waters which divided

the channel from the reefs were still satiny smooth. Except

for the slight hangover and the queasy feeling in his empty

stomach, where the Alka-Seltzer was now suddenly stirring

up a little gaseous disturbance, Bixby felt fit. He moved knee-

deep into the water, bundled his glasses into his towel and

tossed the bundle back to the beach. He leaned happily against

the rock, where she had leaned, and geared up. He figured that

he could overtake her in 10 minutes, and he took off.

He had just cleared the milky sand bottom where little

herds of whiskered white goatfish, white as doves against

alabaster, were browsing and was over a bed of broken coral

fragments studded with spiny sea urchins when it came to

him what he had forgotten: the Safety-Pak on the bathroom

window sill.

The hell with it, in a millpond like this.

The girl of his dreams he knew was swimming not more

than 300 feet ahead of him. Tomorrow was time enough

for the Safety-Pak, when he and she would go snorkeling

again together.

Bixby never doubted that this would be the outcome of

his present pursuit.

As he ffippered along, lifting his head only occasionally

from the water to note, in a myopic blur, the slowly oaring

boat ahead, he was suddenly overcome by a feeling of well-

being. Looking down, it came to him that Old Mom Orm-

stead was right: it was beautiful under the water. As he

slipped along, the seascape 15, 20 feet below began to

change. The tumble-down fragmented coral bottom gave

way to sand again, where heaps of emerald seaweed swayed

in some gentle, invisible current. Soon he passed over the

pastured sand and was gliding over the sunken rocks that

pronged out from the foothills of the promontory. He had

been swimming about 15 minutes when he began to get his

eye in on the bottom life of the rocky inshore reef, and the

flashing shapes of the fish began to differentiate themselves

one from another.

Bixby did not know their names, but with the eye of a

trained reporter he made mental notes of their colors and

contours: the ethereal blue and gold of the angelfish; the

friendly-swarming golden striped snappers; the swift dart-

ing little wrasse that looked as though they were wearing

blue and white and black striped collegiate blazers; the

brazen gold and velvety black of the French angelfish; the

bright blue tangs flying through the paler sea like winged

sapphire saucers; the majestic yet silly-looking triggerfish

with their blue and gold clown faces; the cream-colored and

black four-eyed butterfly fish traveling always in amorous

pairs; the spunky little black and yellow sergeant majors;

the black, sluggish, ugly sea cucumbers like bits of giant’s

offal ... all weaving and sailing over the colorful rocks and

in and out of the catacombed coral.

Suddenly his heart gave a bump. Hanging motionless

ahead of him was a long, gray, cigar-shaped fish with a row

of ugly teeth. Barracuda. He knew that one anyway. He felt

a thrill of fear in his groin.

Nothing down there ever attacks unless there's blood in

the water.

Confidently, he flippered toward the barracuda. It hov-

ered an instant, and so, in spite of himself, did Bixby. Then
it vanished into the milky blue sea murk beyond the soft

rim of visibility.

Now Brite Bixby lifted his head from the water. The boat

was a good distance away, off the end of Hawk Point, which

it seemed about to round into Tortuga Harbor. Since he had

last looked at the boat (and the girl) they had gained con-

siderably on him.

He treaded water and looked back at the shore. He was

farther out than he had thought

—

possibly half a mile from

shore and a quarter of a mile from the promontory.

My God, I'm puffing. At my age / ought to be in better

condition. He floated face down for a few minutes, deciding

when he caught his wind to head back to the cottage shore.

Then he lifted his mask again out of the water. The rowboat

(and the girl) had just begun to disappear around Hawk
Point. Then he noticed that he seemed to be drifting easily in

their direction. He floated, face down, motionless. No doubt

of it: the tide was flowing strong but swiftly toward the prom-

ontory, and that meant (he thought) toward the harbor

also. If he turned back to his own beach now he would

have to buck it. He decided to let it carry him on to the point

where, like the boat, he could leisurely round it and swim

slowly into the hotel beach.

As he resumed his easy, measured flippering, his breath

began to come more regularly. And face down, skimming in

the swift tide over the waters like a great fish himself,
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once again he became entranced with the world that lay

beneath him.

Suddenly he noted the waters were growing deeper, and

that the brain coral heads were rising higher. He did not

bother to look up. He figured he must be nearing the prom-

ontory. Besides, the enchantment of the underwater world

lay on him. When he encountered a huge golden fretted dome

of coral, he treaded water for a minute over it, watching

the red-gold squirrel fish and scarlet-backed big eyes weave

tirelessly in and out of its thousand interstices. And then he

fiippered on.

Christ, what is that!

His heart pounded: from the bottom 30 feet below him a

black-and-white spotted batlike shape—three feet across

—

suddenly rose toward him. A leopard ray! But there came to

him again the comforting dictum of Dr.Ormstead that noth-

ing attacks the unbloodied mortal. And sure enough, the ray

sailed innocently off, dragging its five-foot whiptail behind it.

When the leopard ray had departed Bixby really began to

enjoy his swim. He heard himself holding forth on the terrace

that night:

/ was snorkeling about 100 feet off the promontory shortly

after dawn this morning. Saw the damndest thing. A 10-

(better make it five) foot spotted ray. Zoomed up right be-

neath me, like a bat out of hell and circled me repeatedly.

Damned scary ifyou've never met one of them. But finally he

went off. And then / ran into a couple of barracuda. Ugly

customers, aren't they?

Flippering slowly (and drifting swiftly) Bixby began to ob-

serve everything with extraordinary attention, so that he could

later describe it in detail. It was 10 minutes before he lifted

his head again, and then he made a somewhat unsettling dis-

covery. He could see no girl and no rowboat. There was not

even a small sail on the morning seas. Conch Beach lay two

miles back and Hawk Point lay a mile behind him. He was

plainly drifting away from them in the direction of the south

end of the reef where the lagoon waters flowed into the Three-

Mile Channel. A little white rim of surf was breaking over

the long line of the reef. The channel had turned choppy, rip-

pled by a stiffening trade wind.

Bixby treaded water hard and thought over his position.

What was it Mom Ormstead had said to do if you get caught

in the channel-sweeping tide? He could not remember. And

for good reason: he had interrupted her. On the other hand,

Bixby did not feel very tired. He could (he thought) make

it back to his own beach, certainly to the promontory. He
leveled off, heading for the beach, and found he was fighting

an extraordinarily strong outgoing tide. Again Bixby re-

membered the Safety-Pak on the sill and cursed himself for

his carelessness.

Sensible thing to do is holler for help. Voices carry over

the water.

He no sooner considered this idea than it became utterly

repugnant to him. He would be exposed for the rest of his stay

to the “I told you sos” of Mom Ormstead. And the con-

tempt, when he met her, of the girl.

He made another decision. As he was clearly being borne

toward the reef, when he reached it he would climb up on a

coral rock, one of those great dome-shaped ones, rest and

wait, either for the tide to turn or for the little sailboats and

the putt-putts to emerge after breakfast from the harbor.

Then he would hail one of them with a confident “Ho! There!

Take me in, will you?” Being stranded on the reef by a strong

tide was understandable, even adventurous.

He flattened off on his face again and let the swift-moving

waters carry him toward the upper end of the sea barrier. As

the water grew shallower, the brain coral domes vanished.

Then, about 12 feet below him, there appeared a splendid

sight. He was gazing down on a thick forest of golden antler

coral. The forest’s myriad uplifted frozen branches which

touched and interlaced with one another were alive with

great rainbow-colored parrot fishes with pale-blue lips, mot-

tled groupers and lean gray barracuda.

As the uplifted branches of the golden forest swiftly rose

toward the surface, they showed to Bixby’s startled gaze

their saw-toothed edges. He must swim free of those jagged

branches. He turned and tried to flipper back away from the

reef. But the rip tide that passed over it tojoin the sea-rushing

waters of the channel had gripped him in a thousand hard

fingers. He dared not fight against their hold with the full

strength of his limbs, for the antler coral was now barely

10 inches below him. A hard kick or a deep arm stroke

would strike his limbs against the jagged branches and rip

them to ribbons.

Blood in the water will bring sharks in every time. . . .

Holding his breath and closing his eyes, Bixby gritted his

teeth and thrust his arms ahead of him like a diver, his whole

body stiffened like a plank. And with a rush, the rip tide car-

continued
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t ied him across the coral barrier. He had cleared the reef un-

scathed. He opened his eyes wide and looked down. The chan-

nel bottom was deep and dim. He was in the mouth of the

ocean. There was no longer any doubt in Bixby’s mind that he

needed help now and needed it badly.

He lifted his head up and shouted a mighty shout. His

mask rolled the sound back into his nose and throat, and his

heavy breath fogged up the face plate. He put his hand to his

mask to tear it off but remembered in time that without it he

would be able to see neither what lay below nor above. There

was nothing to do but wait until he got his breath, then lift the

mask and shout again.

Now the passage tide was carrying him swiftly along the

outside of the reef toward Black Virgin Cay. The dark, steep

rock pile stood at the end of the coral reef line like Cerberus

at the mouth of hell. Beyond it was the sea showing white caps

rolling heavily toward the limitless horizon. Bixby was about

to raise his mask to yell again when he realized he was now

about three miles off shore, that he probably could not be

heard, and that he might merely be wasting his precious

breath and strength.

He strained his eyes for the sight of a speck near the shore

which might mean a sail. He strained his ears for the sound of

a motorboat. There was no sound in his ears except the soft,

plangent waves, lapping against the forest of coral on the reef,

and the cry of a flight of gulls, drifting like silver leaves in the

air currents above.

We followed the current two miles out beyond Virgin Cay.

That's where we raw sharks. . . .

Suddenly Bixby felt certain that the big Swede had met a

bloody death in mid-ocean.

The goddam thing is absurd. This can't be me, in this jam.

He took another decision; to swim hard toward the reef,

and then let the tide carry him parallel to it, until he came to

the lower-lying rocks of Black Virgin. If he could only get

close enough to those rocks, surely he could get a foothold

on them somewhere.

He took hope and vigorously swam crisscross to the tide.

And suddenly when he reached the outer edge of the reef he

saw a break in it. He was looking down at a narrow sand-

bottomed channel that ran through the antler coral forest

back into the lagoon waters on the other side. And the other

side of the reef was where he knew he had to get to again.

With a burst of strength, fighting the tide fiercely with every

ounce of bone and muscle, he headed into the small channel,

following it like a ribbon through the wicked antler coral

forest. Now the channel bottom was 1 5 feet below—twelve

—

eight—seven—six—five—and at last Bixby found a footing

on the sand. He stood up, panting, and looked around. He

was smack in the middle of the reef. The channel was a cul-

de-sac. Between him and the lagoon, the antler coral rose on

three sides several inches out of the water. He kept his balance

for hardly a minute. Then the racing out-tide waters swept

him away, and once again he was over the antler coral.

This time he was not so fortunate as the last; although he lay

straight as a stick on top of the churn, the coral scraped his
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sucked-in belly and chest like a thousand razors. And once

again, he was out in the deep channel. But this time he was

bleeding badly.

Blood in the water. Oh my God! Now there's blood in the

water! My blood.

He was now not more than 300 feet from the low end rocks

of steep Black Virgin Cay. With a renewed burst of energy

he boiled his way to the Cay, fighting the sea sweep, he knew

now, for his very life.

With a sense of relief so tremendous he almost wept, he felt

the hard pull of the waters slacken as he came into the dark

shadows of the first sheer rocks.

The relief did not last long. Twenty feet from the black

rocks there began for Bixby his first moments of real panic.

Suddenly, he seemed to be caught in a silver blizzard of liv-

ing creatures. A school of thousands upon thousands of tiny

silversides closed in around him, now shining electric green,

now shining mirror-white as they swirled and swam in the sun-

light. Enfolded in the vast cloud of little fishes, Bixby could

no longer see anything under water in any direction. Then the

cloud broke, as unexpectedly as it had formed. Or rather, it

was broken. And through the break swam a splendid silver-

and-gold fish that looked 1 5 feet long to Bixby. It was certain-

ly five feet. His heart all but stopped with fright and closing

his eyes against the sight of the big scaled monster, he swam
madly in he knew-not-what direction. When he opened his

eyes a few seconds later the glittering creature was accompa-



nied by six giant companions which all began to circle him

majestically, viewing him coldly out of black eyes the size

of tea saucers. Had Bixby only listened on the terrace the

night before he would not have panicked, for he would have

heard Dr. Ormstead saying “Oh, the tarpons in the channel

are a splendid sight. They’re absolutely godlike ! But sweet.

The friendliest fish to men in the ocean, except, of course,

for the dolphin. . .
.”

Then the seven tarpon went away and with them went that

fearful cloud of unknowing, the multitudinous silversides.

And Bixby realized, with a heart new-bounding with hope,

that he was out of the channel sweep and swimming in clear,

almost quiet waters.

Bixby was indeed lucky. He had floundered his way into

the only cove in the rocky Cay. The cove, ringed by pre-

cipitous rocks, was deep and winding, and—when he pene-

trated it—calm and sheltered as a swimming pool. As he

neared the head of the cove, Bixby spotted a rocky ledge

which seemed about five feet below the surface. When he

reached it, he dropped his legs and groped for it. The tops of

his flippers barely touched it. He got a hand hold on a pro-

truding rock on the sheer side of the stone cliff above the

ledge and clung there, resting until he had caught his breath

and the thumping of his heart had subsided. Then he took

off his mask, and still holding with one hand to the rocky

cove wall, treaded water and hollered and hollered. Then he

listened. There was nothing but silence and the echoing slip-

slap of the waves against the channel face of Black Virgin.

He looked up at the sheer rocks that ringed him round.

Overhead in the brilliant blue sky the great white clouds were

tumbling and sailing, turning in and out on themselves, con-

voluting and involuting, evolving and dissolving as they

drifted serenely before the silent wind. He was safe in the quiet

cove. The question was—if his voice could not be heard

—

was he also imprisoned?

Bixby re-evaluated his position. Billions of people had

died before. He knew that. Indeed, hundreds of thousands

were dying this very minute. And no doubt many of them

by drowning. The point was: he simply could not imagine

himself as being one of them. Indeed the thought seemed

so preposterous that it did not occur to him to call on God
for help. Moreover, he thought, to do so would be an admis-

sion that he was no longer in any sense in command of him-

self—in short, was hopelessly in extremis. He looked down at

his chest and belly. They had been scraped quite raw by the

antler coral, but they were no longer bleeding—definitely not

bleeding.

It must now be close to 7:30. Surely, he thought, he would

be missed at the hotel before lunchtime. Somebody would

find his towel and glasses on the beach and send out a

search party for him. Maybe the girl, or the black man in

the boat, would remember having seen him following them,

as they rounded the promontory, and begin by now to won-

der what had become of him. But common sense told him

that the girl might not have noticed him. Or if she had,

would not give his whereabouts a thought. Suddenly Bixby

hated the girl with a terrific passion.

The little bitch got me into this.

The thought of Dr. Ormstead came to him like a bene-

diction. She would certainly ask somebody about him. She

had liked him. She had tried to warn him about the rip

tide, about how to get out of it . . . about blood in the

water, and what to do, if bleeding, you met a shark. Even

though he had not listened. Bixby loved Dr. Ormstead as

he had never loved Mom. She is the only one who can get

me out of this.

A long and unhappy hour passed in the cove for Bixby.

During it, he shouted four times. The last time his voice

was hoarse. His dry throat was as raw as the skin on his

chest and belly. He wondered whether the next time he

shouted only a whisper would come from his throat. Slowly

he faced up to the fact that if he were not in the end to

drown of sheer exhaustion in the cove, he must leave it. He
began to find the courage to do so when he noted that the

ebb tide had been reached (he could still not stand on the

ledge) and that the water was rising in the Cove. His heart

leaped with hope. That could mean that the tide which had

carried him out and away from Tortuga and Conch beaches

might now carry him in. In any case by now, surely, oh

most certainly! there would be boats putting out of the har-

bor, or passing through the channel.

Bixby’s calculation was a sound one.

I;::;::



LONG SNORKEL continued

the harbor. It was led by Dr. Ormstead, in the hotel speed-

boat. The speedboat was churning the shallows of the la-

goon toward the channel. In the boat with Dr. Ormstead

was a pretty girl, with long yellow hair, and several able-

bodied male swimmers armed with nets, floats and lances.

Summoning all his will, Bixby turned his blistering back

once again to the brazen sun and, hugging the wall of the

cove, flippered slowly but resolutely toward the mouth of

the inlet.

It was just 20 feet from the entrance that Bixby saw

something lying on the bottom, 12 feet below him, that

excited his hope—and drove him to his last error, but one.

His eye had lighted on that most unfamiliar of all things

on the sea’s bottom: a long straight line. Bixby was no

diver, but he knew that there are no long straight lines in

nature. Therefore the thing that lay below was an artifact

—

a man-made object. Bixby treaded water above it until he got

his eye in. The visible end of the thin straight line lay in a

nest of remorselessly twinkling sea urchins. The other dis-

appeared from view into an underwater grotto. The grotto

was about four feet high and as wide as a pair of dou-

ble doors. Then Bixby saw what the object was: the lance

of a spear gun. Dear, dear Mom Ormstead’s words came

to him. The best way to meet a shark is face to face with a

spear or billy.

He gulped a great breath, dived and grabbed among the

urchins for the spear. As his hand closed on it, he felt a pain

so sharp that he surfaced shivering with its agony. His hand

was a pincushion of vicious urchin-spines. Transferring the

spear to his other hand, he treaded water, struggling against

the red-hot pain. But in a minute the worst of it had passed

and, feeling strangely exultant at being armed at last, Bixby

leveled off and swam for the outlet. A sharp tug almost

wrested the spear from his hand. The long line at the spear’s

end told him that it was attached to something back inside

the grotto. He tried to break'the line, but it was strong nylon,

well knotted to the shaft. Then it came to him that the line

might be even more useful than the spear. If the channel

tide was still sweeping seaward, he could twist it among the

antler coral branches, play himself out and away from the

reef like a hooked fish and wait, floating until a passing boat

came within shouting distance.

Treading water, Bixby turned to face the grotto, and hold-

ing the spear in both hands, pulled hard. And then the thing

came out of the grotto. It was the upper but armless half of

a human skeleton, eaten quite clean by the little fishes. Under

water it looked to Bixby like the skeleton of a giant.

If barracuda, leopard ray and antler coral had frightened

Bixby, it was little compared to the dread which he now held

of the cove and its grotto where the skeleton entangled in

his spear line had met mysterious death.

Bixby dropped the spear, tore off the offending mask

which had tripled the size of everything so monstrously.

Both spear and mask sank as the skeleton of Sven Sorghurst

settled back to rest on a cushion of urchins. And Bixby

boiled his way to the mouth of the cove, where the swift

current caught him and debouched him into the channel.

Five feet from the entrance to the cove, Bixby saw the great

black fish-form bearing down on him.

He might have made it to safety—indeed, he surely would

have made it to safety—if he had remained to listen to Dr.

Ormstead the night before explain what a man must never,

no never, do when he meets a shark.

But he had not listened, and so Bixby, of course, did it.

He panicked. He turned away from the on-swimming mon-

ster, flailing the water with a strength born of utter terror

in the opposite direction. When the five-foot-long creature

rushed him and nudged him with a hard snout, Bixby let

out one last despairing scream, “Oh Mom! Oh Mom! Oh
Mom help me!” The screams drowned out in his own ears

the sound of the oncoming motorboat and the encouraging

cries of Dr. Ormstead.

The last sight Bixby saw were 88 fine, jagged teeth reaching

for his arm. Then his heart failed, his breath failed, and he

drowned immediately. Down, down 50 feet the deep current

carried him away serenely.

Everyone in Tortuga Beach Hotel was very shocked by

the death of Bryton Bixby. He himself would have been the

most shocked of all could he have read the account of it in

the Washington Post the following morning:

St. Ursula, V.I., Sept. 6 (AP)—Bryton Bixby, well-known

Washington correspondent, age 35, unmarried, who was re-

cently voted No. 1 Moon-Reporter, drowned in a calm sea

three miles offshore in the Caribbean yesterday morning when

he encountered a tame dolphin. The dolphin, named Undine,

had escaped the night before from the aquarium of Dr.

Vernon Pinkus, marine scientist stationed on St. Thomasina,

a neighboring island.

The drowning took place in plain view of a search party

of half a dozen motor and sailboats which had left Tortuga

Beach a half hour earlier, looking for the escaped dolphin.

Dr. Myrtle Ormstead, a marine biologist stationed on St.

Ursula, who witnessed the tragedy, said that the 6-foot-l

journalist had enthusiastically discussed his projected trip

to the moon with her and other hotel guests the previous

night. She thought he had probably gone for a long swim at

dawn in order to keep himself in astronautical condition.

She surmised that Bixby, a nearsighted man, who was

swimming without his mask or glasses, might have mistaken

the dolphin for a shark and panicked.

“If that is the case, it’s a shame,” Dr. Pinkus, the dolphin’s

owner, said when interviewed. “Undine probably heard him

call for help and she probably wanted to give him a ride

back to shore.”

Bixby’s body was recovered several hours after the drown-

ing. It was picked up a few feet off Conch Beach, near

Bixby’s own cottage where the incoming tide had borne it.

It was sighted from a searching speedboat by Dr. Ormstead

and a visitor on the Island, Miss Helen Lindley, daughtec

of James C. Lindley, president of the Liberty Broadcasting

Company. end
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The timeless charm

of quiet fishing villages,

the spectacular beauty

of the wide St. Lawrence

—yours to enjoy on a tour of

Quebec's Gaspe Peninsula
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. . the wonderful world at your doorstep!

Pre-race pageantry: arrival ofthe Governor General at the Queen's Plate, Toronto

Amid the eye-filling natural

beauty of Canada are eye-filling
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twice a day he takes a vacation.
Driving to work in the morning

and making the run home at

night, he’s the most carefree man on the street. Why should this be? In basic terms, a Corvette is little different from

other cars. Stiffer suspension maybe, more efficient brakes, a lot more acceleration. . . . But where’s the romance,

the excitement we talk about? Here’s where: It’s the high pitched sound of that lovely V8 engine in full song . . .

the feel of the sun on the back of your neck as you swing out of the parking lot and point that powerful machine

toward home. . . . It’s anything you do in a Corvette, even if it might have been dull in other, lesser cars. Heck,

Corvette people can get as much kick out of driving

to work as some of us get from a trip to Europe!
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TENT-SHAPED BEACH DRESSES are on their way (this one is a Carmen
G. design). New for men are striped, belted crew shorts (these by RFD).
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A SUNFLOWER glows vividly on a beach dress designedfull

andfluid—for sunning or setting off a tan, for wading or to

slip on after a swim. This one, by Carmen G., is in sharkskin.

FOR ACTION ON THE SAND there are trunks by

Catalina, a shirt by RFD. For the passive. Mister Pants offers

a mosaic-print one-piece sunsuit, goodfor lazing or lunching.





FOR SWIMMERS, the due-

sic knitted swimsuit gives great

freedom in Rose Marie Reid's

pink Orion, Jantzen's stretch

trunks, Catalina's blue Helanca.

FOR LOAFERS, there are way-

out choices like Tina Leser's

boldly striped beach shroud,

Ulla's bell-bottom trousers and

orange stretch-terry T shirt.

The clothes on this and the preceding

pages can be found at the following

stores. Pages 68 and 69: beach dress,

SI 6, B. Altman; man’s shorts, $13, Lord
& Taylor; beach hat by Therese Ahrens.

Pages 70 and 71, skirted swimsuit, $36,

maillot swimsuit, S26, Saks Fifth Ave-

nue, New York, Neiman- Marcus. Pages

72 and 73, playsuit, $35, BergdorfGood-
man; straw beach hat, Lilly Dache;
man's beach shirt, SI 3, Lord & Taylor;

trunks, S4, Desmond’s; beach dress, S20,

Saks Fifth Avenue, New York, Neiman-
Marcus. Page 74, pink swimsuit, S24,

blue swimsuit, S20, Saks Fifth Avenue,
New York, Neiman-Marcus; trunks, $6,

Meier & Frank. Page 75, beach shroud,

S30, Bergdorf Goodman; bell-bottom

pants, SI 3, T shirt, $9, Saks Fifth

Avenue, New York, Neiman-Marcus.



motor sports/ Dennis Jenkinson

Small but potent liters

Skill won for Stirling Moss at Monte Carlo, but 1961

shapes up as a horsepower race for Grand Prix honors EMERYSON

I ike a man who comes around a

— street corner and suddenly finds him-

self leading a parade, Stirling Moss of

Great Britain was the unexpected star of

the Monte Carlo Grand Prix opener last

Sunday and in the end ran ofT with all

the honors. The parade in this case was

provided by Italy, with three Ferraris

which finished, entirely on schedule,

A-B-C, the only flaw in their planning

being that Moss in his underprivileged

Lotus somehow got in ahead of them

early in the race—and stayed there to

finish AA.
How he did it probably only Moss

could say. In his second consecutive

victory over the demanding Monte

Carlo run, it became apparent that

whatever handicaps he may be laboring

under—and in this case it was an engine

which is at least a year behind the Fer-

raris’ new IVi-liter Formula I design

—

he always has something special on

which to draw as long as the machinery

holds up. The most strenuous efforts of

California's Richie Ginther, who fol-

lowed him closely all the way, were not

enough to shake him, even when Ginther

turned a lap in 1.36:3 to equal Moss’s

best. And Phil Hill, finishing third, also

pushed his red Ferrari to the limit with-

out being able once to take the lead

which prerace experts believed was his

for the asking. As for world champion

Jack Brabham, who rushed back to

Monte Carlo just in time to make the

starting lineup after his qualifying lap at

Indianapolis, he was never in conten-

tion, leaving the race in the end with

engine trouble.

Despite Moss’s brilliant performance

Monte Carlo clearly showed the fix that

Britain is in as the 1961 Grand Prix sea-

son gets fully under way. Having held

out to the end against the new ruling of

the F6d6ration Internationale de I’Auto-

mobile, which limits engine sizes to 1 Zz

liters (roughly the equivalent ofa Class G
sports car), the British found themselves

stuck with the 2>/Hiter engines of yester-

year. They have had to borrow interim

power plants from last year’s Formula II

to get this season’s Grand Prix cars on

the road. And though they managed to

bring the weight minimum down to 450

kilograms (990 pounds) from the 500

kilograms at first contemplated (the FIA
had the mistaken notion that reducing

engine size while keeping car weight up

would make for slower and therefore

safer racing), they found their Continen-

tal competitors, who accepted the new
ruling from the beginning, far ahead

of them in the new formula when the

season began.

A classic test of horsepower

Thus Ferrari, with a V-6 engine, and

Porsche, a brand-new Grand Prix entry,

already have a decided advantage in the

power race which is developing. Coven-

try-Climax and BRM of Britain are both

working now on V-8 power plants, but

they are barely beyond the design stage

and are not likely to figure this year.

Emeryson, a new design by Paul Emery,

who has long hidden his genius behind

such names as Vanwall and Cooper, is,

with its Maserali engine, still an un-

known but not too highly rated quantity.

This year's Grand Prix racing will be a

classic test ofwho can get the most horse-

power out of the cubic centimeters avail-

able. High revolutions—up to 10,000 per

minute; multispeed gearboxes—up to

six speeds in the Porsche; and, finally,

cornering ability will be at least as im-

portant as driving skill.

In previous years, with larger engines

allowed, a difference of 10% in power

COOPER-CLIMAX LOTUS-CLIMAX FERRARI
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output between two rivals could be made
up by the superior skill of a star, but

now this difference is much more critical,

for with 1 Vi-liter engines the power out-

put is down to around ISO bhp with not

much in reserve. This will certainly make
the J96I Grand Prix competition an ex-

citing affair right down to the checkered

flag. At Monte Carlo, after he slipped

into the lead at 13 laps. Moss was under

relentless pressure through all of the 87

laps remaining, and only his supreme

adroitness at cornering saved him. Moss
being Moss, no one can put him out of

the running for the drivers' champion-

ship but, facts being facts, more power-

ful cars than his—or, for that matter,

Brabham's Cooper—must be considered

likely to lake top honors in the long run.

Thus Dan Gurney and Phil Hill both

stand an excellent chance. Hill because

he is a driver of steadily increasing skill

with the most powerful (190 bhp) of this

year’s Formula I cars, and Gurney be-

cause the Porsche's new flat-8 engine

looks very promising. But the real battle

will be among the manufacturers, who
will fully deserve their own world cham-
pionship award— 1961, by every indica-

tion, will be the year of the car. end

You can perform better

with a GUINNESS in mind!

The robust flavor of this ruby draught will never

replace the soft drink. There’s nothing soft or

syrupy about Guinness®. But for muscular men
. . . who work hard, play hard, live hard . . . this is

it. That strong, half-bitter taste is something to

look forward to ! For 200 years now, this dark,

Irish brew has been the masculine man’s pref-

erence. Frankly, it is not for everyone. But vigor-

ous, vital men are vehement that Guinness stout

has the secret of the cool refreshment they need.

Guinness goes good, mixed half-and-half with

beer ... it goes great straight!

guinness:..
A FULL-BODIED BREW FOR ABLE-BODIED MEN

IMPORTED BY HEUBLEIN FOOD IMPORTING CO, HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
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golf/ Alfred Wright

to the thrusting power
and reliable go of

Gale outboards match careful craftsman-

ship with precision engineering to give you

the most reliable outboard power that ever

kicked up a rooster tail.

Take the versatile Sovereign 40. Starts

instantly at the turn of a key, idles out

smoothly. Performance? Ask the cham-

pions who ski with Gale. You get steady,

sure control for jumping, high speed for

slicing slalom runs, and the Gale kind of

dependability that weekend skiers can al-

ways count on for action packed thrills.

See the Gale Sovereign 40 this week.

Try it out, wring it out. You'll find the

thrust, power, speed and response of a

Gale Sovereign 40 is just what the doctor

ordered.

7 models from Gale Buccaneer 3 hp to regal

V Sovereign. See your dealer or write for color-

ful free brochure to: Gale Products, Dept. 851,
Galesburg, Illinois.

A humblin’ tournament
Not one of the 57 players in Fort Worth's Colonial

equaled par, but Doug Sanders hung on gamely to

rem ain the year’s third biggest money winner

E
very golfer who has ever been templ-

ed to stash his clubs permanently in

the attic or sell them at the church rum-

mage sale should have been at the Colo-

nial National Invitation Golf Tourna-

ment in Fort Worth last weekend. He
might have changed his mind after

watching Ben Hogan dump an easy little

pitch shot into a lake, or Mike Souchak

take a 6 on a par 3, or Lloyd Man-
grum take a quintuple bogey 9 on the

par-4 10th hole. What the Colonial

Country Club course did to 57 of the

best golfers in the world reminds one of

Bobby Jones's favorite Scottish apho-

rism: “Goff is a humblin’ game."

Doug Sanders, a sturdy, handsome
young Georgian who swings a golf club

something like your Uncle George with

a hangover, was the eventual winner, but

even with rounds of 69, 67 and 70 he

still finished with a one-over-par 281,

having been blown to a 75 by the 30-

mile-an-hour wind that came galloping

across the course on the second day.

The fact is that at this last major tour-

nament before the U.S. Open in June,

one had a chance to see what a truly dif-

ficult game golf can be when it is played

on a course with serious problems.

As the field started the last round on

Sunday after 54 holes of play, only

Gene Littler stood under par, and he by a

single stroke. Bill Casper Jr. and Arnold

Palmer were a stroke behind Littler with

even-par 210s. One over par at 21 1 was

Sanders. By the time Littler had bogeyed

the 5th hole, a treacherous 459-yard

par-4 dogleg bordering the Trinity River,

no one was under par.

It is tempting to say that Colonial, be-

ing the kind of tight and trying course

it is, offered a pretty good form chart

for the Open, but that would be only

half true. Gary Player, for instance, had

innumerable difficulties the first two

days, and only by dint of a marvelous

68 on Sunday was he able to climb as

high as a tie for ninth with an eight-

over-par 288.

Palmer, who will be defending the

Open championship, slipped to sixth

place on Sunday with an erratic 75. Sou-

chak, who had led the tournament after

36 holes with a one-under-par 139,

played his last two rounds in 10 over par

to tie for 15th. These and many other

likely contenders at Oakland Hills can’t

be downgraded too far for what they

did at Colonial.

Nonetheless, Doug Sanders' perform-

ance at Fort Worth is a reminder that

this very steady golfer with the abbrevi-

ated backswing has developed into one

of the half dozen most consistent per-

formers in the professional troupe. He is

not a long hitter of the likes of Palmer

and Souchak, but, as he was saying after

his victory, "I think I've only been out

of bounds five times since I joined the

tour in the middle of 1957.” His total

winnings so far this year, including the

S7,000 he took home from Fort Worth,

now come to S26,703—a comfortable

third on the list behind Player and

Palmer.

Well-earned rest

As one of the three leading money
winners on the tour through May 21,

Sanders automatically qualifies for the

1961 Open. Late last Sunday afternoon,

sitting beside his pretty young wife

Joan, a former Miami Beach model, San-

ders gripped her hand and said with a

Georgian twang, “1 told Joan as I came
continued

recovering from rough. Colonial

winner Sanders chips ball out toward green.



Lighter . . . Rolls Easier

Just one look will tell you that Bag Boy is

the very finest golf cart ever made . . and

it’s all new for *61. The secret is Bag Boy’s

exclusive new SOFT-RIDE ... a luxury

found in no other cart anywhere in the

world. Bag Boy has developed an entirely

new cushion tire ... a lighter, sportier

wheel . . . and an improved spring action.

It literally floats over the roughest fairway,

reduces arm fatigue, makes golfing more fun

than ever. Bag Boy’s bright new all-weather

finish has added new eye-appeal, too. It

looks and lasts like a million dollars.

See the 1961 Bag Boy at leading pro

shops, sporting goods and department stores

everywhere, or write Jarman-Williamson,

601 N.E. 28th Avenue, Portland, Oregon

for free catalog.

NEW soft-ride cushion tire

NEW soft-ride sports wheel

NEW sparkling all-weather finish

the world ’s favorite golf cart
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GOLF continued

down the 18th that if that little old First

Flight ball went in that little oid hole

in four blows I’d take her off on a little

old trip to Acapulco. So that’s what

we’re gonna do tomorrow.”

Sanders, like all the other pros, can

probably use the rest, for tournament

golf—or at least that refinement of it

played on the tour—has changed con-

siderably in the past few years. It has

become more difficult. Time was when

names as obscure as the supporting cast

of 77 Sunset Strip were turning up week

after week with 65s and 66s.

The trend is now in the opposite di-

rection, thanks largely to the prestige

that grew around courses like the Au-

gusta National, where a man has to be

able to use all 14 clubs in his bag to

negotiate the full 18 holes. It is now
customary to toughen up the weaker

courses of the circuit when the pros are

coming to town, and it is getting to be

a matter of local pride to brag about

what a miserable time Palmer and Fin-

sterwald and Souchak and Littler had

at the Sandtrap Valley Club.

But, as last week’s activities in Fort

Worth proved, for the 15th time since

the tournament was started in 1946,

there is no need to toughen up Colonial.

It is one of the courses along the pro

trail that can take care of itself in the

presence of the very finest golfers any-

where. Built near Forest Park in the

southwest part of town, it is a woodland

course, meandering gracefully amongst

live oaks, hackberries, elms and willows.

The trees and a few placid creeks are the

natural hazards of Colonial, and they

guard the long, bending fairways with

nasty hostility. When the wind blows

briskly off the Texas plains, as it did on

the second day, their truculence becomes

severe.

On that second day Mike Souchak

made his way around the course in par

70, a figure that only Gene Littler and

Art Wall Jr. could match in such blowy

weather. On the day before, when the

Texas climate had been more benevo-

lent, eight of the 57 most capable golf-

ers you could assemble in this country

had managed to get around the course

in par or better, including an almost

unbelievable 65 by Kel Nagle, the cur-

rent British Open champion (the next

day, in the wind, Nagle shot a 76).

When a reporter asked Souchak if

the course was tough, he replied, "This

is my eighth year here [Souchak won

the Colonial in 1 9561, and I’ve got

pienty of respect for this golf course. 1

know it well enough to know that you

can’t shoot at those pins for those bird-

ies, or else you're gonna end up with

a lot of fives and sixes.

"This is a course where you’ve gotta

drive good, but you don't have to be a

great putter here. You get down in two

putts all the way around and you’re gon-

na be all right if you're driving O.K.

Of course, a few of those putts are going

to drop for you, but you can’t force this

course.”

In his way, Mike Souchak was describ-

ing one reason why the Colonial has

taken such a short time to work its way

into one of the handful of truly impor-

tant events on the golf calendar. The Co-
lonial comes only five weeks before the

Open and provides the last stern exam-

ination of the current aptitude of the

country’s best pro and amateur golfers.

In eight of the previous 14 Colonials one

of the first five prizewinners has gone on

to win the Open.

Blnzing a path

Even more important to its success

is the fact that the Colonial has been a

pioneer in the movement to make
something more of the tournaments on

the tour than just four-day exhibitions

by a bunch of itinerant athletes. Un-

abashedly taking its lead from the Mas-

ters, the Colonial opens its doors only

to the golfers it wants, and this year’s

entry list of 57 was the largest in its his-

tory. Through a system of selection as

complicated as a tax form, jt manages to

invite all the current PGA champions,

the leading amateurs, a platoon of rep-

resentative foreigners, the leading PGA
money winners and a few venerable bish-

ops of golf like Hogan and Byron Nel-

son. The Colonial has even borrowed

a little of the persiflage of the Masters,

such as dressing up its officers in club

blazers (in this case Royal Stewart tar-

tan) and its Negro caddies in uniform

white coveralls.

Proud Fort Worth isn’t yet ready

to compare its performance to the one

at Augusta. However, it doesn't mind

claiming second place. But holding sec-

ond place may not be too easy in the

years to come, for lots of other com-

munities are latching on to the idea.

Both the new, enlarged Crosby at Pebble

Beach and the Tournament of Cham-

pions at Las Vegas are examples of this

kind of special tournament that has a

character all its own. end
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Our Volkswagen Station Wagon is only

nine inches longer than our little VW
Sedan. Yet it holds more than the biggest

conventional wagon.
How?
Perhaps this picture explains it.

Ideally in a station wagon, you need
maximum room and minimum length. We
have answered this with a taller car. (The

entire top of the VW wagon is level. This

Think tall.

gives it the shape of a box. There is not a

wasted inch in it.)

This is why things that will not fit in any
conventional wagon fit easily inside the

VW wagon.
An upright piano standing upright. A

standard bridge table opened up. Eight

adults with all their luggage.

Or, if you open the sun-roof, a huge

old-fashioned wooden wardrobe. Even a

horse fifteen hands high.

People are pleased that our VW wagon
parks so easily. Ilf you have ever circled a
shopping mart or a commuters’ station

looking for a big enough space for your
big wagon, you can appreciate this.)

When you realize our VW
/ Station Wagon is a good four

v feet shorter than conventional

wagons, you get the picture.



food / Pamela Jeffrey

Pick at 11 to eat

at lunch

If they are to be eaten at luncheon
* time,” insists the chef thought by

many to be the greatest in all France,

“the peas should be gathered in the gar-

den no earlier than 1 1 o’clock.” Not
every compiler of recipes can permit

himself to be quite so exacting as Chef

Alexandre Dumaine (SI, June 8, ’59),

whose kitchen garden at the famed Hotel

de la Cote d'Or in Saulieu is always green

with fresh vegetables in summertime. But

most of those who like good food, wheth-

er they boast gardens or not, will confess

to a prejudice in favor of newly picked

vegetables in season.

Thanks to 20th century science, sea-

sons are now almost a thing of the past

in cookery. Today’s vegetables can lie

/ pound lean salt pork or bacon, diced

2 tablespoons butter

1 pound young carrots, scraped

12 small onions, peeled

2 teaspoons flour

for months or even years in the magical

enchantment of a freezer and, like Sleep-

ing Beauty, be awakened still seemingly

young and alive as ever. The trencherman

may be truly grateful for the occasional

out-of-season wonder of “fresh” broc-

coli in January or golden corn on the

cob in April, but if he has a real apprecia-

tion of the nuances of taste in fresh foods

he will find a still greater delight in peas

picked at 1 1 to be eaten at noon.

One way to savor this wonder from

season to season is, of course, to plant

one’s own garden. Another way, more

practical for urbanites, is to haunt the

big produce markets in the early hours

of the morning. Virtually all American

cities boast one or more such markets

2 pounds fresh green peas (weight before

shelling), shelled

1 pound new potatoes, scraped

Small bunch fresh herbs

Bay leaf

Sugar, salt, pepper

where, in barrows still warm with the

scent of earth and sun, the city house-

wife can find foods which only a few

hours before were growing in the soil. A
mouth-watering sample is shown at the

right in a photograph made by Jerry

Cooke at the Farmers Market in Los

Angeles.

Chicago’s South Water Market is an-

other urban oasis where every dawn sees

new loads of garden sass roll in from the

truck farms of Illinois and Wisconsin.

In addition to three huge “terminal mar-

kets'* (in downtown Manhattan, the

Bronx, and Brooklyn) New York has

many small markets, such as Balducci’s

in Greenwich Village, where apartment

dwellers can find vegetables still dusty

with the soil of Long Island, New Jersey,

Connecticut and upstate New York.

This then is the time to forget defrost-

ing and return to old simplicities like

shelling, peeling, scraping and wash-

ing. Fresh vegetables are a vital adjunct

to any menu. Seasoned with the season

itself and combined in the jardiniere de-

scribed at left, they can even stand on

their own as a summery one-dish meal.

fresh from the fields and ready to be

plucked by discerning Angelenos arc cucum-
bers, parsnips, escarole, red peppers, green and

white cabbage, carrots, mushrooms, squash,

French endive (for 25^), lettuce (I9fi), red cab-

bage, radishes, green peppers, parsley, spinach.

Brown salt pork or bacon in the butter in a heavy pan. Add carrots and onions and cook

for about 5 minutes. Sprinkle flour into the pan and then add enough hot water to cover.

Put lid on the pan and cook slowly 15 minutes. Next put in the peas, potatoes, herbs, a

little sugar, and salt and pepper to taste. Simmer for another 25 minutes. Serves 6.

JARDINIERE
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DODGE DARTi

CONSIDERING A FORD OR CHEVY? YOU CAN OWN A DODGE FOR THE SAME PRICE! This

is it. A full-fledged, full-size Dodge priced model for model with Ford and Chevrolet. And the Dodge Dart

has features its major competitors aren’t ofFering this year. A unitized, rust-proofed body. A new device

called an alternator. It charges even while idling. Makes a battery last longer than usual. A ride we call

Torsion-Aire. Even Dodge’s rivals call it excellent. And Dodge room, comfort and quality throughout. Quite

a package for the cost of a Ford and Chevy, isn’t it? A package that comes in 23 models: sedans, hardtops,

wagons, a convertible. Now see Dodge Dart!! Get more good news about it from your Dodge Dealer.

DODGE
DARTJ



horse racing / Whitney Tower

Jolly Jack rides again

That’s Jolly Jack Price, who

has a few words for Carry

Back's rivals in the Preakness

"There’s not much doubt in anybody’s

mind that Kentucky Derby Winner

Carry Back should be odds-on to win this

week’s SI 50,000 Preakness, and as usual

there will be nobody on the grounds

outdoing Carry Back’s owner-trainer,

Jack Price, in the department of blunt

optimism. “He’s never looked or felt

better in his entire life,” said Jolly Jack

last weekend. “As a matter of fact. I’m

beginning to think that Carry Back is

either a great horse or that everything

else is a bum. Except for Crozier, the

more I see of them all and the more I

read of the inconsistent way they run,

the more I'm sure they are bums.”

Carry Back will be opposed by six or

seven horses, of whom only three or four

can be considered upset candidates. Four

who finished in the first five behind Carry

Back in the Derby will give it another

try. Crozier, naturally, has to try again.

Sherluck and Globemaster are on the

grounds, and Dr. Miller warmed up

with an easy win in last Saturday’s Preak-

ness Prep—a betless affair on a muddy
track against a pair of unworthies named
Might is Right and Crimson Fury. Both

these two probably will be back, although

heaven knows why.

From New York may come Hitting

Away, winner of The Withers, and some
or all of a group of beaten Withers

horses including Nashua Blue, Vapor
Whirl and Fountain Hill. From New
England comes a rumor that Orleans

Doge, well-beaten in the recent Blue

Grass Stakes by Sherluck, will ship in

to prove that this dismal showing as

well as other so-so-performances were all

horrible mistakes.

None of these should bother Carry

Back in the least. Nor should it matter

that the Preakness is shorter by one-

sixteenth of a mile than the Derby, that

Pimlico has a slightly shorter stretch

than Churchill Downs, that Pimlico has

tighter turns or that the racing surface

itself might be fast and thus nullify Car-

ry Back’s apparent fondness for off

tracks. Carry Back is simply the best

horse and has a disturbing habit of

steadily reducing the effectiveness of his

victims (all but Crozier, that is) after

pinning their ears back a couple of times.

Even Crozier may not be immune to

this kind of treatment forever.

Globemaster, who set the early pace

in the Derby, threw a stifle in his right

hind leg (roughly the same as a human
athlete putting a knee or shoulder mo-

mentarily out of joint). Even if this

doesn’t force Globemaster’s retirement,

one doesn't trifle with a stifle, and there’s

no telling when this sort of injury will

occur again. Sherluck, Dr. Miller and

Hitting Away appear to be ready for top

efforts, which is saying something in this

day of wear and tear.

Carry Back, under John Sellers again,

undoubtedly won’t be 16 lengths off the

pace up the backstretch, as he was in

the Derby. Sellers knows that Dave Erb

tried it that way with Needles in 1956

and never got up in time to beat Fabius.

“Seven or eight lengths off the pace this

time will suit us fine,” says Price. “No
doubt there will be 1,000 self-appointed

experts telling Sellers exactly how to

ride my colt, and no doubt I’ll be the

only one who won’t tell him one word.

Johnny knows everything about this

horse and exactly how to ride him.”

As Jack Price adapted himself to his

new environment by switching from Ken-
tucky bourbon to Maryland rye, some-

body asked him if he considered the

Preakness “just another horse race.”

“Of course not,” he said, showing off

a solid gold stopwatch given to him by

Churchill Downs President Wathen
Knebelkamp. “The Preakness is richer

than the Derby, isn’t it?” end

SAIL

IT SHOWS THE TIME AT POINT OF DESTINATION

IT CONVERTS TO AVIATOR'S 12-HR. RECORDER

AND STOP TO REST: IT MEASURES REMAINING
TIME-OUT, TAKES YOUR PULSE. THE WORLD'S
BUSIEST WATCH— HAS MORE USES THAN EVER
COUNTED! WATERPROOF', SHOCK-RESISTANT,
AND KEEPS FIENDISHLY GOOD TIME. $100 AT
FINE JEWELERS OR WRITE FOR FACT-BOOK TO

CROTON WATCH CO., 404 PARK AVE. SO., N. Y. IS

CHRONOMASTER
BY CROTON NIVADAGRENCHEN

©1961 Croton Watch Co.
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TO PORTS
OF PARADISE

IN SEA-ROVING
LUXURY

You dream of South Seas living . . .

the easy pace of Polynesia. But you
also want the luxury of modern liv-

ing. Only on a Matson cruise can

you enjoy the best of each. For
Matson combines modern luxury

with the happy tempo of South
Seas living: cordial, attentive serv-

ice, lyrical evenings of wining and
delectable dining, a shower of sun-

shine all day long. You sea-rove for

42 days among Matson’s Ports of

Paradise . . . Tahiti, Rarotonga,
New Zealand, Australia, Fiji, Pago
Pago, Hawaii. This Fall, enjoy the

best of both worlds with Matson.
Look over the sailings below.

BONUS CRUISE
ss MONTEREY sailing September 16. Ex-
tra cruise days, extra Honolulu call plus Hilo,

Hawaii—at no extra fare.

CAMERA CRUISE
ss MARIPOSA sailing October 3. Photog-
raphy classes and field trips directed by
nationally known magazine photographer.

Peter Stackpole—at no extra fare.

2nd ANNUAL ART CRUISE
ss MONTEREY sailing November 3, Re-

nowned teacher and painter, Vincenzo, gives

complete art instruction at sea, sketching

trips ashore—at no extra fare.

See your Matson travel agent for details on
these and other Matson sailings.

A TRADITION OF LUXURY
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travel/ Huston Horn

Steam’s up

on the

Reading!

Puffing out of the past, steam

locomotives are getting a warm

welcome from railroad fans

The railroad fan, like the arrowhead

collector, is unwilling to let bygones

be bygones. Ever since steam locomo-

tives, once running 65,000 strong, fizzled

out in the U.S. in the late 1940s, he has

clamored persistently for their return,

if only on an excursion basis. With other

railroad business depressed, many lines

have perked up to this call for steam,

and today some 1 5 of them have swept

out the sparrows’ nests and rekindled

the fires under castoff vehicles. For any-

one who longs to live again in rai Load-

ing's romantic past, to breathe deeply

of caustic coal smoke puffing passionate-

ly from a stack, to tolerate a sifting of

soot in his hair and to hear the vaporous

melancholy of a steam chime, the trips

available are a bargain in nostalgia.

Best of the bargains is offered by the

Reading Company, which has been pro-

moting excursions since the fall of 1959.

Most of the other lines providing steam

engine excursions do so on a charter

basis, requiring a guarantee to cover ex-

penses, but the Reading approximates

actually scheduled runs. A railroad well

known in Pennsylvania and New Jersey

and to Monopoly players the world over

(who have bought and sold it many
times in that famous parlor game), the

128-year-old Reading has polished up

two freight-passenger engines it retired

a decade ago, and will use them this year

on 12 different one-day excursions—or,

as it calls them, “Iron Horse Rambles.”

The response has been astonishing—not

only the dedicated railroad buffs have

COMING ROUND THE MOUNTAIN, the

Reading’s old No. 2100 pulls for pictures.

turned up for a ride but so many pas-

sengers of more general but no less en-

thusiastic persuasions that the Rambles

are now making money for the Reading

on their own. Jn two years 16,000 people

have ridden the Reading under steam.

To make its trains widely available,

the Reading customarily shifts the route

of the excursions each week, and last

week's was a $10 round trip from Jen-

kintown. Pa. (a Philadelphia suburb)

to Gettysburg. Fourteen open-window

passenger coaches, borrowed from the

commuter division, were hitched up to

the engine behind a baggage car thought-

fully provided for those who wanted to

keep the magic of their trip forever on

tape recorders (a freeloader in an MG
chased the train for 45 miles, taping its



passage at crossings). A Reading-built

Northern Class 4-8-4 engine, railroad

jargon for a locomotive with eight drive

wheels and four-wheel trucks before and

behind, chuffed throatjly as the passen-

gers climbed aboard. "It was just such

an engine as this,” said a Manhattan

man who reads railroad timetables for

relaxation, "that once pulled the Santa

Fe’s Super Chief." "And her whistle,”

added a Philadelphia man who tunes

church organs and has worn out two

records ofsteam engine noises,
‘

‘is pitched

in the key of A.” "Shucks,” said the con-

ductor. "These people know more about

trains than we do.”

At 7:30 a.m., with a sustained flourish

of A-pitched toots, the train clanked out

of Jenkintown while the passengers set-

tled down to soak up nostalgia in their

various fashions. Of the 700 on board,

at least a fourth were frustrated engi-

neers. Costumed in the traditional train-

man’s paraphernalia of ticking caps,

goggles and red bandannas, they leaned

professionally (weight on right arm, left

hand free for the throttle) out the win-

dows. The most thoroughgoing was one

man in bib overalls of blue-and-white

ticking who revealed himself as a priest

from Boston, known in his parish (he

confided) as Father Choo-Choo.

Ivy and daisies

Along with these truly dedicated breth-

ren of the rails were some 300 middle-

of-the-track amateurs, best exemplified

by two undergraduates from the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania. "We wear hat, gog-

gles and bandanna, all right,” they said,

"but mostly it’s just part of the act.”

"Look,” added one, "underneath my
jacket I’ve got an Ivy League shirt.”

Far to the right of the other two cate-

gories were those who had taken the trip

just to see the scenery. A group tolerated

by the buffs, they are called “daisy pick-

ers” behind their backs, and, as one

summed up her day: "It was nice, but

what I really enjoyed was seeing this

pheasant sitting on a rock near Hershey.

He was awfully pretty, just sitting there,

just watching the train go by.”

A standard procedure on any steam

excursion these days is the "high-speed

picture stop.” The idea is to give the

passengers a chance to see and photo-

graph the locomotive in action head-on

at some picturesque curve. Last week’s

site was Mt. Holly Springs, Pa., and

while those with cameras calculated f.

stops and shutter speeds, the engine

backed up for a mile. Then, with con-

.-O

You won't too up another ’tit you lose it!

THE NEW..DOT PLUS
DISTANCE PLUS AMAZING DURABILITY

Don't pamper it—powder it! You don't give up

distance for durability with Spalding’s new DOT
PLUS. A DOT PLUS gives you all the yardage

any golf ball can deliver— and it's by far the

toughest high performance ball sold. That new
cover shrugs off even the meanest "miss.” Natu-

rally, the DOT PLUS costs a little more, but the

difference it makes in your game is more than

worth it. Sold through goll ^ • ,/~1

professional shops only. V LD I tV/|J

sets the pace in sports
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IN THE THEATER...
EXPERIENCE IS THE GREAT TEACHER

IN SCOTCH . . .

TEACHERS
IS THE GREAT EXPERIENCE

It takes long experience to create Scotch with the character of Teacher's

Highland Cream. The Teacher's family has been at it for 130 years.

It's the flavour. . . unmistakable

HIGHLAND CREAM SCOTCH WHISKY

| ]

BLENDED SCOTCH WHISKY/86 PROOF/SCH/EFFEUN & CO.. NEW YORK

VjfhBjCPc-S*m

ASK ANYONE
who’s been

to Puerto Rico

Finest Rum for You
Proof. Schieffelin 4 Co.. New York

Also available at 151 Proof

the complete engineer, a boy tries to

capture a past he’s too young to remember.

TRAVEL continued

siderable drama of smoke, whistle and
bell, it lunged back down the track.

“Now that,” said a Philadelphia lawyer,

“was worth S10 by itself. The main rea-

son I came was to show my 4-year-old

boy what a steam engine is all about.

Maybe the next time he sees one it will

have been converted into an ivy planter,

but at least he'll know enough to look

the other way.”

After a tour of the Gettysburg battle-

field, the excursionists reboarded. By

this time, the litter of lunch scraps was
underfoot, the soot on the seats was be-

coming a little too realistic and the

would-be engineers had cricks in their

necks. Only the real engineer up front,

normally a foreman, had not had enough.

Wrenching and manipulating his assort-

ed levers and valves, sweat beading his

blackened face, he shouted over the

racket: “You think I’m working, don’t

you? Well, I’ll tell you, Mister, I’m hav-

ing one hell of a good time.” end

price of enthusiasm is paid by novice,

treated by Reading doctor for cinder in eye.

ILLUSTRATED May 22 , 1961



Meet The Pepperell Family on Cotton Cay - Imaginary Island in the Sun

Look at this dashing shirt Goodwife Pepperell has designed

— it’s called “The Cotton Cay”!
Up to now Mother never thought much of herself

as a designer. But, dreaming by the sea one golden

afternoon, she got an inspiration. And the result

is this remarkably good-looking sports shirt.

Of course, as you may perhaps have guessed,

she conjured it up out of a wonderful Pepperell

wash-wear cotton. (But then she always dresses

the family in sports clothes tagged Pepperell!)

Why? She knows these cottons actually live up

to what the tag promises. They will machine-wash.

Won’t fade, shrink, or wrinkle. Need the merest

touch of the iron. And are ‘Sanforized Plus’ to boot.

She knows, too, the island-inspired colors and

textures have a decidedly original flavor.

And she has utter confidence in Pepperell

wash-wear, for they come from the same famed

New England company that has been making fine

Lady Pepperell Sheets for over one hundred years.



After his brilliant but erratic welter-

L weight, Vince Foster, had been

killed in an auto accident. Jack Hurley,

the tall, thin, caustic manager and pro-

moter who has a genius for developing

mediocre fighters into rich ones, began

snooping around for another boxer.

Into his office one day in 1949 walked a

skinny middleweight named Harry Mat-

thews, who had won 67 out of 70 fights

on the West Coast, had been fighting for

12 years and had succeeded only in get-

ting deep into debt. H urley agreed to take

him on for his usual 50%. Matthews

screamed in anguish. “Listen, young

man,” said Hurley, “you've been box-

ing for 12 years and you’ve made ex-

actly nothing. Now, 50%}
of nothing is

nothing. You don’t know how lucky

you are. What is happening is that you

are getting 50% of me."

Hurley watched his new gladiator

work out and was appalled. “He got all

his ideas from amateurs. It’s a wonder

he hadn't been seriously hurt. His idea of

how to defend himself was to grab and

run. That’s all he knew. He didn’t even

know how to eat. He'd eat two meals a

day. I said, “If you were a truck driver,

would you eat like that?’ He said, 'No,

driving a truck is hard work. If I were a

truck driver. I’d eat like one.' I said to

him, ‘Let me tell you something, young

PART II:

DON’T CALL ME HONEST

FIFTY
PERCENT
OF HARRY

by JACK OLSEN

The further adventures of Jack Hurley
,
the

remarkable old fight manager who says,

‘Don t call me honest. You' 11 ruin me.' Here

Honest Jack takes a nothing boxer named

Harry Matthews (at right
,

with Hurley),

spoon-feeds him through 35 straight victories

and gets him a fight with Rocky Marciano
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man. If you and 1 are to stay together,

you’ll work so hard you'll think truck

driving is a soft racket. Don't ever lose

sight of the fact that fighting is a hard

and brutal business, and you gotta he in

shape for it. From now on you eat like

a truck driver.’ He did, and he finally

went up to 182 pounds.

“But oh, he was such a bad fighter at

first. He couldn’t punch, he couldn’t

take a punch. He was an agony fighter.

Looking at a fighter that can't punch is

like kissing your mother-in-law."

Hurley brought Matthews along slowly

and one night put him into the ring with

a carefully selected opponent who had

had only 12 fights and was too light to

copewith Matthews. “I figured Matthews

would make his name overnight," says

Hurley. “He figured to knock the kid

out easy. But it went 10 rounds and no-

body got hit, although Matthews wins the

decision. The next day Mat-

thews comes into the office,

and he says, ‘How did you

like the fight?’

“I says, ‘What fight?’

“He says, ‘Last night.’

“I says, ‘Harry, that was

the most disgraceful thing I

ever saw. If you and that

kid were to go down to the

street corner right now and

go through the same antics,

that traffic cop wouldn’t

even come over and break

it up.’
”

But Hurley has never

needed a superfighter; all he

needed now was a property,

and Matthews, game and

willing to learn, was it. The

two of them set up shop in

Seattle, and Hurley began

the great campaign. Travel-

ing the Northwest like a cou-

ple of drummers. Hurley

and Matthews built up a

legend that still has box-

ing’s public-relations ex-

perts scratching their heads

in amazement. The soft-

punching, glass-chinned

Matthews reeled off a daz-

zling skein of 35 consecu-

tive wins, 28 by knockouts,

and even began to learn a

little about boxing. Hurley

explains in detail how the

feat was accomplished:

“I made sure he didn’t

fight any great fighters. I

picked 'em mostly by their

styles, guys that had styles

just right for Matthews. So

all his fights appeared to be

sensational. I wouldn’t put

him in there with a fencer and a runner,

because this guy isn't gonna fight, and

he isn’t gonna let you fight. By the time

Matthews runs him down and gets him

cornered where he might nail him, the

guy jumps into a clinch and the referee

rescues him, and he's off and running

again. This doesn't make for a good fight

or good box office, and even if Matthews

wins he has hurt his earning power. So I

always picked fighters that really want-

ed to get in there and fight and lick my
fellow, and while they were doing this

my fighter was counterpunching and

looking great."

As the string of victories began build-

ing, sportswriters started to take notice

of Matthews, and Hurley decided it was

time to throw his “athlete" in with a

genuinely tough opponent, “Irish Bob”

Murphy. At first glance the fight looked

like a cinch for Murphy, and the book-

ies made him the favorite. Murphy was

a sort of left-handed, junior-grade,

muscle-bound Marciano; he turned ev-

ery fight into a street fight, and few

could beat him in a street fight. As a

pure boxer, however, he would not have

lasted six rounds with Maria Ouspen-

skaya. Hurley knew this, and he also

knew that there was one thing Matthews

could do superlatively well, and that

was fight a southpaw. “He had an in-

stinct for fighting them, and by now he

also knew how to fight a guy who comes

to him. The fight was a natural for him."

At the end of the seventh round there

came one of those moments that deter-

mine whether a manager is worth 50%,

30%; or nothing. Matthews had been

hit hard on the chin and generally

mauled around. He came back to his

corner, flopped in the chair and made

it plain he could not go on. No one

would have blamed him. Hurley jumped

in front of the exhausted fighter and

blocked his view of Murphy sitting re-

laxed across the ring. “What a hell of

a break!" Hurley whispered. “Murphy

ain’t coming out!" Matthews tried to

peer around Hurley fora look, but Hur-

ley kept getting in the way. “Listen,"

Hurley said, “I don't think he can come

out, but if he does, Harry, step around,

move around and let him fall right on

his face.” Dodging from side to side to

continued
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HURLEY continued

block Matthews' view, Hurley poured

out an avalanche of phony encourage-

ment: “What a break! And you just

getting your second wind at a spot like

this! Listen, when the 10-second whistle

blows you stand up and glare at him

over there. Now, Harry, you got your

second wind, you’re fine, get in there

and feint and let him fall fiat on his

kisser." The 10-second warning blew,

and Matthews jumped to his feet, star-

ing at Murphy. Hurley recalls: “Mur-

phy looked back at him as if to say,

‘Why, that dummy so-and-so, he ain’t

even tired.’ ” The inspired Matthews

went on to win the last three rounds and

the decision. Later Hurley explained

his psychology:

“You can’t sympathize with a tired

fighter. He’s looking for sympathy, he's

abused, the poor athlete. I got to shock

him. I can’t give him a slap in the kiss-

er, which is what I’d like to do, and

say, ‘Well, yeh dog yeh, you're in here,

ain’tcha? Now get out there and fight.’

No, I gotta make him believe he's caught

his second wind and the other guy’s

through. And it worked. Matthews told

me he woke up in bed the next morning

and said to himself, ‘How did Hurley

know I caught my second wind?’
”

With this win, plus one over Rex

Layne, Matthews and Hurley had the

ammunition for an assault on the IBC’s

lock on the heavyweight championship

and the big money. Jersey Joe Walcott

was the champion. Rocky Marciano

was the No. 1 contender. Hurley began

a whirling-dervish publicity campaign

to force a Marciano-Matthews fight,

the winner to meet Walcott for the title.

The IBC wanted no part of a Marciano-

Matthews fight: if Matthews should

score a lucky win, Hurley would become

a powerful figure in the heavyweight

picture, and the IBC and Hurley were

deadly enemies. Hurley began making

cracks like: “How about Marciano, this

great star they’re keeping in cellophane?

Did he or did he not stink out the joint

with Lee Savold?” The campaign took

hold. Wrote Frank Graham later: “By

word of mouth, person to person or on

radio or TV, in letters to newspapers

or interviews with sportswriters, Hurley

created such an uproar that it reached

the halls of Congress where Senators

and Representatives howled that Mat-

thews was being discriminated against."

The heat was on from Washington; the

IBC had to give in.

Stuck with the fight, the IBC began

beating its own publicity drums, but

Hurley got all the lines. He lampooned

Marciano’s talents so convincingly that

Toots Shor was moved to remark: “If

1 listened to Hurley for a week. I'd take

off 30 pounds and fight Marciano my-

self." Hurley boomed Matthews as the

all-American boy, told one sportswrit-

er: “Harry and his wife are unusual

people and very decent and, while I’m

no softy. I'm beginning to get an emo-

tional kick out of seeing how well they

are getting along and how wonderfully

happy they are. I sometimes go over to

their home in the evening just to enjoy

the wholesome character of the place

and the lovely kind of life they live."

Brushing away a tear. Hurley would

go back to his hotel and wait for the

quote to appear in print, whereupon he

would buy 500 of the papers and mail

the clipping to sportswriters all over the

country, who in turn would describe the

touching scene in its endearing entirety.

The fact was that Matthews and his

wife, later divorced, were fighting like

wildcats, but Hurley did not feel that

this information would help the gate.

The IBC sent out prefight placards

bearing a picture of Hurley leaning over

Matthews in the corner. No one could

remember when a manager had ever been

pictured on such a placard, and Hurley

asked James D. Norris about it. Ex-

plained Norris: “Matthews is nothing

without you.” It was one of Norris’ tru-

er utterances.

The fight was held on July 28, 1952.

There are thosewho say it was a gro-

tesque mismatch from the beginning,

that Matthews never had a chance. Jack

Hurley, who no longer has a Matthews

ax to grind, thought and thinks differ-

ently, and he backed up his opinion with

a SI 0,000 bet on his man. “There is a way

to beat any fighter," he says. “If Harry

had never heard of Marciano or even

had been fighting him in his own familiar

territory out West, he’d have won in a

breeze. I explained to him before the

continued
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HURLEY continued

fight, ‘Harry, here’s a case where you’re

safer being close to danger than out in

the open. If you stand close and lean in

about two inches, all his wild swings will

go around your neck. And don't grab

him in the clinches. He’s too strong. Let

him grab you, put your hands beside

your chest, and as he reaches around,

punch up, up. Those left- and right-hand

uppercuts do murderous damage inside.’

So in the first round everything went ex-

actly according to plan. Matthews bust-

ed up Marciano pretty good and raised

a knob on his eye. When he comes back

to the corner I say, ‘Harry, this guy's a

soft touch. Now you know the way to

fight him, Harry, you’ve proved it al-

ready, now just get out there and stay

close; don’t get scared and pull back or

you'll get in the path of one of those

wild swings.’

“Matthews went out for the second

round and all of a sudden he breaks out

of a clinch, and he realizes he’s fighting

in Yankee Stadium in front of all those

people, and he just gets frozen with fear.

The guy threw a cuffing left at him and

Matthews leaned back, and it hit him

right on the bad chin. There was nothing

on the punch, but Matthews leaned back,

scared to death, and the fellow threw a

second cuff and Matthews couldn’t

move. He coulda stayed close all night,

but he leaned back and he got hit and he

got knocked out. Let me tell you, it’s a

long way from that ring to the dressing

room at Yankee Stadium, and all the

way back people are saying, ‘Where’s

your great fighter now. Hurley?’ and

there I am bleeding in my shoes.”

The Marciano debacle would have

shoved many a fighter into limbo, which

is probably where Matthews belonged

anyway, but Hurley set about rebuilding

"the athlete” into a card, and soon suc-

ceeded in getting him a Seattle fight with

British Empire Heavyweight Champion

Don Cockell. Matthew's lost the deci-

sion, but a rematch was scheduled in

London. Hurley began talking as soon as

his feet touched British soil, and the

press was goggle-eyed. “Cockell is the

best heavyweight you’ve ever sent to

America," Hurley announced, knowing

full well that no sportswriter in England

could resist printing this line. “No Brit-

ish fighter has ever made such an impres-

sion on the West Coast. Cockell could

beat Marciano on the best day Rocky

ever knew. Marciano can’t box, he’s just

a crude swinger. Cockell would be too

smart for him. Who has Marciano ever

beaten, anyway?”

Said a reporter: “Well, Matthews, for

one.”

Hurley shot back: “Matthews wasn’t

beaten by Marciano, he was beaten by

Yankee Stadium. He was overawed. He

would have beaten Marciano in three

rounds if they had fought in Seattle.”

The sports pages were full of the fight,

although a less important contest could

hardly have been imagined. John Mac-

Adam of the Daily Sketch wrote: “Mr.

Hurley can sling words faster than either

Cockell or Matthews can sling punches.

. . . Hurley convinces you against your

will that Matthews is the fighter of the

century while you think in your heart he

is not.” Wrote Noel Joseph in the News-

Chronicle: “Personally, 1 feel Cockell

must win, but when I hear Hurley talk-

ing I feel Matthews has atomic power.”

The result, on a damp, chilly June night,

was an attendance of 35,000 and a deci-

sion for Cockell. Hurley accepted the

purse and the decision with becoming

stoicism: “I thought it was a dead even

thing. The referee could have given it

either way.” Matthews and Cockell

fought a third time, in Seattle, and Cock-

ell knocked him out. Soon after, Mat-

thews retired; he now has a tavern in

Seattle. Hurley came back into boxing’s

limelight in 1957 when he promoted the

never-never land fight between Pete Ra-

demacher and Floyd Patterson; he has

been “between fighters” ever since.

Now he hustles the Northwest for the

Harlem Globetrotters, always keeping a

weather eye out for a fighter, checking

in and out of hotels in Portland and Eu-

gene and Yakima and Spokane, calling

on new young sportswriters, many of

whom hardly know who he is. For the

first time in his life. Hurley finds himself

dependent on the kindness of strangers.

He has cataracts and faces a choice of a

ticklish operation or going blind. He still

maintains the old pace, but his poor eye-

sight keeps him from driving. He must

sit around bus stations for hours at a

time, or he must plot in advance ways

to get from town to town (“Let’s see,

there’s a press agent in Corvallis who'll

take me to Eugene, then maybe I can get

that guy in Eugene to run me up to

Salem . . .”). But when he gets back

home to the Olympic Hotel in Seattle he

settles into the familiar routine—eating

six meals a day at Von’s restaurant and

sitting around the hotel talking. He
shares with other true boxing profession-

als a distaste for the sport as it is con-

stituted today. “I hate to live in the

past,” says Hurley. “I’ve always tried to

avoid that, and I’ve always hated to hear

people arguing that everything in the old

days was better, because that’s just not

true. But it is true about boxing.”

Hurley’s position is that boxing is

brutal and dangerous, always was, al-

ways will be. But he does not, like some

others, jump to the instant conclusion

that the sport must be abolished. Instead,

he argues that boxers must be brought

along more slowly, must spend years un-

der the loving tutelage of a professional

manager and teacher until they know
how to protect themselves. “Sure, 1 put

my little brother Hank in a four-rounder

when he was 15,” Hurley says, “but it

was against another kid, and they wore

big gloves and there was no way for any-

body to get hurt. But with my pro fight-

ers, the guys I was trying to make into

real ‘cards,’ I would school them for a

year, sometimes two years, before they

would ever have a fight. In those days

it was absolutely standard—not only

with me, but with all good teachers—to

train the kid for the first year without

letting him put the gloves on. Then

there’d be another six months or a year

working out with gloves, and then may-

be he’d be ready to fight, or maybe he’d

be ready to try something easier.

"Listen, that’s the way it had to be.

The action is so fast in the ring that

a newcomer can’t possibly do the right

thing. You gotta take this boy and show

him in slow motion what to do. When
a fighter gets in the ring he’s blind for

the first three years. By the time his eyes

can warn his brain that a left jab is

coming, he’s already been hit. Until a

fighter is governed entirely by instinct,

he’s no fighter at all.

“Nowadays a kid starts out in the

Golden Gloves. So one kid who has had

100 fights goes into the ring against a

kid from a little town who has had two
continued
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HURLEY continued

fights. This is not fair, and it is dangerous.

More kids have their hearts broken, and

they never get a chance to learn any-

thing. Boxing is too brutal and destruc-

tive to be allowed on an amateur basis.

Young boxers should be put into the

hands of professional managers who

would not allow them to be hurt or

overmatched.”

Hurley’s reputation as boxing’s best

teacher is hardly disputed even by his

enemies. He not only had a thorough

understanding ofhow to box, but he had

a rare, freakish ability to mimic other

fighters, and thus was always able to

“school” his own properties in how to

face each opponent. “I was a natural

mimic,” Hurley says. “I would watch

somebody fight one round, and I could

imitate him right down to the last tech-

nical thing. I would know how to move

my feet, where to apply the leverage,

everything. This was automatic to me.

I wanted to be a musician, 1 wanted to be

a ballplayer, I wanted to be a whole lot

of things, and I couldn't be any of them.

But this was the one thing I could do.

It just came naturally to me to imitate,

and from that to teach. It’s like Paul

Brown. He wasn’t a football player, but

he could teach football players.

“Boxing,” Hurley says, "is a science,

almost an exact science. There are only

so many moves. To the average person

boxing is very complicated. Now how

many things could Sonja Henie do on

ice? Maybe four or five things, but she

did them with a nourish. It's the same

in boxing. There are maybe four basic

things to know. If a fighter can be

taught to do one thing and do it well,

he’s a fair fighter. If he can do two, he’s

a real good fighter. If you can teach him

the third move, he’ll be the best money-

maker in his division.

“My fighters are strictlycounterpunch-

ers, yet they don’t appear to be. The av-

erage counterpuncher is a guy who don't

do a damn thing, and if you throw a

punch he ducks it and he hits you quick.

These guys are agony fighters. They stink

the place out, and they never make any

money. Now my fighters arc agony fight-

ers, too, but they’re so polished up no-

body notices it. When they’re waiting

for the right opportunity they appear

busy, they’re moving around and making

threats; but they’re not going to make

one aggressive move till the opening

comes. I’ll show you how it works:

“Billy Petrolle would fight a counter-

puncher who would only want you to

throw a right hand, and then he would

counter perfectly. Other guys would fight

this counterpuncher, and their managers

would say, ‘Don’t throw a right hand,’

and as a result it would be a stinking

fight, wouldn’t it? So I said to Petrolle:

‘Look, this gentleman is a counterpunch-

er, and he likes to counter right hands,

so oblige him.’ Now Petrolle would walk

out like he didn’t know how to fight, and

he’d throw a right hand and the guy

would counter. But Petrolle only threw

it halfway, and then he would counter-

punch the counterpuncher. Now this had

never happened before, and the guy

don’t know what’s happening. But soon

he catches on that his counterpunches

aren’t working. So now when Petrolle

walks out and throws a right halfway

the guy won’t counter, and I say to Pe-

trolle back in the corner, ‘Look, he

don't believe you any more. Show him.’

Now Petrolle walks out and throws a

hard right and hits the guy smack on

the chin. He beats the other fellow at

his own game.

“See, the trick is to let your opponent

do what he is capable of doing, make
him feel right at home, comfortable and

safe, but you are in command all the

time because you're deciding just how
much to let him show his stuff until he

gets confident and you can let him have

one. Petrolle always fought that way.

He wouldn't get hit square once in 20

fights, but he looked on the brink of dan-

ger and disaster at all times. He’d take

the other guy's specialty punch, but he’d

take it as light as possible and on his

own terms, and the other guy would

think he’s doing very well, and then

Petrolle would hit him good.

“That’s where amateur fighters are

taught wrong right from the start. Ama-
teur coaches teach them fear, look out,

be careful. Harry Matthews had been

taught all this when he came to me. I

said, T’m gonna teach you how to sur-

vive; that’s the most important thing to

a fighter, surviving in the ring. It is a

terrible place if you don’t know what

you’re doing.’
”

H urley’s early advice to the overde-

fensive but not totally untalented

Matthews was almost exactly counter

to standard boxing instruction, yet it en-

abled Matthews—glass chin, powder-

puff punches and all—to become at least

END OF THE DREAM FOR MATTHEWS: MARCIANO (RIGHT) CATCHES HIM WITH A LEFT HOOK
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a competent fighter and make a stack of

money. For hours Hurley talked to the

then 28-year-old financial failure. “First

off, Harry,” he said, “you gotta learn

that speed is detrimental. You must get

rid of that. If you get in the ring and

you start moving fast, you also move

that opponent you're trying to hit.

You’re moving him a little bit faster than

yourself in order for him to stay out of

the way, so you are hitting at a very fast-

moving target. Now if you were out

hunting, would you rather shoot at a

slow-moving target or a fast-moving,

darting target?

“Now fighters are not supposed to get

paid for defending themselves, Harry.

In boxing you’re supposed to hit and get

hit. Fighters think you should never get

hit; this is impossible. What you have

to learn is to get hit but with the lightest

punch the other fellow has, a left jab.

All over the country young fighters are

being taught how to jab. Now do you

want me to teach you how to jab and

you’ll compete with a guy from Mem-
phis, and you’ll jab and he’ll jab and

you’ll make him miss and he’ll make

you miss, and it’s like two old women
fighting over the back fence? Nobody

gets hit, and nobody in the audience

cares what happens.

“I am gonna teach you to be a sensa-

tional performer, but I am gonna teach

you safety. I will teach you how to get

hit with his left jab and maybe another

one, and when he throws the third you

will hit him two or three or four good

punches. Now how long can he trade

with you on that basis? You don’t have

to be a good puncher. You're going to

be hitting them on the way in, and that

adds 50% to your punch. It’s the differ-

ence between a push punch and a shock

punch.

"Watching you box, Harry, you want

to land every left jab you throw. Can’t

you afford to deliberately waste one

now and then like a pitcher that gets

ahead of the batter? Then you encourage

the other guy, and you set him up.”

This is the strategy that enabled Mat-

thews, a man of only average ability, to

beat Danny Nardico and Rex Layne and

Irish Bob Murphy and a long column of

others. The Hurley techniques worked

over and over. “One night he is fighting a

guy who can block left hooks perfectly.

continued
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HURLEY continued

So Matthews stops throwing the left

hook. I say, “Harry, walk right out

there and fall into the trap. Get over

there and throw a real sloppy left hook

at him. Let him block it, make him hap-

py and self-satisfied and then hit him

with a right hand.’ This got the neces-

sary results.

“Another time Matthews is fighting

a guy that’s running all over the joint.

He comes back, and he says, ‘What am I

supposed to do with this guy?’ I says,

“It’s your own fault, Harry, you’re danc-

ing with him. Whenever there's any-

thing wrong in the ring it’s your own

fault. You're scaring him, moving

around so fast. You must not scare him;

make him feel secure. Now this round,

go out and start to move with him, and

when I say “Stop!" you stand still. He'll

take two or three steps, and he'll stop,

too. Now you’re not scaring him. Now
you walk over to him slowly, and you

just start to shuffle your feet. Don't hit

him, just feint at him a little bit, not too

strong, and he’ll start imitating you.

He's glad to get along. Don't jab fast.

What do you want to do, score a point

like an amateur? Big deal. Just feint at

him clumsylike. He will right away fig-

ure that he can outjab you, and you let

him give you a few. Now he feels pretty

good, now you feint at him clumsylike,

and then he gets completely comfortable

and you nail him.’ That’s what hap-

pened, and Matthews won easy.

“After a year or so Matthews come to

me, and he says, ‘You know, you told

me Petrolle wouldn’t get hit square once

in 20 fights, and I didn’t believe it. But

now that 1 know what’s happening out

there. I’m not gonna get hit square once

in 30 fights.' And he didn't. Matthews

couldn’t take a punch, everybody knows

that. But he got along, didn't he? So you

know he must have learned how not to

get hit.”

Hurley thinks that television boxing

commentators have done more than their

fair share in confusing people about box-

ing techniques. “I hear them say things

like ‘He's finally got his combinations

working,’ or ‘That was his favorite six-

punch combination.' Why, there’s no

such thing as planned combinations in

boxing, and it’s ridiculous to imagine

that you could perfect a six- or a seven-

punch combination. Sure, there are what

you might call “series of punches,' but

they are spontaneous, they just happen.

Fighters like Walker and Dempsey and

Petrolle, if they would make you miss a

punch, they would hit you with three or

four good solid punches, but it wouldn’t

be a ‘planned combination.’

“You just can’t figure these things

that closely. It's not in the nature of the

science of boxing. Suppose you’re my
fighter, and I explain to you what to

expect out there and here’s what to do,

and don’t forget to try to use your daz-

zling seven-punch combination starting

with the left jab, and now we got our

strategy all planned, haven’t we? And
this other guy, he comes out and he

turns southpaw. Now where’s your strat-

egy? No, what you do is you school your

fighter so he knows how to cope with any

situation that might arise. He's strictly

governed according to the opponent’s

moves. That’s where the only strategy

is, and it has to happen right in the ring.’’

One of the troubles with boxing now-

adays, according to Hurley, is the

dearth of good instructors. “1 know ev-

erybody in boxing today, and if my life

depended on it, I couldn’t name you

more than six good teachers. In the old

days there were hundreds of 'em. They

took time and care and patience with

their fighters. Why not? They wanted ’em

to fight for 10 years, keep bringing in that

money. Twenty, 30 years ago there must

have been 500 fighters in each division

alone, and 50 of those guys were so good

you’d have a hell of a time picking the

top 10. Why? They were properly taught.

They knew their business. They had pro-

fessional managers. In my book a man-

ager has two duties: first, he’s got to train

his fighters and match them where they

show to the best advantage, and second

he’s got to assure h is fighters’ financial

independence. These are his jobs; the

fighter's job is to get up there in the ring.

I hate managers that say, 'We're gonna

fight so-and-so,' or “ We fought so-and-

so last year.’ I never saw no manager up

in the ring fighting. The fighter is the

fighter; there’s no ‘we’ to it.

“Now when I take a fighter I cut him

50-50 right down the line. There’s been
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Washington LANSBURGHS
Washington WOODWARD & LOTHROP

MARYLAND
Baltimore ISAAC HAMBURGER & SON
Cumberland KAPLONS INC.

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston KENNEDY'S

NEW JERSEY
Atlantic City AIGAR COMPANY
Paramus LORRYS

NEW YORK
Albany C. L. SUMMER & COMPANY
Brooklyn AL-HY, INC.
Brooklyn LORRYS
Far Rockowoy MEYERS
Fresh Meadows IORRYS
Gloversville MILSTEIN'S
Hicksville, L. I IORRYS
Johnson City BEN'S CLOTHES SHOP
New Rochelle THE MANNERLY SHOP, INC.
New York City GIMBELS—All Stores
New York City LORRYS
New York City. WEBER & HEI LBRONER—All Stores
Niagara Falls AMBERG & COMPANY
Parkchester LORRYS
Saratoga Springs SARATOGA MEN'S SHOP
Utica WEBB'S MEN'S WEAR

PENNSYLVANIA
Ellwood City JACOB OSWOLD
Erie TAGGART'S
Greensburg GONGAWARE & LONG
Hanover TRONE & WEIKERT MEN'S SHOP
Harrisburg RATCLIFF & SWARTZ
Lancaster GROFF & WOLF
Monessen GAUDIO'S STORE FOR MEN
Oil City RAY WAY
Philadelphia HARRIS GOODMAN
Philadelphia GIMBELS
Pittsburgh GIMBELS
Reading CROll & KECK
Uniontown N. KAUFMANS, INC.
Wilkes Barre LOUIS ROSENTHAL

RHODE ISLAND
Providence KENNEDY'S

VERMONT
Burlington ABERNETHY CLARKSON WRIGHT, INC.

VIRGINIA
Bristol BILL KINGS
Danville SATER'S
Norfolk THE HUB OF TIDEWATER
Roanoke DAVIDSONS
Roanoke HEIRONIMUS MEN'S STORE

WEST VIRGINIA
Clarksburg MELET'S
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tee-off with
Jliddleeoff!

Wear '*SUMMER MAGIC SLACKS-

by JAYMAR . . • ,/aymar gives you

professional status on the yreen (or in-heticcen)

irith slaehs ilesiyneil by the man ir/iu know

the score . . • Cary AlidtHecoff. These r"Summer Atayic Slacks

are maile from a fine el. /*. Stevens fabric that's a blenil of

70 % Creslan aeryHe fiber. 30% Topel* rayon.

Creslan pats more sing in your swing with its cool, easy-moving

lightness. Stays in shape, too. All for SfZ.ttfi.

Cyanam iil makes the Creslan acrylic fiber; .laymar makes

the slacks. American Cyanamiil Company, Xew York.

In stores listed on opposite page



I didn’t

catch the

name. Gimlet?

Of course,

vodka, Rose’s

Lime Juice

and ice thing,

tell me you
have taste, charm

and perfect form.

So do I? Why,
how gallant!

I just know
’ll get along

' gly-

makes an equally tasteful Gimlet.
Recipe: 4 or 5 parts gin or vodka

to 1 part Rose's Lime Juice, over ice,

in an old-fashioned or cocktail glass.

IMPORTED FROM ENGLAND



HURLEY continued

a lot of beefing in the press about this.

But a good manager is worth every cent

of it and more. A manager's money is

only worth 20^ on the dollar. He's sur-

rounded by a bunch of freeloaders al-

ways expecting handouts. He's gotta

have loyalty around him, and it’s a sad

fact of life that sometimes you gotta buy

loyalty. And you train the fighter and

sell the tickets and send out clippings and

mail out posters and lick stamps and

address envelopes and make up the cards

and set up the arena and arrange the

lights and entertain the freeloaders, and

your fighter winds up a wealthy man

and you wind up with nothing. I’m not

complaining; I hate complainers. I'm

just telling you the facts of the manager’s

life.

“When Petrolle quit, I had a little

notebook where I’d enter any amount of

money 1 loaned people over $50. The

under-50s I didn’t even keep track of. So

three weeks later 1 had to go into the

hospital because I had four ulcers and

no money, and I had $60,000 standing

out in my little book, and I sent out

eight letters and six telegrams from the

Mayo Clinic to guys who owed me $500

and up. I told them about the operation

and how anything they could send me
would be appreciated. How much do

you think they sent? Not a quarter. How
many replies you think 1 got? Not a one.

So I ripped up all the IOUs and started

over, and today 1 got $75,000 more

standing out. My hopes of getting any of

it back are not too high. In the fight

business you gotta expect this. It’s part

of the cost of living.”

Nor does Hurley hold fighters them-

selves in very high esteem. He once

said: “Most fighters are ingrates. There

isn’t one of them ever had the guts to go

through with a deal, which is what a

manager does. A good manager can take

any mediocre fighter and make a fortune

for him. When they are washed up as

fighters they are lost, because they don’t

have the guts to handle the situations

their managers used to handle.” Now
slightly more mellowed, he said recently:

“People have great respect for fighters. 1

don’t, except for certain fighters like Billy

continued

HAGGAR slacks stay trim and neat

with Kodel, champion of stay-fresh fibers

Dick Lynch, N.Y. Giants' football star, knows the neatest defense

against wrinkles. Kodel turns in compliment-winning performances

in these wash-and-wear slacks. Choice of patterns and plains, in a

Burlington Men's Wear blend of 55% Kodel polyester, 45% rayon .

Kodel is Ihe trademark lor Eastman polyester liber. Only the fiber is made by Easlman, not the fabric or slacks shown here.

EASTMAN CHEMICAL PRODUCTS, INC., SUBSIDIARY OF EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, 260 MADISON AVE., N.Y. 16
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HURLEY continued

FREE
PERSONALIZED
MATCHBOOKS

K. Oliver Klobber, ex-pug, says this about Avis
matchbooks*: "I don even smoke, but I can always
use 'em for light workouts. . . " Nice to know K.O.

hasn't lost his sense of humor. "...And Avis serv-
ices are tough to match, if you (heh, heh) get what
I mean." We (heh, heh) get what you mean, champ!

*available in several Avis-type cities.

NEW QUINSANA
Triple-Action Powder

SOOTHES ITAWAY

PAINLESSLY!

O Frees feet from itch and pain.

Medication quickly helps

heal raw cracks.

© Destroys athletes foot fungus

painlessly—never burns

inflamed tissues.

© Blocks return of athletes foot.

Don’t burn open cracks or raw itching

skin with painful liquids. Sootheaway
athletes foot torment with cool,
Quinsana Powder. Itch stops. Cracks
heal. Quinsana helps stop spread of

athletes foot fast, blocks its return
when used regularly. Kills odor-
causing bacteria, too. So get new, cool

QUINSANA by MENNEN ®
102 SPORTS ILLUSTRATED May 22, 19C1

Petrolle who were men in and out of the

ring. But they have a tough life. They

have a tough life.”

H e nurses an undying grudge against

the men who, in his opinion, killed

boxing. He blames television, the 1BC,

Jim Norris, Truman Gibson, present-

day boxing figures ("plumbers for man-

agers, dentists on commissions, Sunday-

school teachers handling fighters, con-

tractors for promoters”), state boxing

commissions and the National Boxing

Association. What happened to boxing?

Hurley gives his explanation: "With tele-

vision, the managers gave away their

fights for nothing, and the sponsor and

the promoter cleaned up. TV ate up box-

ing talent like some oversized monster,

and it killed more smalltime promoters

than drink. Free customers are the ruina-

tion of civilization. TV fighters didn’t

have to be any good. They only had to be

willing, and a lot of them got hurt. These

kids would box main events, and they

were nothing but preliminary fighters. A
lot of them were finished after a year,

all punched out. They were denied a

chance to learn their trade.

“Jim Norris has millions of dollars.

Now you can’t argue with a man with

that kind of money. I didn’t mind get-

ting him mad at me, but not too mad,

because I was able to cash in fighting

the big giant and all that. But he did a

lot of damage to boxing. He says now

he’s sorry he ever got into boxing. Well,

I'm sorry he did, too. And then you had

the boxing commissions. They are ap-

pointed by governors purely for politi-

cal reasons and without regard to their

qualifications. When they take office

they proceed to tell us how to run a busi-

ness in which we have spent our lives.

When a new governor comes in he throws

them out and brings in a new set of ama-

teurs. And finally you had the NBA. This

is a collection of fancy geezers whose

main function is to get together once a

year and elect their vice-president presi-

dent. What they ever did for boxing, I

do not know."

Hurley agrees with many that there is

a need for a national boxing commis-

sioner. "He should be a boxing man.
continued



Can you

match these

famous beaches

with their

m the^sun

Longest coastline in the U. S. A.

—that’s Florida’s. 8,426 miles of it,

if you count the islands! And there’s

a Florida beach to match your vacation

whim, summer or winter— whether you
plan to sunbathe, swim, water-ski, surf-

cast, or use the beach as a base for

deep-water fishing. See if you can
pair these beach pictures with points

on the map. Mark letters A, B, C, etc.

in the squares. Then compare your
answers with the correct ones

(upside down, below). And come visit

all parts of Florida

— in person, this summer.

^ Swim, or sunbathe on beaches that

stretch for over 100 palm-fringed miles,from

Palm Beach to Miami. Here and in the

Keys you can head out to sea for some of

the country's best game fishing. Exciting

skin-diving, too. Or, as in all Florida, enjoy a
pleasure-packed family holiday on a modest
budget (especially at low summer rates).

2 Here you can drive your car on sands

packed firm by the tide and step out for a

swim. You’re at Daytona Beach, where auto
speed records have been set, part of a gen-
tly sloping coast so safe for family bathing.

St. Augustine, our country's oldest city, is

not far away. Jacksonville is at the entrance

to the region.

Prefer fresh water beaches? You'll

find them a-plentyalongside the large lakes
in this area that natives call "the big bend”

(and some "Suwannee River country”).
Sparklingly clear waters, fed by springs.

Ideal whether you wish to swim, boat,
water-ski. Fishing? Many rivers and lakes
are comparatively unfished.

Ar Sea shells by the sea shore—some 300
varieties of them. This shell collector's

dream comes true on Sanibel and Captiva,

typical of a chain of islands off the beaches
from Clearwater to Naples. A region for

sightseeing as well as sunbathing, swim-
ming, fishing. Visit St. Petersburg, Tampa,
Bradenton, Ringling Museum at Sarasota.

Name your fish: pompano, "blues,”
mackerel, snapper, or what you will. Name
your kind of fishing: Surf-casting. Tidewater
and deep-sea fishing. You'll find all in the

Indian River region. Plus boating on a 100-
mile long salt-water lagoon. Plus roomy
beaches with a gentle surf just made for

carefree family bathing.

6 There are a lot of summer "doings ” on
the Miracle Strip that stretches from Pen-

sacola to Port St. Joe. Watch colorful boat

regattas, exciting water shows (some star-

ring trained porpoises, giant sea turtles).

Bathe on beaches that have long been
favorites of summer visitors from over the

Southeast. Modest lodging prices.

FREE! FLORIDA VACATION GUIDE
new edition. 100 pages of helpful tips, where to go,

what to do. 152 color photos, maps. Just mail coupon.

LET’S GO TO

Exciting things are happening everywhere in Florida ... all the time

V-9 ‘Q-S ‘
O-p ‘OS ‘3-Z ‘J-I --lamsuy

Wendell Jarrard, Chairman
Florida Development Commission
Room 2008-B • Tallahassee, Florida

Please send me your free book—Guide to

Florida Vacations.

Name

Address

City Zone State

Mr. Manufacturer: Think how your employees would like these beaches-or any spot in Florida. Write or call today for fact-filled booklet, "Profile of Progress.”
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HURLEY

Yashica Lynx
diaphragm-shutter-coupled electric eye

and l/1000th second shutter

New 35mm camera lets you ‘see’ the cor-

rect exposure as you sight and focus

through the finder. You simply adjust the

lens diaphragm or shutter 'til the exposure
needle in the finder is centered—and shoot.

Other features include: automatic paral-

lax correction, flash shutter, 1 sec. to

1 /1000th and self-timer. Ask your photo
dealer about the special low price.

(J) YASHICA INC. WOODSIDE, N. Y.

In Canada: Anglophoto Ltd., Montreal 8, P.Q.

PLAY RELAXED WITH THE NEW

D

H

bROoK4
BAG TYPE GOLF CART

Weighs v3 less than

the conventional bag
and cart • "Separator

Sleeves" for 4 woods
and 9 irons • folding

seat built as part of

frame • die cast
adjustable handle
ball-bearing wheels.

At all better sporting goods dealers or write:

A J INDUSTRIES CORP., Delavan, Wise.
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intituled

Lei boxing run its own affairs and police

its own affairs under a national com-

missioner who is a boxing man, and ev-

erything will work out right. / have

been mentioned and it's nice of them

to mention me, and I’m not trying to get

the job nor will 1 get it. But somebody

should get it, somebody who knows

boxing, not a politician.” Hurley’s own

choice is Cus D’Amato. “He's dead on

the level, he's honest, he's qualified, he’s

fearless. Everything he has done has

been done for Patterson. Today Patter-

son is a wealthy fighter, and Cus doesn't

have change for a quarter.”

The same may be said of Jack Hurley.

He hasn't been able to save any money

and probably wouldn’t know what to

do with it if he had, since he has almost

no pleasures “except training fighters;

that’s the biggest pleasure of all, to take

some raw recruit and make him into

something.” He never takes a vacation.

Once friends dragooned him into a fish-

ing trip. “I didn't like it, out there in the

open,” he says, “and when I got back I

had to spend four days in a smoke-filled

room to readjust myself.” Because he

can't sleep, he sometimes goes to one of

Seattle's six all-night movies. Or he

wanders down to a tobacco shop for a

few rubbers of auction bridge for small

stakes. “I’ll tell you how good I am at

bridge," he says. “I’m the kind of loser

that if he doesn’t show up for the game,

they send a taxi after me.” As a man
with few and simple pleasures, he has no

fear for the future, no needs which can-

not be met, and he confidently expects

to finish his days in a veterans’ home.

“I won't be a burden on anybody,” says

Hurley, matter-of-factly and without

any trace of self-pity. “I’ll check in at the

home and say, ’Well, I've gone as far as

I can go.' I don't think that would be

bad at all. I’ve been to some of those

places to show fight movies. Just think

about it. All they do is sit around and

talk. A man could have a worse future

than that.” end



“I won John back from his putter—with Rum-on-the-Rocks
”

—says Ann Ross, who discovered the magic lure of dry rum in Puerto Rico.

Above, you see an amazing photograph.

. It shows my husband abandoning

his putting with a smile.

All it took was the clarion call, “Ready

with your Rum-on-the-Rocks!”

John came running, took one sip, and

said something I’d heard him say a dozen

times since we’d been in Puerto Rico.

“Amazing! Just rum, ice, and a bit of

lemon. Yet incredibly dry. How in the

world do they do it?”

This time I had the answer, thanks to

a quiet little chat with the bartender at

our hotel. “We distill our rum at extra

high proof” he told me. “This makes it

extra light and extra dry. Then we age

every drop in oak casks— Puerto Rican

law requires it.”

John took it all very calmly. But now
try and get him to pour a Rum-on-the-

Rocks from a bottle that isn’t labelled

Puerto Rican Rum. He turns tiger.

RUM-ON-THE-ROCKS

Pour 1% oz. dry, white

p Puerto Rican rum over

ice cubes in Old-Fash-

ioned glass; add twist

-f of lemon; stir. Varia-

' tion: Add water, soda,

" or ginger ale— and you
have a Hum Splash.

free! New 20-page Rum Recipe Book in

color. Write: Rums of Puerto Rico. Dept.

12-K, 666 Fifth Ave., New York 19, N. Y.



THE AMERICA'S NEW RUNABOUT

TAKES YOU WHERE THE ROADS ARE AND WHERE THEY AREN'T!

READY FOR WORK OR PLAY... ANY WAY, ANY DAY!

Quick-change artist. In minutes you can make the

Scout whatever kind of vehicle you want. Weather-tight

cab top, doors and windows are easy to take off, even

the windshield folds down. It’s a station wagon, a con-

vertible, a light-duty hauler, a runabout ... like having

four vehicles for the price of one ! Your choice of all-wheel

or rear-wheel drive. The Scout has a 100 in. wheel base,

is 67 in. high, 68 in. wide.

Interna tional powerblended with

economy. New 4-cyl. 90 hp Comanche
engine has the right power for the

Scout's sinewy compactness. Scout

costs little to buy, less to operate . .

.

has eye-poppi ng economy in every way.

All-sport companion. Strip it for

action! With the top off, the Scout

takes you hunting, fishing, camping,

moving through country where a mere

car would never make it. Climbs hills,

fords streams, goes through sand.

All-weather wonder. With optional

full-length Travel-Top, the Scout’s

5-foot cargo space keeps any load dry

all day. See your INTERNATIONAL
Scout dealer for the one vehicle that

handles a[[ your needs.

HIT THE TRAIL TO LOW-COST TRANSPORTATION WITH THE BY INTERNATIONAL

International Harvester Company, Chicago



BASEBALLS WEEK
by HERMAN WEISKOPF

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Frank Lane, Kansas City GM, and Charles

Finley, club president, were not pleased with

their team (which slipped to seventh) or with

each other. When Pitchers Ken Johnson and

Norm Bass were to be sent to the minors,

Finley intervened and each was given an-

other start. Johnson was hit hard, Bass

pitched very well. This gave both Lane and

Finley something to smile—and growl

—

about. Snapped Lane, “He thinks he knows

as much in 29 minutes as I learned in 29

years.” Jackie Jensen wasn't mad at anyone

any longer and returned to the Boston Red

Sox. He had quit because he felt he couldn't

hit, run or field any more. In his first game
he proved he could do all three. He went

two for two (including a homer), scored

from first on a single that was bobbled in

the outfield and made a fine backhand catch.

Bill Monbouquette beat the Senators 2-1

and struck out 17, one short of the record.

Jim Gentile, Baltimore first baseman, did

set a record, hitting two consecutive grand

slamhomerunsagainsttheTwins. “1 thought

the only way I’d ever get in the record book
was by kicking water coolers,” Gentile said.

Although the Orioles won four of five they

gained just half a game on the Detroit Tigers

{sec page 26), who were no longer regarded

as mere upstarts. They not only hit (.279)

and pitched well but they were running, too.

In one three-game span, the Tigers stole

eight bases. Chicago also got good pitch-

ing, edging Cleveland 4-2 when Herb Score

pitched a two-hitter. Like Score, Cleveland's

Gary Bell also won his first game when the

Indians came up with their only offensive

thrust of the week, scoring six runs in the

11th against the White Sox. With Hector

Lopez hitting .154, Roger Maris .125 and

Mickey Mantle .111, and with the pitchers

giving up five runs a game, the New York

Yankees barely hung on to second place.

Washington didn't get many runs but the

pitching (just three runs and 11 hits in four

games with Boston) was the best in the ma-

jors and the Senators won five, lost three.

The Los Angeles Angels concluded a success-

ful home stand (27 home runs, eight wins,

six losses) then went on the road, did not

hit a home run in their first two games and

lost them both. The Minnesota Twins were

still at home and were still hitting home
runs (13 in five games). Seven players were

injured, and Manager Cookie Lavagetto

said his team was "going on guts.” Go they

did, getting 54 hits and 40 runs while win-

ning three of five.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Eddie Mathews heard strange sounds in the

Milwaukee Braves' infield, learned that Roy
McMillan was the culprit. “He not only

covers shortstop like a vacuum cleaner, he

even sounds like one,” Mathews said.

“When he gloves the ball he wheezes, and

when he throws he snorts.” McMillan con-

fessed, “It’s the way I breathe when I make
a play,” he explained. “I may make a sud-

den move and I exhale air through my
teeth.” Nine home runs helped the Braves

win three of four. The big noise, however,

came from the Los Angeles Dodgers, who
stretched their win streak to six. In the

ninth inning of a 5-2 victory over the Phil-

WINNERS IN RELIEF were Clem Labine

(Pirates), Ed Palmquist (Twins), ex-Dodgcrs.

Labine beat the Reds, Palmquist the Angels.

lies, a boy jumped onto the field. Outfielder

Ron Fairly helped him back to his seat by

boosting him over the wall, but Fairly gave

even more of a lift to his team by driving

in five runs in two games. In that 5-2 victory

Manager Walt Alston started Jim Gilliam

(hitting .228 at the time) for Tommy Davis

(.330) at third. “I heard it was supposed

to rain early,” Alston said. "Gilliam makes

them get the ball over and maybe he’ll get

on and we’ll get a run or two real quick.”

Gilliam did get on, he did score, and the

game was rained out after live innings and

the Dodgers won. The Philadelphia Phillies

also won—after 10 losses. Art MahafTey

went nine innings for the Phillies for the

fifth time and beat the St. Louis Cardinals.

Ernie Broglio defeated the Phillies 5-1, but

that was the team's only win in three tries.

While the Cardinals skidded to sixth, the

Pittsburgh Pirates moved up to third. Bob-

by Shantz and Clem Labine pitched fine

relief and beat Cincinnati's streaky Reds,

who had won nine in a row. Cincinnati

pitchers allowed a paltry 25 runs during

their string, then gave up 21 in two games

with the Pirates. The only team to stop the

Pirates was the San Francisco Giants {see

page 22). Mike McCormick pitched a three-

hitter, and Willie Mays drove n six runs in

one game as the Giants split four games.

No one pitched or hit very well for the Chi-

cago Cubs and their losing streak stretched

to eight.

TEAM LEADERS: BATTING RUNS PRODUCED
NATIONAL LEAGUE

SF Mays .319 Davenport

LA Moon .380 T. Davis

Pitt Clemente .380 Virdon

Cin Post .313 Coleman
Mil Mathews .363 Bolling

StL Cunningham 354 Boyer

Chi Santo .307 Banks
Phil Callison .341 Gonzalez

.302 F. Alou .287

.324 Wills .317

.367 Hoak .321

.289 Freese .260

.330 Aaron .315

.295 Javier .293

.283 Bertell .273

.329 B. Smith .247

NATIONAL LEAGUE

Mays. SF (.319)

Moon, LA (.380)

Clemente. Pitt (.380)

T. Davis. LA (.324)

Aaron, Mil (.315)

Virdon. Pitt (.367)

Bolling. Mil (.330)

Callison. Phil (.341)

McCovey, SF (.205)

Runs Teammutes Total Runs
Scored Batted In’ Produced
21 15 36

21 14 35

15 18 33

18 14 32

13 19 32

22 9 31

19 10 29

15 12 27

14 13 27

TEAM LEADERS: PITCHING (ERA)

NATIONAL LEAGUE

LA Podres

Pitt Haddix

Cm Hunt

Mil Spahn
StL Gibson

Chi Elston

Phil Mahaftey

1.41 Jones

1.53 Drysdale

3.13 Friend

2.48 Jay

2.17 Burdette

2.40 Sadecki

1.89 Cardwell

2.11 Sullivan

3.29 Marichal 3.42

2.68 Koufax 3.82

3.49 Mizell 3.67

2.65 O'Toole 2.94

4.73 Buhl 4.98

2.70 Broglio 3.06

4.09 Ellsworth 4.20

3.44 Green 3.48

AMERICAN LEAt

Det Boros

NY Kubek
Balt Brandt

Minn Killebrew

Clev Temple
Bos Runnels

KC Sullivan

Chi Sievers

Wash Woodling

LA Hunt

.355 Cash

.292 Boyer

.364 B. Robinson

.367 Battey

.362 Piersall

.316 Wertz

.365 Lumpe

.352 Landis

.299 Tasby

.317 Wagner

.330 Kaline .314

.290 Skowron .286

.355 Gentile .338

.364 Versalles .313

.316 Romano .300

.308 Schilling .258

.288 Howser .266

.281 Fox .278

.275 Long .235

.288 Pearson .284

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Gentile, Balt (.338) 23 26

Cash. Det (.330) 21 20

Wood, Det (.292) 23 15

Colavito, Det (.264) 24 13

Kaline. Del (.314) 23 13

Mantle. NY (.279) 21 15

Boros, Det (.355) 13 22

Bruton, Det (.229) 19 13

‘Derived by subtracting HRs from RBIs

49

41

38

37

36

36

35

32

AMERICAN LEAGUE

Det Mossi

NY Ford

Balt Wilhelm

Minn Kralick

Clev Hawkins

Bos Monbouquette

KC Bass

Chi Shaw
Wash Sturdivant

LA McBride

1 93 Regan

3.42 Ditmar

164 Barber

3.00 Pascual

1.61 Grant

2.36 Brewer
2.14 Herbert

2.83 Wynn
2.53 Donovan

3.55 Kline

2.53 Bunning 3.26

3.44 Turley 4.40

3.40 Fisher 3.60

3,98 Ramos 4.50

3.30 Perry 3.52

3.55 Delock 3.86

4.14 Daley 4.37

3.07 McLish 3.94

2.70 McClain 3.46

422 Grba 5.18

Boxed statistics through Saturday. May IJ
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FEET OR
TOES ITCH?

Ttching, red, raw, cracked or peeling skin

between toes or on the feet are Nature’s

warning of Athlete’s Foot. Don’t experiment
—the danger of it spreading is too great.

Use fast-acting Dr. Scholl’s SOLVEX. This

famous relief slops intense itching . . . Kills the

fungi on contact . . . Promotes rapid healing. Liquid
Ointment or Powder. At Drug, Shoe and
Department Stores. Get it right away!

FISHING’S

COAST
The sportsman’s paradise — fishing,

boating, water skiing, swimming, golf.

This and much more on the Mississippi

Gulf Coast.

108 SPORTS 11

FOR
THE RECORD

A roundup of the sports information

of the week

basketball—Three new players were accused by
the North Carolina State Bureau of Investigation
with participating in the fixing ofcollege games. The
players, charged with accepting money to shave
points, were Anton Muehlbauer, Stan Niewierow-
skiand Terry Litchfield, all of North Carolina Slate.
Identified as contact man and charged with bribery
was Lou Barshak.

boxing— In a surprise upset in Los Angeles, Heavy-
weight ALEJANDRO LAVORANTE of Argentina
knocked third-ranked contender Zorn Follcy and
his dreams of a title fight with champion Floyd
Patterson flat with a seventh-round knockout. After
five cautious rounds Lavorante floored Folley twice
in the sixth with a flurry of classic rights to the iaw.
At the start of the seventh the 24-year-old Argentine
knocked Folley down again, only to have Holley’s
manager dart into the ring and give his fighter a
whiff of smelling salts. It did little good. Folley
was up and quickly down again under a finishing
right. It was Lavorante’s 1 1th KO in 14 bouts.

D1ULIO LOI of Italy retained his world junior
welterweight title over New York's Carlos Ortiz
with a 15-round decision in Milan. The defense was
the first for Loi since he won the title from Ortiz
last September.
U.S. won five of the 10 events in the International
Military Sport Council boxing championships at
Fort Dix. N.J. ITALY won three and the UNITED
ARAB REPUBLIC the other two. The winners:
Abdel Moniem El Guindy of the UAR (flyweight);
John Cereghin of Defiance. Ohio (bantam); Hosny
Saidahmed of UAR (feather); Jim Richardson of
Kansas City (light); Quincey Daniels of Seattle
(light welter); Luciano Piazza of Italy (welter);
Alesandro Mazzinghi of Italy (light middle);
James Rossette of New Orleans (middle); Guilio
Saraudi of Italy (light heavy); James Johnson of
Clairton. Pa. (heavy).

bowling—ROY LOWN, a left-handed bowler from
El Paso, edged out Rich Robinette of Huntington,
W. Va.. on the last ball to win the S75.000 PBA in-

vitational championship in Paranius, N.J. In their
three-game final Lown won the first game 203-187.
Robinette the second 228-194 and Lown the third
196-191. The 31-year-old Texan collected the first

prize of $15,000.

CHESS— MIKHAIL BOTVINNIK. Russia’s aging
grand master, regained his world title in the 2 1 si

game of his two-month match against Latvia’s bold
young improviser. Mikhail Tal. to whom he lost the
title last year. The 49-year-old Russian engineer,
who first won the world championship in 1948,

CREW—CALIFORNIA, NAVY and CORNELL, the
best rowing schools in the country this year, re-

mained unbeaten. California defeated UCLA by
% of a length on the Oakland Estuary, rowing the
2.000 meters in 5:51.7 for its sixth straight victory.

In the East Navy seized the lead at the start and won
the Adams Cup on the Charles River at Cambridge
by a comfortable margin over Harvard and Penn.
Cornell, disdainfully rowing three or four beats
under Princeton and Yale, easily took the Carnegie
Cup at Princeton by three lengths, covered the 1 lA
miles in 8:53.6. BROWN won the Dad Vail Tro-
phy. emblematic of supremacy among colleges with
secondary rowing teams, for the third straight year,
by almost 2 lengths over Amherst at Philadelphia.
MIT won its third victory in four starts, beat Dart-
mouth and Wisconsin at Madison, Wis.

cycling—BOB FISCHER of CCNY survived a
spill to win the National Intercollegiate Road Racing
championship near New Haven. Fischer pedaled
the 50 miles in 2:18:16, finished three feet in front

of Walter Grotz of Fairleigh Dickinson.

golf—DOUG SANDERS of Cedartown. Ga. came
from behind with final-round birdies on the 1 0th
and 1 1th holes to win theS40,000 Colonial National
Invitation Tournament in Fort Worth, after leader
Gene Littler double-bogeyed the 1 0th (see page 78).

Kcl Nagle, British Open champion, took second
with 282, one stroke over Sanders.

harness racing—APMAT ($13.20), surprise vic-

tor in the International Pace the week before, made
it two in a row with a %-length victory over New
Zealand's False Step in the S62.800 Good Time
Pace at Yonkers. Bye Bye Byrd was third. With Bert
Alley in the sulky, the 8-ycar-old Australian cham-
pion paced the 1

l
/i miles in 2:34 .

HORSE RACING—HITTING AWAY ($35.40), a
Preakness eligible, took the lead soon after the
start and led all the way to win the S59.900 Withers

Mile at Aqueduct by 4'/4 lengths over Up Scope
The Ogden Phipps colt, trained by Sunny Jim Fitz-

simmons and ridden by Hedley Woodhouse, ran the
mile over a sloppy track in 1:35 .!<„ fast enough to
clip }• of a second off the Withers record.

lacrosse NAVY spoiled Johns Hopkins' home-
coming weekend, defeating the Blue Jays 15-9.
PRINCETON took first place in the Ivy League
with an 8-6 win over Yale. Before the game both
teams were tied with three victories each. ARMY
won its sixth straight, defeated Syracuse 9-4. In a
high-scoring game. BALTIMORE LC overran the
University of Baltimore 18-12, while the UNIVER-
SITY OF MARYLAND trounced Maryland LC

SHOOTING RALPH BEVIS of Bennington, Vt.. in

a 25-target shoot-olT. won the National Trapshoot-
ing singles title in Pelham Manor, N.Y., by one
over Dominick Scibilia of Moorestown, N.J. Bevis
broke all 25 in the shoot-ofl‘, after both had tied
with 196 out of 200 in the regulation round. NICK
EGAN of New York broke 91 out of 100 to lake
the double-target title over Jacob Halter of Bridge-

tennis—PANCHO GONZALES proved once
again he is still the world's best tennis player by
readily taking his seventh consecutive World Pro
champsionship. His victim this time was Spain's
young Andres Gimeno. Out of their scheduled 29-
game match Gonzales won 15. lost 6. picked up
S35.000.

track a field—It was a milcr's day at the WEST
COAST RELAYS in Fresno, Calif. In the Tour-
mile relay the University of Oregon, anchored by
swift-footed Dyrol Burleson, set an American rec-

ord of 1 6:29.3— a 23.3-second slice off the old mark.
Victor Reeve opened with a 4:09.8 mile. George
Larson followed in 4:13.9. Keith Forman 4:05.3.
Burleson's anchor was a strong 4:00.3. Later in
the day Burleson anchored the distance medley re-

lay team with a 4:00.8 mile. The team time of
9:40.6 was just I /10th or a second off the American

gon star Jim Grcllc caught Ernie Cunliffe on the
last lap to win in 4:02.5, while in the mile relay Ore-
gon Stale surprised USC to win in 3:1 1.7. Southern
Cal’s Rex Cawley set a meet record in the 400-meter
hurdles in 49.9. Dennis Johnson (see page 31) won
the 100 yards in 9,4. USC was team champion with

76 Vs points.

YALE collected 54 points to edge Navy, with 52
points, at the HEPTAGONAL GAMES in Phila-
delphia. for its third straight victory. Meet records
fell to Harvard’s Mark Mullin in the mile (4:07.1),
Brown's Bobby Lowe in the two miles (9:05.8) and
Cornell’s John Murray in the pole vault (14 feet

7>A inches). The University of Maryland won eight
events to sweep its sixth consecutive ATLANTIC
COAST CONFERENCE title in Durham. N.C.,
scoring 82V4 points to runner-up North Carolina's

44'/i. UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS ended Baylor’s
onc-ycar reign as Southwest Conference champions
with a 68yi-60 victory over the Bears.

At Mid-West Athletic Association meet in Jeffer-

son City, Mo.. Olympic broad-jump champion
RALPH BOSTON tried his hand at seven events,
won six, tied one and broke meet records in four.

His record breakers were the broad jump <25 feet

9% inches), high jump (6 feet 8 inches), javelin

(185 feet 3 inches) and pole vault (13 feel, lor first-

place tie). Boston also won the hop. step and jump
(48 feet I V4 inches) and I 20-yard high and 220-yard
low hurdles (14.3 and 23.7). In all. Boston collected

34 points.

mileposts—SIGNED: EDDIE DONOVAN, 38,

basketball coach who built St. Bonaventure into a
national power, to succeed playing-coach Carl
Braun as master builder of the New York Knicker-
bockers, who spent most of last year trying unsuc-
cessfully to dig out of the cellar.

SIGNED: CARL BRAUN. 33. after his release its

coach of New York Knickerbockers, to replace

plaver Bill Sharntan of the world champion Boston
Celtics.

HOSPITALIZED: FRED CRAWFORD. 20. for-

ward on St. Bonaventure's basketball leant, with
tuberculosis, one week after his roommate Tom
Stith was hospitalized with the same disease. Both
players were transferred to Mount Morris Sana-
torium near Rochester.

DIED: HARRY COATES, 75. track coach at

Providence College since 1947. in Providence.
Coates started coaching in 1902. was at Villanova
and Seton Hall before Providence.
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19 HOLE THE READERS TAKE OVER

GUILT

Sirs:

Please accepi my congratulations on your

rditorial “The Guilty Men," in which you
•quarely placed the blame on the college

residents for the bribe-taking of basket-

mil players (Scorecard. May 8). The presi-

lents permit the recruiting of hungry high

chool kids for a pittance. The colleges

eap many thousands of dollars from the

ids' activities in spectator sports and then

efuse to accept responsibility for the ruin

’hiladelphia

irs:

I agree I00T
James C. Coblentz

'acoma. Wash.

irs:

1 agree that college presidents are at fault

>r “yielding to the temptation of commer-
alized college athletics." But are we not

so at fault for letting athletics get to a

>mmercialized basis at the high school

vel?

M. Hirsch
'ickliffe, Ohio

rs:

Your vicious condemnation is completely
warranted. Television networks broad-

st games—and pick only the "winningest"

ams; “amateur" tennis and track bums
ur the world on allowances that would
ake professionals happy; magazines bally-
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ENCE Ainu G. Skcll\. Sports Ii i.listrateo. Time
& Life Building. Rockefeller Cenicr. New York
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>er. Change requires old as well as new address.

ubscription rates U.S.. Canada and U.S.
osscssions, I yr. S6.75. All other subscriptions. I

r. SS.00.
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hoo the biggest, fastest and best of the ath-

letes as the New Gods of the ’60s.

These men are not guilty of anything ex-

cept being caught in a situation that has

been manufactured by others.

Jonathan Yardley
Chapel Hill, N.C.

Sirs:

These distinguished men are, of course,

responsible for the conduct of sponsored

activities. But they are educators first, and,

incredible as it may seem in the somewhat
limited view of a sportswriter, basketball

and even sports in general may be way, way
down on their list of what really matters in

college. Unfortunately it takes money to

educate, and healthy endowments would
probably put a welcome end to overemphasis

of intercollegiate sports.

Paul A. Vermylen
Hillsdale, N.J.

Sirs:

Your accusations against the educators

and Mr. Byers are probably correct as far

as they go. But the basic responsibility for

creating the correct moral climate is for the

most part in the hands of the press.

It is the press who has created fhe .image

of the superteam, who has egged on frus-

trated old grads to the point where univer-

sity and college education policies are based

more than necessary on the athletic fortunes

of the school.

In short, when you raise your hand lo

point a linger at someone else, three of your
fingers are pointing at you.

William F. Downs
Indianapolis

Sirs:

Your publication has set a precedent for

what should become standard operating pro-

cedure in reporting “fixing," “shaving" and
like commonplaces of college athletics.

The college presidents and chancellors

who are ultimately responsible for the con-
duct of this business should get their pictures

in the papers regularly on these newsworthy
occasions. The more often they break into

print the more inclined they may be “to do
something."

Donald S. McCabe
Caldwell, N.J.

YOUNG AT CARS
Sirs:

It isn't just the youngsters who go in for

customized cars here in Minnesota ( The Car

Cull from Rumps ville, April 24). There are

also the young at heart like Enoch (Nickie)

Johnson, a 70-ycar-old machinist, inventor

and onetime bandleader, who lives in near-

by Red Wing. Nickie built the "Nickie

Special," which, as this picture shows, is

positively the only one of its kind in exist-

ence.

Nickie constructed his car Just year using

mostly parts from scrapped Dodge auto-

mobiles (some dating back to 1915). The
car is low-slung (five-inch clearance), weighs

2,200 pounds and is painted a dazzling

shade of yellow and trimmed with gleaming
mahogany.

Harold Severson
Kenyon, Minn.

JIM-BOB

Sirs:

A letter from Herbert A. Gries Jr. criti-

cizes you for calling Jim Lemon Bob
Lemon (19th Hole, May 8). I used lo

watch this home run slugger play with Okla-
homa City in the Texas League. At that

time his name was Bob. When Cleveland

brought him up to the big league, there

was already a Bob Lemon there, and since

the younger Bob also had a name Jim
(James Robert Lemon), he was thereafter

called Jim.

Warren B. Poole, M.D.
Lubbock, Texas

INVENTOR-BUILDER NICKIE JOHNSON SHOWS OFF EIGHT-WHEELED NICKIE SPECIAL
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NIKKOREX-8
always ready to take perfect

movies., . automatical ly

With the Nikkorex-8 you simply push a

button for perfect movies. No exposure set-

tings, no focusing—not even a springto wind!

Light, compact— the Nikkorex-8 slips

easily into pocket or handbag. Goes with you
everywhere — always ready for action. Has
automatic electric eye, universal focus lens

and battery-operated electric motor.

$79.95 with superb Nikkor f1.8 lens. For
FREE booklet Perfect Movies Without
Knowing How, write to Dept. Sf-5.

gSg NIKON INCORPORATED 111 FIFTH AVE.^ N.Y. 3

STATUS SEEKERS

--BE FAMOUS

read -this...

! TMKVT 1

No matter where you eat out—the
Explorer’s Club, or that intimate

bistro around the corner—you can

add fame to your family name.

The technique is this: When
your waiter is across the room,
clap your hands together smartly

and in a status-arresting voice,

call to him—“Onri, bring me my
Famous Sauce !” When he brings

it (and this is most important)
always keep the label facing the

other diners! You’ll be
Famous, too.

The distinctively different sauce

jor cold meats, fish , salads,

sandwiches—and devilled eggs.

2festy, Full-Bodied

DURKEE’S FAMOUS SAUCE

PAT ON THE BACK

SISTER MARY BERNADETTE

Bait for St. Peter

Thanks to this smiling nun from Canton,

Ohio, many a sinner playing hooky on a

Sunday morning may have found admit-

tance to heaven after all. For by skipping

church and going fishing, the sinner has

helped make it possible for Sister Berna-

dette and the other nuns of Canton’s

Sancla Clara Adoration Monastery to

build a new convent for their order.

Seeking ways to raise money for this

project some years ago, one of the sisters

suggested that the order raise and sell red

worms as bait to the local fishermen.

When the mother superior, appalled at

the notion of worms squirming all over

her convent, quashed the idea, the sister

suggested there might be even more mon-

ey in the manufacture of artificial bait.

The mother superior agreed, and the

sisters went to work making some sample

lures under the guidance of Sister Berna-

dette, who was once a pretty fair angler.

Tested in a convent bathtub, the lures

held up fine, and the sisters went into

production with what they called St.

Peter’s Fishing Lures.

In the 18 months since then, St. Peter

has brought the nuns some S8,000 in

profits, and a new convent is already

under construction in Birmingham, Ala.

110 SPORTS ILLUSTRATED Me



Tennis

Just Outside

the Door
A man who built his own court

discovered that any number can

play— but not all at the same time

by PARKE CUMMINGS

I

n 1927 Charles Lindbergh flew from

New York to Paris, the Marines were

sent to Nicaragua and Al Jolson ap-

peared in the first film play with spoken

dialogue. But another event—unnoticed

by the newspapers—probably affected

my own, and my family's, life more

than any of these.

It was the year my father and I fin-

ished building the tennis court on our

premises in then-rural Westport, Conn,

that for 34 years has kept us young,

lively and the center of an unendingly

interesting social world. Our court was

no contractor-and-bulldozer job, how-

ever. When I say we built it, I mean just

that. With pick and shovel, wheelbar-

row, crowbar, sledge hammer, blisters

and (eventually) calluses.

It may lack the glamour of Wim-
bledon's center court, but soon after it

was completed, a neighboring small

boy gave it an accolade that we have

treasured ever since. “For a homemade
court,” he observed, “it’s pretty good.”

It is. It is oriented correctly, has stand-

ard back and side room, is well protected

from wind and has phenomenal drain-

age—which means that it is playable on

every fair day (and some showery ones)

from mid-March to mid-November in

a normal season. For an old-fashioned

clay court it will do.

Confess that you own a court, and

you usually encounter either of two al-

most diametrically opposite reactions.

One is that you are rolling in money.

It’s true that some modern courts can

entail a considerable outlay if you call

in a specialist; but when I encounter

the brother-you-must-be-loaded reac-

tion, I point out 1 ) our court was home-

built and 2) even if we had hired a con-

tractor, this would have little, if any,

bearing on my financial status 34 years

coniitilled

VOLVOPENTA

Now order your

fuunmcui-*o<*

with a factory-installed

VOLVOPENTA
AQXJAMATIC

THE INBOARD ENGINE WITH THE OUTBOARD DRIVE

AQUAMATIC*»..p.nd.
THE INBOARD ENGINE WITH THE OUTBOARD DRIVE

Grumman and 25 other leading boat builders feature factory-
installed Volvo-Penta Aquamatics because it gives their boats the
best combination of:

ECONOMY. . .Saves over half your outboarding fuel cost by doubling
your miles per gallon and eliminating outboard oil. ..avoids annoying
exhaust fumes and smoke. . .experiences less spark plug trouble and
engine failures... enjoys the high trade-in value of an inboard boat.

SAFETY. . . High, full transom removes fear of swamping... increases
offshore cruising range. Hazards of fuel mixing are eliminated. Sim-
plified boat control with positive, torque-free steering and single-
lever throttle operation.

CONVENIENCE ... It tilts, trails, beaches. Has outboard’s ability to
forgive mistakes made in shallow water or in running over driftwood
and underwater objects. Compact installation increases cockpit area
...eliminates outboard motor well. ..avoids awkward center of cockpit
position of a conventional inboard engine.

Don’t you agree that these are good reasons for ordering your new boat
with a factory-installed 80 h.p. Volvo-Penta Aquamatic? Get the
inboard engine with the outboard drive!

VOLVO IMPORT, INC. • 452 Hudson Terrace • Englewood Cliffs, N. J.
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Homemade Tennis Court

AMERICA’S OLDEST DERBY
MEMORIAL DAY

The Jersey Derby is a classic for 3-year-olds at one mile and a

furlong with $100,000 added. See the Jersey Derby Pageantry,

winner of the Freedoms Foundation Americana Award.

POST TIME 2:30 P.M.

Garden State Park
ft NG PLANNED ROUTE 70, near CAMDEN, N. J.

FOR PLEASURE Easy to reach by train, bus or N. J. Turnpike (Exit 4)

FULTON
COUNTY
NEW YORK

Name your pleasure — Name your sport!

Fulton County will give you more of every-

thing you want for a fun-filled vacation.

Fishing and Hunting — Water Sports for all.

Golf Courses, modern Summer Theater—
Sightseeing and Shopping. Accommodations
to fit every purse— restaurants and enter-

tainment to suit every taste. Send coupon now
for complete vacation and accommodation
information.

FULTON COUNTY PUBLICITY
County Bu tiding, Johnstown 5, N.Y.

RUSH me your FREE colored brochure.

State ..........

Historic Waterfront Estate

Wading River, Long Island

On Long Island Sound, with a private beach
and 30 acres of lovely grounds— 70 miles
from New York City 10-room Early Ameri-
can house of brick and shingles built in

1675 by Richard Woodhull still stands in

almost exactly its original form except for

skillful decoration and modernization
Pegged wide-board floors, 3'/2 modern
baths, copper plumbing, oil heat, servants'
quarters The setting of spreading lawns,
magnificent trees and residence grounds in-

cludes a winding brook and a trout pond,
summer house, 2 garages, barn, outdoor
fireplace, and 1-hole golf drive (150 yards)
A road leads to the beach on the Sound,

water frontage 413 feet The property af-

fords excellent quail, pheasant and duck
shooting Mortgage free and clear » Taxes
approximately $1350 For Sale $120,000.

Write: Box 666, Radio City Station,

New York 19, New York.

later. It varies from shaky to precarious.

The other reaction is that, unless your

court is the permanent all-weather type,

you lead a life of unremitting slavery

to keep it in shape. Although this may
not be quite so wide of the mark as

assumption No. 1, it is still pretty far

astray in my case. Of course I do work

on it, and sometimes 1 work hard

—

particularly when I have to get it in

shape after the winter. This calls first

for filling in deep footprints that have

been imbedded in it during the early-

spring muddy season by small children,

dogs, cats and other fauna (deer tracks

once). Raking, brushing and rolling fol-

low, but six to eight hours of work will

suffice to put it in shape—net up and

lines marked out.

About now, if you are like most peo-

ple, you will be asking: “Don't the

guests who play on your court offer to

work on it?” They do offer to help—on

an average of once a week, perhaps.

Once or twice in the course of a season

someone actually does help. I wish they

wouldn't. 1 have had “helpers” roll the

court when it was too muddy. What
this does, of course, is to pick up the

surface of the court and deposit it on

the roller—like rolling snowballs in wet

snow. Occasionally someone tries to

mark the court. What happens? He fails

to locate the marking pegs, which I have

placed at all intersections, and marks

the lines where he thinks they ought to

be. The record, at this writing, is a base

line that was 4 feet 7V4 inches farther

from the net at one corner of the court

than the other—achieved by a Ph.D.,

incidentally.

But our guests do supply abundant

help of another kind. They have chipped

in and bought a playing net when the

old one collapsed, supplied clay for re-

surfacing. Last season I didn't purchase

a single can of balls. I spend far less by

having my own court than I would if I

joined a club.

Play on our court here can be grouped

in three divisions. The first is guest play,

in which our family takes no part.

Friends and neighboring children are

welcome to the court when we aren't

playing, and on a long summer day I

have seen it in literally constant use

from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. The second is

family “social" play, as exemplified by

a Saturday or Sunday afternoon mixed,

with my wife, daughter, or both, and

other couples.



The third, and most important—al-

though my wife might dissent— is the

hard-core weekend and holiday morn-

ing doubles waged by the group of mid-

dle-aged males to whom I have already

referred. It can, I think, be described as

good second-rate, or “club.” tennis, con-

sidering our age.

Our tennis is marked by ferocious ef-

fort, constant needling, occasional bick-

ering, gusty laughter, profanity, every

known nuance of gamesmanship and a

fierce closed-corporation attitude.

If any of our group introduces an out-

sider, and that outsider fails to hold up

his end, he won't repeat the offense in

a hurry. First there will be glares and

whispered comments. Next comes a

pointed effort to avoid getting into the

same foursome with the chump. “No,

you go ahead, Frank. I’ll sit this one

out. I'm tired." (The hell he is; he's

rarin' to go.) And after the chump de-

parts comes the real chewing-out of the

culprit who brought him, explicit in de-

tail and colorful in terminology.

What complicates hard-core tennis

here is that our group consists of a pool

of about 10 players. It's seldom that

all will show up on the same morning,

what with out-of-town trips, family ob-

ligations and the like, but the chances

are that more than four will. Wc operate

on a vague first-come principle, but the

ramifications of who shall play in a par-

ticular set require the services of a Phil-

adelphia lawyer. (Wc have two lawyers

in our group: a New York lawyer and

a Westport lawyer, and they never agree

on anything.)

Suppose four of us are playing, and

two more men appear. Of course the

two new players get into the next set,

and the original foursome spin rackets

to determine which two shall remain in

and which two shall sit out. All well

and good, but Al, one of the losers, re-

marks in a tone of intense self-pity that

he may as well be going home because

he has an engagement at 1 1 :3() and there

wouldn't be time for him to get in an-

other set after sitting one out. This, of

course, is a hint that if one of the win-

ning racket spinners were a genuine

friend he would give up his priority to

Al, so that Al wouldn't have to leave

with only one lousy set under his belt.

The result? If Al gets turned down, he

goes home fuming. If he gets his way,

his benefactor sits fuming on the side-

lines wondering whether Al really has

an 1 1 :30 engagement.

It can be more bickersome than that.

More Aquamatics have been sold than all other brands of
inboard-outboards combined, because

:

Leading boat builders agree that the Aquamatic is tops in economy,
performance, and safety...the best power unit for any type of hull in

the 16 to 23-foot range . . . wood, aluminum, or fiberglass.

Thousands of owners have “tested” and proved its rugged dura-
bility, its over-all efficiency...the result of being the only inboard en-
gine and outboard drive that is engineered, manufactured as a single

unit . . . the perfect combination of power and propulsion.

Visit the boat dealer who features any one of these leading boats...

all offer Volvo-Penta Aquamatic installations in their 1961 models:

ALUMA CRAFT . ARKANSAS TRAVELER . BARBOUR • BERTRAM . CARVER BOAT
CORONET • CRUISERS, INC. • CUTTER . FABUGLAS • GLASS MAGIC • GLASSPAR
G & W. • GRUMMAN-PEARSON • HYDRODYNE • LARSON • LYMAN • OWENS
PENN YAN . PERFORMER • SABRE CRAFT • SKEE-CRAFT . SQUALL KING
SUPERGLAS • THOMPSON (N.Y.) . THOMPSON (WIS.) . WHIT-CRAFT HOUSEBOATS

VOLVO IMPORT, INC. • 452 Hudson Terrace • Englewood Cliffs, N. J.

AQUAMATIC 1 pe

THE INBOARD ENGINE
WITH THE OUTBOARD DRIVE

Order your boat with

A FACTORY-INSTALLED

VOLVO-PENTA
AQUAMATIC

THE INBOARD ENGINE WITH THE OUTBOARD DRIVE

SPECIFICATIONS

HORSEPOWER 80
BORE & STROKE (IN.) 3.12 X 3.15
CYLINDERS 4
PISTON DISPL. (CU.IN.) 97
FUEL.. 93 OCTANE GASOLINE
LENGTH (IN.) 29
MAX. WIDTH (IN.) 17%
HT. ABOVE BOTTOM OF BOAT
(APPROX. IN.) 30

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 12 VOLTS
WEIGHT OF ENGINE AND DRIVE
(APPROX. LBS.) 440
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ACTIONATBELMONTJUNE1-30
$125,000 Belmont, June 3; $75,000 Mother Eoose, June 10;
$50,000 Whitney, June 17; $100,000 Coaching Club Ameri-
can Oaks, June 24. First Race: 1:30. Co by Bus, Car or LIRB.

Homemade Tennis Court continued

Seven players are on the premises, and

three sets have been played. A late ar-

rival, Bill, then appears. Naturally, he

plays in the next set, which means that

four men will now be sitting out. The
set ends, and the foursome get up from

the bench, grab their rackets and ad-

vance upon the court. But Bill says, wait

a minute, hasn't each of the four played

at least two sets? (Each has.)

So, points out Bill, if he now sits out,

it will mean he has played only one set

while these players are on their third.

What kind of justice is that? It couldn’t

happen under Stalin or Trujillo. Sam,

one of the players who has been sitting

out, narrows his eyes, clears his throat

and replies heatedly, “If you play again,

that means that one of us will have to

sit out two sets in a row. Nobody sits

out two sets in a row. What are you, a

Hitler or a Batista or something?”

Sitting out, doggy footprints, leaky

backstops, broken brush handles—just

some of the features of owning your

court. And the things guests leave be-

hind. Sweaters, caps, pants (relax: they

had shorts on underneath), pipes,

watches, books, wallets. Our tennis

closet clogs up with them, and my wife

periodically threatens to hold an auc-

tion. And the phone messages my wife

has to relay to the court. "Bill is to pick

up a pound of butter and three cans of

dog food on the way home.” “A1 is to

call Mr. McGruder in Hollywood.”

And the guests’ children who want to

play on the court or squirt the hose on

it. And who get thirsty and come into

the house for a drink. And come in for

another drink. And then come in to use

the john. Causing my helpmate to re-

mark on one occasion, “I don’t see why
we don’t install a pay toilet.”

But it’s worth it many times over, and

I like to think I am developing in my
guests the ruggedness that this country

needs today. I might not exactly have

them under my thumb, but occasionally

I like to test their character. I see that

our cat gets out on the court and chases

balls in the middle of a hot set. 1 send

strident jazz through the loudspeaker

next to the court. Maybe burn a few

piles of leaves if the wind is in the right

direction to waft smoke across it. I have

my fun. By having my own court 1 can

play on it any time I please.

Provided that doesn't mean someone

has to sit out two sets in a row, of

course. end
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Nightcap!

Tuck away the world’s

cares until tomorrow.

An old friend is close at

hand. Congenial V. 0.

Canada’s Famous whisky.

Honest in character. .

.

forthright in flavor. . .gifted

with engaging lightness...

it’s a good day’s

perfect “Good Night”!

Seagram’s Imported

company it keeps



You get a lot

to like with a

Marlboro

-the filter

cigarette with
the unfiltered

taste.

King-size soft pack or Flip-Top box

— both have the exclusive Selectrate filter

Why don’t you settle back and
have a full-flavored smoke ?


